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ABSTRACT
When reading the landscape o f Burlington, West Virginia, Fort Hill Farm stands 
out as an archetypal example o f regional Southern Greek Revival architecture and the 
social symbol system and traditions it represented. During the nineteenth century, a 
unique "American" voice was sought in the arts. Architecture, a constant visual 
reinforcement o f  physical patterns, began to be seen as a readily accessible vehicle by 
which to improve the moral landscape o f the nation. Designers o f the mid-nineteenth 
century, such as Gervase Wheeler, A. J. Downing, and L. F. Allen began to incorporate 
elements from the Gothic period into their designs, attempting to capitalize on the 
religious ideology and morality o f the new "American" consumer. These ideas were 
publicly popularized in the form o f design books available in urban and rural areas.
The Sloans o f Fort Hill and many o f their social contemporaries had a set o f 
priorities that could not be met by the new fashionable Gothic designs with their allusions 
to ecclesiastical architecture and moralistic behavior. Instead, they elected to retain the 
classical language o f the Greek-Revival. Fort Hill, built in 1853, is an example o f a rural, 
southern interpretation o f the democratic order o f architecture. It symbolizes the 
continuing need o f agrarians to mark the landscape, reenforcing their position as masters 
o f the natural world. Choosing an architectural style that linked the builders o f Fort Hill 
to the past helped to make the future tangible in the face o f  uncontrolable natural 
elements.
The Greek Revival represented a calm, ordered, known past to the Fort Hill Sloans 
a time o f social change. It neatly expressed in its balanced architectural orders the 
patriarchal hierarchy and systematic dependence critical to the continuance o f the 
agricultural economy the Sloans and their peers in the Burlington area were a part of. The 
suburban, metropolitan, and non-agrarian family unit was branching out. The choice on 
the part o f  the elite agriculturalists to mold and raise their families within the symmetrical 
and ordered halls o f Greek Revival houses demonstrated the need for a framework in 
which to place these individuals. Retaining familiar architecture brought cohesion and 
order to the hierarchy within the familial and labor structures o f the nineteenth-century 
Sloans despite changes in nineteenth-century social structure and family values.
The pattern continues. By maintaining the family seat as a symbolic representation 
o f hierarchy, the head o f present day Fort Hill is able to draw the nuclear family units 
making up the extended family group together to cooperate as one functional economic 
unit. While the daily physical, well-being o f Fort Hill and its families is no longer 
dependent on the presence or absence o f the Greek-Revival farmhouse, the structure does 
act as a testimonial, reminding the individual branches descended from the original Sloan 
family o f the common heritage they share and hold for their children. Therefore, the 
Sloan/Bonar, family continues to fight to maintain a structure which speaks to the outside, 
non-agrarian world in a nineteenth-century symbol system, for the Sloan/Bonar family 
looks at Fort Hill and sees the hierarchical order that continues to be indispensable to the 
successful, smooth functioning o f Fort Hill Farm.
FORT HILL:
A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE STRUCTURAL AND SOCIAL 
HIERARCHY AND HARMONY OF GREEK REVIVAL ARCHITECTURE
INTRODUCTION
Designed and built in 1853 to shelter an agrarian family, Fort Hill is located in 
Burlington, West Virginia. A rural example of the Greek Revival, Fort Hill has served 
as the home and place of business for the builders of Fort Hill, the Sloans, and the 
generations that descended after them. The farm is one of a group of homes built by 
agriculturists who had the money to keep up with the latest styles and fashions. The 
Sloans and their nineteenth-century peers were erecting large farmhouses in a time of 
choice and consumer power. Goods were available to a wider spectrum of economic 
classes following the Industrial Revolution. New styles were coming into fashion as 
the availability of goods increased. Authors of contemporary design books and 
housekeeping manuals were publishing architectural models heavily influenced by 
Gothic designs. However, the farmhouses rising from the western Virginia landscape 
did not incorporate any of the new earth and heaven oriented design elements of the 
Gothic. Rather, like the majority of their neighbors investing similar sums of money in 
the mid-nineteenth century, the builders of Fort Hill, the Sloans, chose to build in the 
classical language of the Greek Revival, emphasizing balance, order, hierarchy, and 
symmetry.
The farmhouse constructed at Fort Hill architecturally expresses the
2
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hierarchical system of patriarchal dominance under which mutual cooperation allows 
the accomplishment of the daily and seasonal business of the farm. Fort Hill is one of 
a group of Greek Revival manor houses built in western Virginia between 1830 and 
1870. The nineteenth-century agricultural families building and inhabiting these 
structures needed to carry the social model they had learned from their seventeenth- 
and eighteenth-century forefathers into the present generation's lifestyle. Cooperation 
between family members, both immediate and extended, was crucial to constructing an 
ordered hierarchy capable of running the farm in an ordered and harmonious manner.
It was appropriate to encase the family in an architectural construct with ties to 
democracies of classical times.
The Classical architecture of the Greeks and Romans employed a symbol 
system in which every part was an important element in maintaining the harmony of 
the whole. Classical architecture attempted to capture the democratic spirit of the age 
of the Greeks, valuing the contributions of all members were important to the whole. 
The combination of hierarchical order and democratic balance found in Classical 
architecture was drawn upon by the eighteenth-century designers and became known 
as the Greek Revival. Pattern book authors such as Asher Benjamin publicized the 
style increasing its popularity across the country. Such pattern books brought the 
designs to rural areas, such as western Virginia. Rural builders latched onto design 
elements from the Greek Revival to incorporate into their designs. Utilizing whatever 
design elements the builders could afford, people from a wide geographical and 
economic spectrum adapted elements of the Greek Revival style, a simple column or a 
grand portico, according to their means.
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The popularization of Gothic architecture made the mid-nineteenth century a 
time of choice. The Sloans and their peers had the opportunity to expose themselves 
to the new concepts put forth by design book authors and reformers writing during 
their lifespan. The new symbol system drew upon the language of the Gothic era, 
when order pointed to an authority, God, higher than humans. Designs emphasized 
unity with nature and heavens, pointing toward one's moral responsibilities to this 
world and world thereafter. Authors of pattern books and housekeeping manuals were 
targeting male and female audiences with pages of text stressing the importance of the 
moral well-being of the family unit.1 This new generation of designers felt a structure 
incorporating architectural elements of Gothic church-like design would help bind the 
family together and uplift the home spiritually and morally.2
The landscape in the area of Burlington, West Virginia, bare of Gothic cottages 
and villas, emphasizes the geographical area's rejection of the Gothic. In an area 
populated by agriculturists already conscious of the importance of the family and how 
crucial it was to the operation of the farm that they function as a cohesive unit, the 
Sloans were not interested in building a home designed to remind them the ultimate 
power was God. Agriculturists were well aware of the fact they could not control the 
seasons or the powers of nature. The Sloans and other members of their geographical 
peer group were more comfortable in the classical, ordered symmetry of the Greek 
Revival buildings of their forefathers: buildings which reminded them of how
1 H. Hudson Holly, Modern Dwellings In Town and Country Adapted to American
Wants and Climate With A Treatise on Furniture and Decoration (New
York, 1878) and Edward Shaw, Rural Architecture (Boston, 1843).
2 Ibid.
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important all members' contributions were to creating a hierarchy which would allow 
the successful working of the land.
The Sloans and their contemporary consumers took power into their hands 
when they made their architectural choices. The Sloans and their peers were not 
rejecting the design ideas of the north, rather they were using architecture to define 
themselves and their way of life by erecting visual monuments that emphasized all that 
was important to Southern agrarians. The Sloans and their neighbors were not part of 
the nineteenth-century industrial world. Cooperation between individuals was needed 
to make both the northern industrial world and the Southern agrarian world function.
It is there the similarity stopped. The industrializing northern world emphasized 
individuality and specialization of labor while the Southern agrarian world appears to 
have called for greater interdependency among family and labor as it tried to keep its 
economy together.
The symbol system of the Greek Revival has continued to appeal to the Sloans' 
descendants. A branch of the family has continuously inhabited the main house at Fort 
Hill since its construction. The residents at Fort Hill have altered the main house, 
adding a wing to create more space as the desire for privacy increased in the late 
nineteenth and twentieth century. As fashions and styles changed, Greek Revival 
details, such as the two-story portico, were updated. The two-story wooden portico 
gracing the front of the house at the time of construction was built into the fiber of the 
structure. Easily removable, replacing the front porch became an easy way to update 
the structure stylistically while maintaining the balanced harmony of proportion their 
forefathers were seeking.
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The Sloans were making more than a stylistic choice when they chose to build 
using the principles of the Greek Revival, they were choosing the set for a lifestyle. 
The effort on the part of their descendants to maintain the property illustrates a 
continuing respect for the classical symbol system and its aura of harmony, balance, 
and cooperation. The ordered architecture employed at Fort Hill and other Greek 
Revival manor houses in western Virginia has provided a base for individual members 
of the family as they struggle to find their own niches and spheres in the changing 
world surrounding them. The stylistic merits of the Greek Revival that initially 
contributed to the Sloans' decision to build Fort Hill in a classical design have become 
outweighed by the social and historical implications of the elements' ordered hierarchy 
to twentieth-century generations. The house symbolizes the continuing success of a 
family over two centuries. It is this hierarchical order of history that has carried Fort 
Hill into the twentieth century as an unchanging symbol of one Southern agrarian 
family’s economic and social stability.
CHAPTER I:
THE EVOLUTION OF FORT HILL
The post-contact agrarian traditions of Fort Hill and other farms in the 
Burlington area began with the early colonial settlement of Virginia. Fort Hill Farm is 
part of the original Fairfax land grant. Charles the II of England, transferred all the 
land lying between the Potomac and the Rappahannock Rivers to the Culpepper 
brothers.3 The Culpepper brothers gave their sister the American land grant as a gift 
upon her marriage into the Fairfax family. Lady Catherine, the last surviving child of 
Lord Culpepper, deeded the land to her son Lord Fairfax upon her death.4
Lord Fairfax wanted his lands settled. The English settlers in the Burlington 
area began to move into the lands along the South Branch River, a water body known 
to Native Americans as the Wappatomaka, about 1734.5 These early settlers did not 
all secure titles from the governor and council of Virginia for the lands they were 
occupying.6 This and other factors led to much confusion over land ownership and 
division. Fairfax proceeded to become embroiled in a suit with the Commonwealth of 
Virginia over the extent of the Northern Neck Proprietary at this time.
3 Catherine Snider Long, Pioneers, Their Homes and Families, On the Lower South
Branch (Morgantown, 1949), p. 5.
4 Ibid.
5 Ibid.
6 Ibid., p. 6.
7 Ibid., pp. 5-6.
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Upon his inheritance of the property in 1749, Thomas the 6th Lord Fairfax sent 
his men of the colonies, James Genn, assisted by Peter Casey, William Rhodes, and 
Andrew Nowlin, "chain men and markers," to survey Patterson Creek Manor.8 The 
party came from all walks of life. Genn brought along one of the sixteen year old 
Fairfax nephews, who in turn brought along his friend, George Washington. The land 
tracts identified as "prime" property in the survey, were divided into Manors for 
Fairfax to dispose of.9 Patterson Creek Manor, although three miles wide and ten 
miles long, was still one of the smallest parcels.10 (See Figure 1) The Patterson Creek 
Manor ran from a point near Headsville, West Virginia along a straight line for eight 
miles, through the hills in a southerly direction paralleling Patterson Creek.11 The 
southern border lies south of the area referred to in the nineteenth century as the Bane 
Brothers residence.12 (See Figure 1) The line on the eastern side of the creek starts 
back towards Headsville again. The land lying within the Manor's boundaries was then 
divided into individual lots.13
The opening of Lord Fairfax's land granting office to handle the surveyed lots 
forced the settlers to think about property ownership. As Lord Proprietor, Lord 
Fairfax had a great deal of power. Fairfax had control of where town sites were 
situated and property lines drawn.14 The first of Fairfax's official warrants were issued
8 Richard K. MacMaster, The History o f  Hardy County, 1786-1986 (USA, 1986).
9 Ibid., pp. 14-15.
10 Ibid., pp.14-15.
11 Mineral County Deed Book 11, Keyser, West Virginia, 1886.
12 Ibid.
13 MacMaster, The History o f  Hardy County, 1786-1986, pp. 14-16.
14 Ibid., p.7.
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after the survey, some as early as 1747 and 1749.15 Fairfax's manager began issuing
titles to interested parties regardless of whether the property was already occupied.16
Many of the settlers already in the area were affected by the new manor lines and
chose to leave the area rather than fight the new boundaries.17 Lord Fairfax issued
those remaining settlers and the new arrivals official ninety-nine year leases at the cost
of twenty shillings (approximately five dollars), renewable every hundred years.18
Those that entered into this new contract and began to pay the yearly rent were still
dissatisfied. The settlers felt they should have the opportunity to purchase their lands
outright when they had saved the money.19
The controversy was never satisfactorily settled. Years later, Joseph Neaville
began a second survey of the land divisions within Patterson Creek Manor on April 27,
1761 and completed it on November 20, 1772. The survey was "recorded in the
Superior Court held in the District composed of the counties of Hardy, Hampshire,
and Pendleton in the County of Hardy the seventh day of September, 1773."20 (Figure
1) The thirty-one lots were claimed as follows:
Lot 1-162 acres claimed by Thomas
Lot 2-292 acres claimed by George Corn
Lot 3-625 acres claimed by Solomon Hedges
Lot 4-529 acres claimed by Benjamin Rutherford
Lot 5-561 acres reserved for his Lordship, Thomas Fairfax
Lot 6-421 acres claimed by Edward Corn and Phillip Langly
Lot 7-333 acres claimed by Timothy Corn
15 Ibid., p. 5.
16 Long, Pioneers, Their Homes and Families on the Lower South Branch, p.6.
17 Ibid., pp. 5-7.
18 Ibid., p.5.
19 Ibid., p. 6.
Hardy County Deed Book I, Moorefield, West Virginia: Hardy County Courthouse, 
p. 136.
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Lot 8-280 acres claimed by Windle Miller 
Lot 9-278 acres claimed by John Ramsey 
Lot 10-295 acres claimed by Joseph Barker 
Lot 11-330 acres claimed by Robert Bell 
...and others..
As part of their 99 year lease from Fairfax, the recipients had to agree to pay twenty 
shillings of sterling money rent. The owners were commanded to erect a dwelling, 
complete with a stone or brick chimney, of at least twenty by sixteen feet. In addition,
each leasor was to plant a hundred apple trees, and not to "waste, destroy, or dispose
of any timber" beyond what he needed.21
Solomon Hedges, Esquire, agreed to these conditions, becoming one of the 
first settlers in the Burlington area.22 By 1747, he had settled lot number 3, the area of 
land that is now the Sloan/Bonar/Hannah farm, Fort Hill.23 Hedges, born in England 
in 1710, came to the Patterson Creek area with his father, Joseph Hedges.24 
Accompanying the family were John Van Meter, an Indian trader, and Jorst Hite from 
the New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania areas.25 Around 1735, Solomon Hedges 
proceeded to marry Rebecca Van Meter, born in 1711, daughter of John Van Meter, 
of Old Fields.26 The Hedges had six children, three boys and three girls.27
None of the children seemed inclined to settle in the Patterson Creek area 
permanently. The Hedges' appear to have been involved in some land speculating.
*) j
Long, Pioneers, Their Homes, and Families on the Lower South Branch, p.5.
20
“ J.C. Sanders, The Sanders Papers, Keyser, West Virginia, Mineral County Library,
I.
23 Ibid.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
26 Ibid.
27 Ibid.
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Hedges sold the four hundred acres on the South Branch he had acquired in 1744 to a 
William Millar in 1745 for thirty-five pistoles.28 Squire Solomon Hedges is said to 
have moved further on Patterson Creek.29 Hedges' family and others from the first 
wave of settlers were finding they could make a tidy profit selling the rights to the 
improved land to incoming colonists anxious to put down roots. According to 
Fairfax's rental rolls, Solomon Hedges was renting out two hundred acres in 1750.30 
Hedges could have turned a tidy profit on two hundred acres.
Hedges' was an active participant in more than the economic events of 
Patterson Creek Manor. In the eighteenth century, Hedges was in the thick of a great 
many political changes. Naturally, Native Americans inhabited the area prior to and 
during the early decades of colonial expansion. The handful of deaths attributed to 
Native Americans on Patterson Creek made farmers very nervous. In an effort to 
protect the lands of Patterson Creek Manor, the colonists' militia established a route to 
patrol. Captain Thomas Cocke and his men regularly passed Hedges' property on their 
rounds.31
The colonists were quick to make their safety their own concern, as the 
governing body in charge of Patterson Creek Manor changed hands frequently. 
Politically, the area Hedges lived in would have belonged administratively to three
28 MacMaster. The History o f Hardy County, 1786-1986, p.21. A pistole was a
foreign gold coin circulating as a little less than a British gold pound.
29 Ibid., p. 22.
30 Frederick County Proprietor’s Office, Fairfax Rental Rolls 1750-1764, Handley
Library Archives, Winchester, Virginia.
31 MacMaster, The History o f  Hardy County, p. 37.
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different Virginia land districts merely within the time span he was a landholder.32 
Patterson Creek Manor passed from Orange to Frederick County as a result of a 
politically motivated subdivision made on December 21, 1738.33 Appointed by 
Governor Gooch, Hedges acted as one of his Majesty's six Justice of Peace for the 
County of Frederick, Virginia in 1744.34 Hedges was responsible for maintaining Lord 
Fairfax's field office on his Patterson Creek property.35 Circumstances changed yet 
again in 1754 when Hedges' land changed jurisdictions yet again.36 The oldest extant 
county in twentieth-century West Virginia, Hampshire County, named for Hampshire, 
England, was formed out of portions of Frederick and Hardy Counties.37
Judging by his visitors, as well as his political appointments, Hedges seems to 
have moved in the social circles of the privileged and powerful. Young George 
Washington, upon one of his trips up the Patterson Creek Valley surveying with one of 
His Majesty's justices, George Fairfax, mentions Hedges in his journal. Washington 
wrote in his diary on Saturday, March 26, 1748; "We Crossed at the mouth of 
Patterson Creek and stayed all night at Abram Johnson's, Reeses Mill Area, and the 
second night we stayed at the home of Solomon Hedges and they had neither knife 
nor fork with which to eat."38
“ Myers, Myers' History o f  West Virginia (New Martinsville, 1915), volume 2.
33 Ibid.
34 T. K. Cartmell, Shenandoah Valley Pioneers and Their Descendants: A History o f
Frederick County, Virginia. 1738-1908 (Berryville, Virginia, 1963).
35 Ibid.
36 Myers, Myers' History o f  West Virginia, volume 2.
37 Ibid.
38 George Washington, Washington s Diary, pp. 1-7.
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Hedges seems to have developed his estate. Records of a 1749 purchase from 
William Chapman indicate that Solomon Hedges kept horses, mares, colts, and cows.39 
Father-in-law John Van Meter had a widely acknowledged interest in horseflesh, 
which may have influenced the development of Hedges' taste. Soon after Hedges' 
marriage to his daughter, Van Meter allowed Hedges the privilege of choosing one of 
his magnificent horses.40
Hedges' land transactions began to increase in the third quarter of the 
eighteenth century. Peter Hedges and Joshua Hedges, probably sons of Solomon, 
could have been involved, as they were noted in the area in the 1759 census.41 Hedges 
rented the lands he owned in the New Creek area in 1760 to Peter Steenbergen for one 
year 42 There is record of his oldest son, Silas Hedges, who would have been 25 at the 
time, conveying three hundred acres on Patterson's Creek to a Jacob Douthit in 
1761.43 The family continued to remain involved in the area after this sale; a Hedges 
was still entering land grants with Lord Fairfax in September of 1762.44 Solomon 
Hedges himself left the Patterson Creek area sometime between the French and Indian 
War and before the 1782 census was taken, moving to the Hedges' land investment to 
Buffalo Creek, Ohio County, Virginia.45
39 Wilmer L. Kerns, Historical Records o f  Old Frederick and Hampshire Counties,
Virginia. (Bowie, Maryland: Heritage Books, Inc., 1991); 2: 26.
40 Ibid., 3: 110.
41 Clara McCormack Sage and Laura Sage Jones, Early Records-Hampshire County,
Virginia, Now West Virginia (Baltimore: Genealogical Publishing Company, 
1969).
42 Mineral County Deedbook I, Keyser, West Virginia, p.56.
43 Sage and Jones, Early Records-Hampshire County, Virginia, Now West Virginia.
44 Mineral County Deedbook 7, Keyser, West Virginia, pp. 63 and 376.
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The Hedges chose a good time to leave the Patterson Creek area. Around the 
time of the Revolution, the Virginia Legislature enacted laws in an attempt to prevent 
any other large estates like Lord Fairfax's from developing.46 While it could not break 
up the Fairfax estate, this action did stop Fairfax from charging rent on lands already 
"sold." At the close of the Revolution, Virginia went a step further and opened the 
Fairfax lands to settlement in the same manner accorded any other Virginia property, 
attempting to dismiss Fairfax's rules and regulations.47
Adding to the controversy, Lord Fairfax died in December of 1781, leaving the 
right to the disputed Patterson Creek Manor to his nephew, Reverend Denny Martin 
Fairfax.48 The majority of tenants had never received deeds for the farms they were 
occupying, so were driven from their homes by the Reverend Fairfax.49 People were 
very concerned about their futures and wanted a land office to help in the attempt to 
straighten things out.50 Serving as lawyer for the Fairfax interests, John Marshall, of 
Supreme Court fame, became well versed in the political and legal problems of the 
property.51 When Reverend Denny Martin died without heir, willing the whole manor 
to two unmarried aunts, Marshall was ready to step in.
Despite all the problems he had seen while being in charge of the property, 
Marshall decided he wanted to buy the parcel. Unable to come up with the financial 
means to make this happen, Marshall joined forces with James Markham Marshall and
46 Long, Pioneers, Their Homes, and Families, On the Lower South Branch, pp. 7-8.
47 Ibid.
48 MacMaster, The History o f Hardy County, 1786-1986, Chapter 1.
49 Ibid.
50 Ibid.
51 Sanders, III: 174.
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his brother-in-law, Colonel Raleigh Colston/Henry Colston.52 Colston served in public 
service positions as well; he was appointed as overseer of the poor between 1793- 
1796.53 The triumvirate proceeded to purchase the South Branch Manor in 1786 from 
the aunts, and it appeared as if the area had positive new leadership to look towards.54
When the land was divided up among the triumvirate, Chief Justice John 
Marshall claimed 100, 000 acres, James Markham Marshall received 80, 000 acres, 
and Raleigh Colston the remaining 40,000 acres.55 The land was used for a variety of 
purposes. Chief Justice Marshall raised high quality horse flesh with the Van Meters 
on a portion of his land.56 The majority of the three gentlemen's property was leased, 
however. Following in the Fairfax pattern, the leases they offered were again not 
terribly secure; lasting for twenty-one years or three owners' lifetimes, whichever came 
first.57 The triumvirate itself did not finish payments on the property until 1806.58 At 
the same time, a 250 acre piece of property on the Northwest side of Patterson's Creek 
Manor purchased from Jacob Read and his wife Catherine on February 14, 1806 was 
added to these holdings.59 Soon after, Colston bought out Lee and Marshall, making 
Colston proud owner of an estate that stretched both above and below Burlington.60 
Colston wanted to start dividing the estate before his death. For the sum of
52 Sanders. J.C. Sanders refers to the Colston party as Henry. According to other
documentation, the party in question was named Raleigh.
53 Ibid.
54 Sanders, III: 174-175.
55 MacMaster, The History o f  Hardy County, 1786-1986, p. 37.
56 Ibid.
57 Ibid.
58 Ibid.
59 Deedbook 14, Romney Courthouse. Romney, West Virginia, 1806, p. 404.
60 Sanders, in: 174.
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one dollar, Raleigh Colston conveyed to his daughter Lucy Ann,"in consideration of 
mutual love and affection," Lots 2 and 3 of Patterson Creek Manor, the Read tract 
included, on April 1, 1820.61 The plot is described as lying 1600 acres north of 
Burlington, being at the corner of the old manor and the old schoolhouse, lying south 
of land purchased by James R. Heiskell of Sam Vandiver.62 (Figure 2) The rest of the 
property remained intact until Colston's death in 1830.63
Following his death, Colston's heirs sued for division of the property in 1830.64 
In 1834, Edward Colston, Thomas Carskadan, John Vandiver, John Sloan, and Samuel 
Kercheval were appointed by commission to survey, lay off and divide the lands lying 
in Patterson Creek Manor.65 The survey helped in the settlement. Lucy Ann Colston 
retained lots 2 and 3, which included the school, in the 2410 acres she was allotted 
above Burlington.66 The remaining property above and below Burlington was divided 
among the three other parties, Mary F. Thomas, William Leigh, and Mary Susan 
Seldon Leigh so that the four received equal quantities of land.67 As both William and 
Mary Susan were under 21, their father, Benjamin Watkin Leigh acted as trustee for 
them.68
The land division process began again upon Lucy Ann Colston's death in
61 Deedbook 22, Romney Courthouse, Romney, West Virginia, 1820, p. 55.
62 Sanders, III.
63 Ibid.
64 Ibid., Ill: 174.
65 Deedbook 30, Mineral County Courthouse, Keyser, West Virginia., April 30, 1834,
p. 378.
66 Deedbook 30, Romney Courthouse, Romney, West Virginia, p.378.
67 Ibid.
68 Ibid.
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1841.69 Her designated heirs, Elizabeth Colston, Edward and Sarah Jane Colston, 
Thomas and Elizabeth Colston, Conway Robinson and Mary Susan Sheldon, Mary 
Thomas, and Raleigh Colston, sold the property for the sum of $16, 265 to the 
builders of Fort Hill, the Sloans.70 Sons of Richard Sloan, an Irish indentured servant 
who immigrated to Philadelphia, brothers John, George, Thomas, Richard, and James 
Sloan purchased the property not as joint tenants, but as tenants in common.71 The 
property has been continuously owned by descendants of the Sloan family since that 
day.
The original Fort Hill property consisted of approximately 5000 acres,
72stretching as far as the Mill Creek area, and present day Route 220. Once he had the 
property, James Sloan is said to have started construction of Fort Hill in 1853.73 Fort 
Hill's took its name from an Indian site situated on one of the hills on the farm.74 A 
receipt from George Sloan and brothers to Philip Breebeck and Westfall Garrett dated 
October 22, 1853 records the placing of an order for "173, 000 bricks on Patterson's 
Creek at $1.25 per thousand, $216.25." It is likely a kiln was set up on the nearby hill 
specifically for the manufacture of bricks.75
Although the holdings of Fort Hill are now reduced to 1600 acres (Figure 3), 
that brick house still stands. Cornelia, Clyde Bonar's wife and mother of the present
69 Deedbook 36, Romney Courthouse. Romney, West Virginia, p. 375.
70 Ibid.
71 Ibid.
72 Family account, Fort Hill Papers.
73 Receipt, Fort Hill Papers (Fort Hill. Burlington West Virginia).
74 Family account, Fort Hill Papers.
75 Fort Hill Papers.
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owners, was the great-granddaughter of James Sloan, the builder.76 Through Cornelia, 
the current generations of Bonars can proudly say the Fort Hill complex (Figure 4) is 
still owned, operated, and preserved by direct descendants of the Sloan family. This 
continuous lineage has helped foster the concept of the family at Fort Hill as an 
interdependent unit.
76 Family account, Fort Hill Papers.
CHAPTER II:
FORT HILL: THE TWENTIETH-CENTURY STRUCTURE
The American home is an autobiography inscribed on the face of the land. The 
home has become intimately tied to the concept of family life. The family is not a 
constant unit and neither are architectural structures. Rather, both develop and change 
through time, as interpersonal relationships change within the family, children grow 
and move on, and economic roles shift. By examining the American home through 
time, the physical structure can be used as an illustration of the changing values of the 
society responsible for building it, maintaining, and altering it to fit new needs. The 
farmhouse is a particularly interesting representative of this phenomenon. The 
agrarian family unit continues to value the family as it serves as the farm's primary 
source of labor. The physical structure of Fort Hill Farm illustrates the constancy of 
this agrarian society. These functional behavior patterns and changes are reflected in 
the exterior footprint and interior division of the inhabited home space.
Fort Hill is silhouetted against the mountains. The two-story brick main house 
was originally laid in American bond: five rows of stretchers separated each row of 
headers. (Figure 5) The house is adorned with a continuous band of guttae at the 
roof level and a course of brickwork at water table level. The L- shaped wing house is 
capped by a tin gable roof, presently painted green. The present overall picture stands 
out on the horizon, the green roof strikingly eye-catching against the red brickwork
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and the dark green shutters. The line of the gable roof is broken by two end-wall 
chimney stacks located at the ends of the front rectangle of the L-shaped main house. 
Two brick interior chimney stacks are also found in the rear wing projecting behind 
the main body of the house. The house welcomes both family and friends. Reaching 
out, the front facade of the house is dominated by a white wooden three-bay front 
porch supported by four one foot square Tuscan columns on the exterior face of the 
porch and two half-engaged columns which rest against the front facade of the house, 
on the outside edges of the porch. (Figure 6) The top of the porch is presently 
capped by a Neoclassical balustrade. (Figure 7)
The changes in Fort Hill's architecture have a story to tell about the changing 
tastes and priorities of the Sloan family and the generations of occupants who have 
followed them through the years. For instance, there were several predecessors to the 
present porch arrangement. Early photographs show a white two-story portico porch, 
probably original to the structure. (Figure 8) The full height columns supporting the 
porch were made of wood. The original design must have had two stories to provide 
a balcony the second story French doors might have accessed. Photographic evidence 
indicates that the original double columned portico was graced by the addition of a 
pediment sometime in the late 1800's. (Figure 9) Between 1910 and 1930, the 
portico unit was replaced with a Gothic/Italianate porch in an attempt to update the 
house.77 The porch consisted of thin columnar posts which supported a balustrade. 
(Figure 10)
77 Bonar Family Photo Albums, Fort Hill Papers.
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The fourth change, which resulted in the Neoclassical balustrade presently seen 
around the porch rim, could have occurred any time between 1930 and 1950.78 (Figure
11) The 1893 Chicago World's Fair Columbian Exposition reintroduced the classical 
style to the United States. Classic architectural elements became popular once again, 
but not in the "pure" form known to the ancient architects. The Georgian, Adam,
Early Classical Revival, and Greek Revival traditions spanning a century and a half of 
architectural history became fused in the many allusions designers made under the 
guise of the Neoclassic style. Homeowners trying to keep up with the changing face 
of fashion compromised, reconciling the old with the new by adding on such details as 
the balustrade seen at Fort Hill rather than going to the expense of completely 
rebuilding.
When approached from the north, the house presents a five bay facade, fronted 
by a porch. (Figure 12) When facing the front facade, two sidelights flank the central 
door opening on both the first and second floors. The window apertures are defined 
horizontally and vertically. A white wooden lintel caps each sash window, 
emphasizing the horizontal. Painted dark green slatted shutters flank the left and right 
sides of the opening, marking off the perpendicular edges. Like the windows, the 
doorways are also demarcated by white wooden lintels. Green paint, visible under 
some of the flaking black paint, points to a change in the overall color scheme of the 
house at some point.
Two sash windows mark the east and west sides of the front facade of the main
78 Virginia and Lee McAlester, A Field Guide to American Houses (New York, 
1984), pp. 343-348.
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house dividing it into two bays excluding the ell. (Figure 13) The west side of the 
rear wing of the ell is unequally divided into six bays. (Figure 14) The south facade of 
the rear wing has only one single window. The windows situated on the first floor of 
the interior, or eastern side of the L-shape, are not surrounded by lintels or shutters. 
The upper windows have shutters but not lintels. A lean-to shed is attached to the 
south side of the structure. (Figure 15) The east side of the structure has been 
glassed in as a porch. (Figure 16) The uneven symmetry of the bays suggest the lo­
wing of the house was added to the front portion of the house at a slightly later date.
The small weatherboarded wooden shed projecting off the south side of the 
structure provides access to the stairs leading down to the basement under the rear 
kitchen wing of the house. (Figure 17) The basement walls are brick, rising out of a 
dirt floor. The lower half of the brick wall has been covered with a layer of cement. 
There is no basement, only a crawl space, under the front of the house.
The footprint of Fort Hill appears to have been formed during the course of 
two building projects. The front facade was joined by an ell shortly after the original 
facade was raised. A stone patio has been laid out in the rectangular area formed by 
the L-shaped joining of the two wings of the house. Cement block steps lead up to the 
glass back door. Originally, a large cistern collected rain water off the roof and stored 
it at the rear of the house. (Figure 18) The present Fort Hill is equipped with pipes 
and plumbing, so the cistern serves no real purpose. The cistern has been replaced 
with a twentieth-century well, pump, and septic system. For safety reasons, the cistern 
was sealed shut in the early twentieth century.
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The symmetrica] layout and proportions of the front section of Fort Hill and 
the linear layout of the wing refer to the classical principles of symmetry and order 
associated with the hierarchical form of the temple. (Figure 19) On the exterior, the 
front facade of the building is subdivided into five bays, two windows flanking each 
side of a central element, a door, on both the first and second stories. On the interior, 
the two parlors flanking the hall mirror each other on both floors. The parlors are 
larger than the hall, befitting their northern position in the front of the house. The 
important rooms in the wing, such as the dining area, are situated on the north front of 
the house and the kitchen and servant's or nursery chamber , work areas within the 
servant's domain, are located on the south side of the house. The dining room, an 
important space for both entertaining and family gatherings, is the largest room, 
located on the west side of the house.
The Sloans attempted to employ the symmetry dictated by the Greek Revival in 
the layout of Fort Hill. The asymmetry of the structure suggests the Sloans decided to 
build in two steps, perhaps unsure of how much space or time they wanted or could 
afford . When the Sloans continued to expand the layout of Fort Hill with the rear ell 
in the same pattern as the north facade of the house, the result lacked the balance of 
the symmetrical proportions and fine tuned adjustments of the original plan. The 
asymmetrical placement of the windows on the west side of the house and other 
building details are not in accordance with Greek Revival principles, signaling the 
joining of two builds. Structural changes have been made to the frame and interior 
division of space at Fort Hill.
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The structural evidence also suggests the porch was enclosed and the laundry 
and bathroom area were added in yet a third addition, filling in a portion of the L- 
shaped area between the two wings. The walls in the laundry and bath wing are made 
of wood, not brick. A back stairway, running from the first floor porch to the second 
floor porch, may also have been added at the time of the laundry and bath wing. The 
stairs block a window doorway that would have originally connected the left front 
parlor to the exterior world. The window frame was bricked in and several other areas 
patched in above the doorframe. The decorative fan that topped the doorframe sits 
seven bricks higher on the south wall face of the original wing than the one capping 
the doorframe leading from the front stair hall to the porch. The alterations to the 
window also affected the parlor, as the built-in Gothic style glass door bookcase in the 
left front parlor backs onto the door frame and therefore could not have been built 
until the doorframe was filled in.
The layout of the back porch with its abundance of doors continues to support 
the theory that the house was built in two parts. Located at the end of the porch, the 
south pantry door lies directly opposite the "back" door to the front hall, echoing it 
both in position and visual appearance. However, both the round frame treatment of 
the door and the pantry's solitary sash window are different than the others on the 
porch. A lintel with a slightly wider corner block at either end caps the two posts 
framing both sides of the door opening. Inside the pantry, a second doorframe, 
supporting a door divided into horizontal panels opens into the kitchen space.
Inside Fort Hill, the first floor is laid out with two parlors opening off the front 
entry hall, where the staircase is located on the north facade of the house. The
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floorboards in the front hall vary in width, alternating between five and a half and six 
inches in width. The stair ascends from the front hall up to the second story, 
continuing up two more short flights to the third story, or attic level. (Figure 20) 
Although the stairs run all the way to the attic, the third-story attic consists of merely a 
crawl space, rather than full rooms. However, the skeleton of the house can be 
viewed in the attic, where axe marks reveal that the beams used in the framing 
construction of the roof were cut, not sawn. Cut nails, not rosehead nails, have been 
used to join the beams.
Marking the exterior of the house, the natural honey-colored front door to Fort 
Hill matches in design and color the four grained doors opening off the entry hall. 
Graining was a popular and costly decorative treatment that uses color, brush, and 
featherwork to create the feeling of a highly grained wood such as oak. Opposite the 
front entrance, next to the stairway, the grained door leads onto a glassed-in back 
porch. All the windows and connecting doorways in the interior of the North part of 
the house have chamfered heads; the pediments and pilasters framing them are 
designed to represent classical temple entrances. The doorways to the northeast and 
northwest parlors opening off the front hall have also been grained to resemble honey 
colored oak, matching the oak front door.
Moving from the north facade back through the first floor plan, the five cross 
panel door off the northeast front parlor leads to the bath and laundry addition located 
behind it. The porch and L-wing located behind the North facade would have been a 
relatively recent addition, added as the family size demanded more space than the 
brothers had built. Perhaps the Sloan's monetary situation or the number of contracts
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the builders were involved with at the time demanded Fort Hill be built in two steps. 
The southwest bathroom has two windows with solitary panes placed near the shower 
stall. The commode faces the door to the laundry room, rather than a window. This 
does not allow any kind of view. A plain, flat hollow prefab door divides the bath and 
laundry spaces. The southwest laundry's three one over one sash windows are built in 
the wall opposite the back stairs, facing out onto an area paved with stones. The 
floorboards in the bath and laundry addition consist of 2 1/2" boards, noticeably 
narrower than the those in the rooms.
Evidence suggests the porch and laundry/bath area were added to the original 
structure of Fort Hill. The base material and exterior detailing of the door and 
window vary from the rest of the doors and windows in the house. The four panel 
door that leads from the southwest laundry to the porch is situated opposite the brick 
face of the wing of the ell. The laundry door wall consists of wood panels located 
below a band of glass one over one sash windows. The door leading from the porch 
to the outside is a twentieth-century addition made of moveable Venetian glass slats. 
The other three walls enclosing the porch are all brick faces of the house. Each wall 
can be passed through via a vertically paneled door resembling those in the main 
entrance hall. The white lines painted on the mortar between the brick rows 
emphasizes their linearity and the overall brickwork pattern. This decorative treatment 
is usually located on the exterior of a structure, thus indicating that this set of walls 
was originally located on the exterior of the house. Signatures, both of craftsmen and 
visitors can still be deciphered on the paint in the cracks. The decorative motifs differ 
in this section of the structure. Rather than brick pediments demarcating the
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doorways, there are brick fans, consisting of bricks laid vertically rather than 
horizontally for contrast. The two six over six sash windows on the porch have 
received similar treatment.
Located on the back porch next to the laundry, the wooden staircase leading to 
the second floor balcony, overlooks the stone patio. The balcony the staircase leads to 
are also part of the second build onto the main facade. The staircase runs past and 
blocks a window, now bricked in, situated high up on the wall. The brick fan capping 
the blocked in opening is situated seven bricks higher than the doorway leading from 
the porch to the front hall, enough of an extra height to have allowed for a step. This 
filled-in window backs onto the built-in bookcase situated in the left hand parlor, 
indicating adaptations were made to the parlor as well. Several other repairs are 
visible in the brick wall along the stair passage.
On the southwest side of the porch, the main door to the kitchen consists of a 
glass panel perched atop a vertical wooden panel and two horizontal wooden panels. 
The kitchen windows and doors are treated in the same manner as the pantry windows 
and doors, topped with a lintel and corner blocks, executed in the plain trim manner of 
the south rooms of the house rather than the pediment design seen in the more formal 
north rooms. The sash windows consist of six over six panes. The large fireplace 
used for cooking dominates the kitchen, but, like the parlor fireplaces, continues 
stylistically to be relatively flat, plain, and architectural in its overall appearance. The 
door to the left of the fireplace has been blocked off and divided into a closet space. 
The kitchen floor is covered in linoleum. A second doorway on the wall leading to the 
glass porch was added by Cornelia Bonar to provide a second means of access to the
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pantry located off the porch.79
Situated opposite the one leading onto the glass porch, a second door accesses 
the kitchen, exiting right onto a southwest wooden porch supported by thin rail like 
columns spaced six feet apart. The whole porch bears a close resemblance to a lean to 
shed in its construction. The upper two panels in this door are glass and the lower two 
are wood, a style commonly put into position between the years 1870 and 1940.80 
Above the doorway, a four pane glass transom window breaks the line of the wall.
The four panel, grained doorway leading from the south kitchen to the 
southwest dining room is the only swinging door in the house, probably designed to 
allow the servant or hostess to pass to and from the preparation area with ease. The 
other doors in the room are painted white. The door openings within the dining room 
are marked by lintels, but lack the comer blocks seen elsewhere in the house. A two 
door, two drawer china closet has been built into the wall next to the fireplace. A 
chair rail runs the circumference of the room 2' 8" from the floor. The walls are 
papered above and below the chair rail. The floorboards are probably not original, 
measuring only one to two and a half inches wide, but are connected by tongue and 
groove joints. Leading from the dining room, the door to the glassed in porch is lit by 
a transom window above it. The two six over six sash windows and door in the room 
have ridged lintels above them.
The doorways and windows in the northwest front parlor return to utilizing the
79 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia. November 1991.
80 Jan and Herbert Gottfried Jennings, American Vernacular Interior Architecture
1870-1940 (New York, 1989), p.38.
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pediment design above the door and window apertures. The two entrances to the 
room are both filled by honey-colored, combed grain, porcelain handled doors. The 
fireplace is decorated with a wooden chimney piece painted to resemble black marble, 
identical to the one in the parlor across the hall. (Figure 21) However, a modern 
brick face has been put on the fireplace. A chair rail encircles the waist of the room, 
dividing the room into spatial zones. The walls are plain plaster below the railing, but 
have been papered above. The floorboards in the northwest front parlor are the 
original five and a half inch width. The floorboards in the northeast front parlor have 
been replaced, the new boards measuring two and a half inches in width were laid over 
the old boards.
Wall-type-chimney breasts project the fireplaces and mantels out into the living 
space of Fort Hill's rooms. The fireplaces in the northwest and northeast parlors 
incorporate classical architectural elements including pilasters which flank the fire 
opening and the lintel serving as the mantelpiece. They are colored to look like 
rosewood, then swirled to look like black marble. Bricks have been laid in the shape 
of a rectangle in front of the fireplace, protecting the rest of the flooring in the room, 
which is wood. The wooden floorboards are the wider width of the older build, fitting 
the five to six inch and two to three inch divisions that seem to be consistent 
throughout the house.
As suggested by their size, the interior spaces on both floors are very clearly 
ordered in importance. There are wooden pediments framing the door and window 
openings in the rooms closest to the front elevation of the house, but not in the more 
service-oriented back spaces. The fireplace treatments in the front rooms are also
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more elaborate than those in the rear areas. The kitchen fireplace is less elaborate in 
detail, but larger in size to accommodate all the cooking which occurs on a farm. Its 
prominent size and dominant use of space within the kitchen domain is necessary for 
practical purposes, and is not necessarily a sign of prestige. The only unordered 
spaces are the attic and the basement, which serve as alternative service and storage 
areas.
The meaning of these spaces is more difficult to distinguish as technological 
changes have superseded the existing fireplaces as the primary heating sources. 
Replacing the fireplaces, modern technical additions to Fort Hill have included the 
radiators and the pipe system connecting them, visible evidence of the heating system 
which can be found in almost every room in the house. Tubular piping runs vertically 
in the comers of the rooms next to the radiator units. Water was readily available. Old 
photographs show that a large cistern well was located outside the smokehouse to 
help collect water. Plumbing has been installed to support the single bathroom found 
on each floor as well as the first floor kitchen's pipes. Hot water heaters and other 
twentieth-century accouterments can be found in the basement. During the twentieth 
century, electricity was put in, providing light in the house.
The Sloans' concept for Fort Hill included more than the physical structure of 
the building. According to family memory, select rooms in the public, first floor areas 
of Fort Hill had moveable furniture constructed to fit the needs and spatial 
relationships of the room.81 A chest on chest, now resting in the dining room, was
81 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia., November 1991.
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originally designed for the front hall.82 Several storage units have been built into the 
house as well. The east front parlor contains a large built-in bookcase, constructed 
under the influence of the Gothic style. The double doors of the bookcase are 
separated with a narrow wooden muntin. The bookcase doors are opened by brass 
handles with white porcelain knobs. Each of the cabinet doors contains eight glass 
panes, two panes wide and four long. The built-in unit was designed to fill a half of a 
door opening that had to be closed off. Built in the late nineteenth century, it was 
acceptable to vary style on such a small portion of the house. The southwest dining 
room has a built-in china cupboard. The kitchen has built-in storage cupboards as 
well.
The built-in furniture demonstrates the care the Sloans put into customizing the 
house to fit the family's needs. The same thought went into the structural details of the 
building. The circular wooden newel post, capped by a round ball, located at the 
foot of the staircase, is heavy in feeling. It marks the beginning of the ascent of Fort 
Hill's open well staircase. A smaller version of the newel post marks each landing as 
the climber ascends the three levels in the house. The twelve step flight of the 
staircase leading to the second floor breaks at a landing where the climber is faced 
with a choice. The main stairs turn and continue their upward ascent, but directly in 
front of the climber is a set of four steps leading to a grained door opening into a 
bathroom.
The exterior asymmetry of the southwest wing of the L-shaped structure of
82 Ibid.
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Fort Hill suggests the Sloans were not originally planning to build on such a large 
scale. The same attention to detail found in the rooms in the northern facade was 
expressed in the choices made in the rear wing as well. Needs changed with the times, 
however, and later generations have since altered and subdivided both the first and 
second floors of the second addition to Fort Hill. Steps lead up off the landing to a 
bathroom. Entering the bathroom, on the other side of the small room, opposite this 
entrance, is a second doorway, leading to a glassed-in porch that runs parallel to the 
bedrooms in the L-wing, located directly above its first floor counterpart. The upper 
panel of this two paneled door is glass, with a row of dentils located below the main 
window pane. The porch wall situated opposite the brick exterior wall of the house is 
constructed from two materials. The lower portion is made from wood paneling, 
while a band of five windows forms the upper half. Thin white lines have again been 
painted on the mortar in between the bricks on the wall, hinting that this may once 
have been an exterior facade.
The rear ell - wing of the house served many different functions. At the end of 
the south porch space, above the downstairs pantry area is a room presently used for 
storage. Constructed out of the same brick as the main house, the small space could 
have served the Sloans as a servant's chamber or a nursery. Other Greek Revival 
houses in the area such as Fairview, a neighboring farm to Fort Hill, have similar 
rooms used for both these purposes. The two paneled door accessing the servant's 
space is marked by a decorative row of bricks forming a lintel above the doorjamb.
The two other doors opening off the porch into two of the bedrooms are also made of 
vertical panels, but their doorjambs are capped with transom lights and brick fans
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rather than lintels.
Above the first floor's bath/laundry area, perpendicular to this enclosed porch 
space is a smaller wooden porch whose sides are open to the elements. This roof is 
supported by thin rail columns and the edges are marked by a balustrade. The space is 
entered via a screen door off the second story’s glass porch. An enclosed back 
staircase leading to the downstairs glass porch runs along the brick back wall of the 
front section of the house. Nine steps, supported by eight inch risers, up the rear 
staircase, the scar of a bricked-in window interrupts the wall. The scar of the three 
foot eight inch high doorway measures a foot and ten inches higher than the doorway 
presently used as a back door from the porch to the front hall.
Continuing in a northerly direction, the main staircase continues working its 
way upwards. To the right is the five step flight, consisting of eight inch risers, which 
ascended to the south facing bath. A six step flight, with eight inch risers, rises to the 
left, continuing up to the portion of the second floor at the north end of the house, and 
then upward to the attic on the third floor. The flooring in the upper hall is a mixture 
of four, five and a half, and six inch boards. The main second floor landing opens out 
onto the top of the present day second floor north-facing porch. On the northern end 
of the house, centrally situated in the upstairs hall, the elaborate interior "French" 
doorway treatment consists of multiple parts. (Figure 22 ) The actual French doors 
measure ten inches across, each consisting of twelve panes. They are flanked by two 
transom windows and the whole affair is capped by lintels and corner blocks, creating 
a Palladian window effect. Presently leading out onto a rooftop, the elaborate 
doorway seems a bit out of place. The design of the French doorway is most likely
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original, as it would have been compatible with the original two story portico porch 
appearing in nineteenth-century photographs as the design for the original Fort Hill 
facade.
The east bed chamber, located at the front of the house, is entered through a 
doorframe capped with a wooden lintel flanked by the same plain comer blocks seen 
on the first floor porch in the pantry. The door itself is made from four wooden 
panels. The sash windows are made of six over six glass panes. Breaking out of the 
wall line, a closet space, accessed through a four paneled door, projects out into the 
room. Two small double doors above the closet make use of the space between the 
closet and the ceiling, hiding a storage space. The presence of a window on the inside 
of the closet space suggests the closet is a later addition, whose construction blocked 
the window aperture which originally helped light the room. Previous to the present 
early twentieth-century expanded closet, two small shallower closets were found 
flanking either side of the fireplace.83 The fireplace boasts the same faux black marble 
treatment seen elsewhere in formal areas in the house. This decorative treatment, 
along with the room's northerly location, point towards the possibility that this was the 
bedchamber of the head of the household or for important guests. This chamber is 
part of the original build, as the floorboards in the upstairs bedrooms are made from 
the original wide width boards, alternating between five and seven and a half inches.
The northwest bed chamber, also situated on the north front of the house, is 
entered through a door made of four wooden vertical panels, topped by a lintel
83 Mary Alice Hannah, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, March 1993.
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terminating in corner blocks. Surprisingly, this room has the most colorful fireplace 
treatment seen anywhere in the house. Grey, white, and orange combine harmoniously 
to create a marbled effect on the wooden mantelpiece. The mantle and its flanking 
plain pilasters are painted black. The sash windows, six over six panes, are enclosed 
by wooden lintels, with white comer blocks at each end and two supporting white 
pilasters. Like the east bed chamber, the northwest bedchamber has no closets 
incorporated into the design, helping to signifying its early build.
The doorway leading to the southwest bedroom, situated over the dining 
room, is close to a cherry color, one of the few unpainted doors seen in the present 
decorative scheme of the house. The sash windows are again made of six over six 
panes. The closet and pass-through are accessed through two vertically paneled 
doors. The built-in closet on the rear wall is relatively shallow, the pegs the hanging 
items sit on project out towards the room. The closet to the east of the fireplace also 
served as a doorway to the third bedroom on the west side of the house. Pegs are 
found facing each other to the left and right of the door, so the clothes project out 
towards each other, flanking the passage space. Located on the wall in between the 
closets, the grained fireplace is very worn.
The builders do not seem to have been sure of their building plan. The 
thickness of the space between the walls and the depth of the closet pass through 
suggest perhaps the builders originally intended to stop after the southwest chamber 
was finished. Somehow the Sloans were able to find the resources to continue 
construction, adding the south bedroom and servants' chamber to the design of the 
structure. Details in the rear wing differed from those planned for the main structure.
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In the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries, case furniture was gradually replaced by 
built-in closet space as the primary storage method. The frontal, north section of the 
house, the earlier build, lacks closets, while the building plans for the rear wing 
incorporates them into the structure. The closet on the south wall of the kitchen has 
been divided up into cubbyholes to maximize the use of storage space. The closet in 
the bedroom on the left hand side of the second floor stair hall is a later addition, built 
right over a window, which most likely opened into the room at one point in time.
The door opening from the other side of the pass-through closet space leads 
into the south bedroom, situated over the kitchen. The door is made of five vertical 
panels. The treatment of the black fireplace mantle is similar to the others, very flat 
and plain. Two built-in shallow closets flank the fireplace here as well. The 
floorboards in the back bedroom are all of the same width, markedly narrower than 
those in the bedrooms in the older front section of Fort Hill.
The enclosed porch, running the length of the building, attached to the ell 
projecting off the house, acts as a hallway, connecting the upstairs chambers. The 
porch permitted a greater degree of control, accessing the individual rooms and 
chambers Of the farmhouse without necessitating walking through all rooms in the 
structure. The porch was retained, continuing to act as a hallway through the years. 
The porch was screened in in the 1940's. Glass eventually replaced the screening in 
the mid-twentieth century, enclosing the passage and making it more useful all year 
round.84 On the first floor, the area of the porch against the south side of the original
84 Mary Alice Bonar Hannah, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, November 1992.
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build was blocked off to house a bathroom and laundry area. The Bonar family 
installed the bathroom area between 1950 and I960.85
With changing notions of privacy, the Bonars continued the effort to make the 
bed chambers accessible from multiple entry points. With multiple point of entry, the 
interior space was interconnected, yet doors allowed space to become closed off and 
personal. The Bonars continued to use the porch as a hallway, but in the effort to 
make rooms more accessible, the Bonars decided to cut a doorway in the south wall 
between the two rear bed chambers, accessing the rear bedchamber to the rest of the 
second story chambers when necessary, yet allowing it to be shut off for privacy's sake 
as well. The doorway marked more than the closing off of a room, however, it 
symbolized the close of an era. The back chamber, when sealed off from the rest of 
the house, could have housed the servant members of the household. Close to the 
storage room and the back stairs, the servants could have utilized the back stairway to 
move through the working portions of the house. As the number of members of the 
household grew and monetary resources declined, servants were dismissed and the 
space was taken over by family members.
Many principles came into play when the function of Fort Hill's rooms were 
being designated. When the sisters occupied Fort Hill in the early twentieth-century, 
Jane Peerce Sloan occupied the north chamber over the parlor. The space had 
sentimental value, as her mother had occupied it when she was younger. Jane had a 
position of prominence on the farm, owning half the house and land. Upon her death,
85 Ibid.
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the property and to some extent her role were left to her niece, Mary Alice Bonar 
Hannah, a young girl at the time.
The twentieth-century members of the family used the space hierarchically.
The east chamber, set apart from the others at the front of the house, served as the 
private guest room for the Bonars' visitors. Clyde and Cornelia Bonar, married in 
1926, became the heads of household and moved into the northwestern bed chamber, 
also located in the front of the house. Mary Alice Bonar Hannah, the only daughter in 
the family occupied the center chamber. Brothers Charles and Jim, the "boys," 
occupied the southwestern bed chamber at the rear of the structure. The occupants 
used the doorways leading to the porch hallway to access the upstairs.86 The 
bathroom was built onto the porch in the 1930's, where it would be central to all the 
upstairs chambers.
Outside the bath area, the staircase continues winding upwards to the attic, 
splitting into eight step and seven step flight units. The wood of the staircase is 
painted up to the third floor landing, where it returns to its natural unpainted state.
The attic area is private space meant for storage and servants. It was economical of 
the builders to leave the area unpainted in an attempt to save money in the areas out of 
the public's view. Removed from the public eye, it was not deemed necessary to spend 
the money to finish the flooring in this area either. The last segment of the stairway, a 
seven stair flight continues up to the half-size door or crawl space entrance leading to 
the actual attic.
86 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, December 1991.
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The builders of Fort Hill seemed familiar with the spatial concepts of the Greek 
Revival style. If judged by classical standards of proportion and design however, 
designers would not be found completely successful in their execution of them. The 
French doors in the upstairs hall were designed as mirror images of each other to be 
placed symmetrically in a wall to create the appearance of order. The pair at Fort Hill, 
convey a general feeling of harmony and balance, but it is an illusion, as there are two 
and a half more feet of wall space on the left side than the right. The concept of 
presenting an appearance of symmetry was important in this vernacular structure; great 
precision in terms of the actual execution is not, making a compromise perfectly 
acceptable to these vernacular builders. Within Fort Hill, there is little consistency to 
the depth chosen for window and door openings, even within a single room. At times, 
the different depths of apertures are indicators of changes and additions to the 
structure.
A contentment with capturing the essence of the Greek Revival style and not 
troubling themselves with the detail allowed the Sloans to add liberally to the structure 
as they proceeded with the building project. The attempt at capturing a feeling of 
symmetrical, ordered squareness is continued in the heights of the ceilings. The rooms 
are very spacious and expansive in feeling in the north section of the house. The 
rooms are very linear, all based on the square or the rectangular form. There are no 
bay windows or other such forms interrupting the flow of the walls. The laundry and 
bath are built with lower ceilings, demonstrating proportions on a modem twentieth- 
century residential scale.
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The rooms are well-connected, creating an easy flow for traffic. The 
connection is further enhanced by several doorways added in the twentieth century. 
The new design had its drawbacks, however, as there were no spaces with the 
potential for much privacy. Once a doorframe was cut between the dining room and 
front parlor in the twentieth-century, the rooms on the first floor became public,
o n
accessible by more than one entrance way. On the upper levels, the bedroom on the 
east side of the second floor is a very private space, only accessible off the main stair 
hall. The rest of the second floor rooms are more public, however, with entries off
either the porch or through each other. The doorways between rooms were added in
• •  • 88the 1940s, instilling the space with the potential to be both communal and private.
The balance is left to the individuals occupying the spaces. How the occupants drew 
their dividing lines and emphasized or de-emphasized the public versus the private 
domain has changed with the family structure over time. The rooms were originally 
much more separate. The rooms contained in the addition of the ell - wing to the 
house were not originally connected to the front facade of the house or to each other. 
All first and second floor rooms were entered off the first and second floor porches. 
Greater desire for convenience spawned their connection.
The house plan is not designed to be intimidating to the house's residents or 
guests. Space is organized very functionally, the formal rooms are situated in the front 
of the building and the service areas in the rear and even outside the main house in the 
outbuildings. The house is very open, conveying a feeling welcoming to anyone
87 Mary Alice Bonar Hannah, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, December 1991.
88 Mary Alice Bonar Hannah, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, November, 1991.
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entering the door. The connected nature of the rooms encourages interaction between 
the inhabitants. Even among the service areas no spaces appear impenetrable or 
forbidden. The front rooms are more formal and cause a bit of hesitation and donning 
of formality before entering than perhaps the kitchen does, but the pause is 
momentary.
The existing plan has remained, being added to, not altered over time. The 
builders seemed to anticipate the need for a relatively large number of good-sized 
rooms, which has helped preserve the integrity of the building as it moved into the 
twentieth century. The first major detail later residents felt necessary to add to the 
original plan was what have become all-essential storage areas. The occupants built in 
closets, cupboards, and bookshelves. Added in the 1950s, only one closet, located in
89the upstairs east bedchamber, has been built projecting out into the room space. For 
the most part, closets, bookshelves, and other storage spaces were built recessed into 
the walls.
Light plays a very important part in Fort Hill's design, continuing the feeling of 
open spaciousness. The structure itself is constructed of brick, which has been left its 
natural color and not painted a lighter color, such as white. Thus, a little extra effort 
had to be made by the occupants to make the structure appeal* airy on the interior.
The relatively light wood and paint tones seen in the floors and woodwork throughout 
the house help maximize the effect that the light coming in through the windows and 
doors of the house has on the viewer. The majority of rooms have four large sized six
89 Mary Alice Bonar Hannah, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, December, 1991.
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over six light windows, allowing for a great quantity of light to flood the house. The 
transom and side lights above the doors continue the effect. A vast number of the 
doors have at least a few glass panels built into the door itself to let in light as well.
The design of Fort Hill helps to create an enveloping environment, exuding 
stability and security. The brick building material appears as a good, solid, sturdy, 
lasting medium. The many windows let light stream in, allowing a clear view of the 
outbuildings which function to keep Fort Hill Farm operating as a self-sufficient 
community. Functioning as an independent entity is advantageous economically and 
allows a great measure of control that is adjustable based on the economic situation.
Fort Hill has been an active farm operation since the Sloans purchased the 
property. An important "set" necessary for an active farm are the numerous 
outbuildings and barns, serving different functions. The support buildings on a farm 
are continually changing according to the needs of the farm. According to a plat of 
the property done in 1933, the outbuildings on the property at that time consisted of a 
washhouse with a cold cellar, a dairy and ice house, a meat house, a wood house, a 
garage, several poultry houses, a bam, and a well south of the main house.90 (Figure 
23) The wood house to the east of Fort Hill was taken down in 1950.91
The cold storage/dairy/icehouse located southeast of Fort Hill appears to have 
been built at the time the main house at Fort Hill was raised. A multipurpose 
outbuilding, contemporary stylistically with the house, it is topped by an open based 
gable roof, ending in a pediment and crowned by a square cupola which held a bell.
90 Fort Hill Papers, 1933 platt, Fort Hill, Burlington, West Virginia.
91 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, December 1992.
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(Figure 24) The structure is built of brick, laid in an American bond pattern, with six 
rows of stretchers separating each row of headers. The structure was constructed in 
two levels. The upper level sits parallel to the ground surface resting on top of a 
lower level built into the hillside. A basement level constructed into the hillside runs 
parallel to this upper plane. Old photographs present the outbuilding as an icehouse 
with steps leading up to the front of the structure.
The upper level of the brick outbuilding appears to have served several 
functions. Underneath the first floor was an icehouse, filled with sawdust-packed ice. 
The ice house was kept stocked, at least until 1940, by the ice truck coming out from 
Keyser, a town about twenty miles away.92 The icehouse was wired for electrical 
outlets in 1937.93 The space was then used to store fruit.94 The floor was lowered 
approximately three feet in 1950 to make room for a modern freezer and storage 
space.95 With the availability of electricity and the development of modern 
technology, the icehouse was no longer needed to store ice.96 Reminding modem 
users of its past role, the previous joist holes are still visible in the wall. The top of the 
six-pane transom window with its wooden lintel crowns the two-paneled door, 
representing what was the original top edge of the doorframe. The second-story of 
the structure has two four over four sash windows. A second room situated behind 
the front storage space was well finished with paneling. Since the floor was lowered,
‘ Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, November 1992.
93 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia. November 1991.
94 Ibid.
95 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, December 1992.
96 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, November 1991.
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the steps have changed direction, now leading up into the room rather than down into 
it.
The lower level of the brick outbuilding, set into the hill, is entered through a 
doorway that is presently filled with a wooden door and a screen door adorned with 
white, curly Victorian gingerbread trim. Clean, washed buckets and other milking 
accessories were kept right outside the door servicing the basement dairy area.97 
Brick channels directed the melt off from the ice-house level across the brick ground 
floor, helping to keep the area neat and clean. The ceiling framework consists of 
plaster and small lathes. The ceiling and the rest of the interior space was 
whitewashed in 1948 when the floor was lowered and the water system installed to 
make work in the dairy more convenient.98 Whitewashing continued every year after 
until 1970."
On the east side of the dairy is a wooden building that served as the 
smokehouse and the meathouse at Fort Hill. (Figure 25) The two-story log 
structure is covered in layered weatherboards and rests on a brick foundation. A 
wooden door accesses the building. On the interior, a wooden platform was built 
underneath the rafters the meat was hung from during smoking. The eight inch square 
logs and white chinking supporting the sU'ucture are clearly visible on the interior of 
the structure. The square hooks the meat dangled from while the hickory smoke 
permeated it are still hanging. Also located behind the house is an unpartitioned
97 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, December 1992.
98 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, November 1991.
99 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, December 1992.
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wooden outhouse with two different size seats designed to accommodate larger adults 
and smaller youths and children. Lids cover the three adult height seats and one 
shorter, child height seat.
The third wooden building found to the west of the dairy house is referred to 
on the 1933 site plan as the washhouse. The standing washhouse building is 
constructed of wooden boards running straight up and down the sides of the structure 
instead of horizontal clapboards. The roof is made of tin; the door consists of four 
panels; and the sash windows consist of six over six panes. Below the washhouse 
level, the cellar is brick, accessed via two outward opening ground level folding doors, 
rising from a brick floor. Canned goods and barreled vinegar were stored in the 
recesses of the structure.100 Two built-in cupboards with diamond shaped hinges 
facilitated easy cellar storage. The first floor, with its wooden floors and beams, is 
presently used for storage.
Several bams support the property, fulfilling the many and varied needs of the 
working farm. The main bam, a huge wooden structure, and a model of the barn was 
built in 1873.101 (Figure 26, 27, and 28) Known as a "bank barn," the structure earns 
its name, rising out of the bank. (Figure 29) The barn opens to the south, a design 
planned to maximize natural sun and heat resources. The barn is painted red on the 
upper levels which project out of the bank. The barn walls are capped by a tin gable 
roof, topped with two enclosed cupolas, slatted for ventilation purposes, on the 
north/south axis and three on the east/west axis. (Figure 30) The edges of the roof
100 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, November 1991.
101 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, December 1992.
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form pediments at the ends of the building. The roof itself has been reinforced with an 
elaborate system of steel bars running alongside the roof joists. The four over four 
sash windows are interspersed with slatted windows designed to increase air 
circulation, ventilating the barn. A giant pair of doors accesses the main floor of the 
barn. Sheds are attached to the rear of the barn, expanding the structure as new needs 
arose.
The space of the barn was planned in the nineteenth-century era when 
agricultural reformers were promoting time efficiency by placing tasks under one roof. 
The Sloans use of the bam space demonstrates this nineteenth-century school of 
agricultural thought. The bam housed a large percentage of the farm's operations.
The first floor of the multi-tiered interior of the barn contains grain chutes and hay 
chutes that move feed and crops to the basement level. A four grapple hay fork hangs 
from a pulley in the roof, convenient for moving around loose hay. Currently, it is 
used infrequendy as primarily baled hay is used on the farm. The barn served as a 
milking parlor in the early twentieth century when the family was not operating the 
dairying operations out of the brick dairyhouse. The space designated as the milking 
parlor next housed part of Fort Hill’s flock of sheep. Until 1960 the machine/repair 
shop was located in the bam .102 Now the shop is housed in its own building, central to 
the farm's activity, and the barn area is used for hay storage. Below the main floor of 
the barn the lower level is supported with wooden sills and posts joined with pegs.
The stalls housing the work and riding horses are located on this lower level where
102 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, November 1991.
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latticework pens house the animals. In 1960 an additional area was added to the end 
of the barn, expanding the working space.103
There are two other barns within visible range of the main house and its 
adjacent bam at Fort Hill. Located off in the fields, the other bank barn with its silo 
was constructed in 1930 for the storage of hay and silage for the beef herd.104 The 
second barn, built in 1945, allowed for the storage of grain.105 The weathered bank 
bam near the main bam at Fort Hill is topped by a saltbox or catslide roof. The 
second bam farther away in the field is capped with a gambrel roof.
The hen, rooster, and brooder houses, now located down the hill from the main 
house and bam, were originally situated closer to the main house and the wash house. 
With changing aesthetic values, it became preferable to have the working structures 
out of the public eye. Also in the area are the scale house, where livestock were 
weighed and monitored, and the corn crib. The scale house and com crib were both 
built in the first quarter of the twentieth century.106 The shop, concrete carbide gas 
house, board and batten blacksmith shop, and bull shed are located down the hill from 
the barn. (Figure 31) Cisterns were located near the barn as well as the house.
The wood-sided garage, originally a divided carriage house, is located to the 
east of the main house on the other side of the drive. The turn of the twentieth 
century building is accessed by a sliding door located on the front of the structure. A 
lean-to storage shed is attached to the south side of the garage. Situated conveniently
103
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close to the house during the winter months, the storage shed was designed to hold the 
house's wood supply.
The outbuildings serving to keep the house and farm running are all visible 
from the service areas of the house, but not from the more formal north parlors. The 
domestic outbuildings provide storage, cooking, and cleaning space to ensure Fort Hill 
could run on its own. They are all located close to the main house for easy access.
The two-story brick building that housed the dairy, cold storage, and other activities 
important to the continued well being of the farm's inhabitants was built to stylistically 
resemble the main house, complete with a pedimented roof and a small cupola. The 
bams and other farm outbuildings, made of natural wooden boards and logs, relating 
to the less controllable natural world are located a further distance away from the main 
house.
The symmetrical order to the layout of the house and grounds reminds the 
people within they are masters of all that lays within its walls. In a farm community, it 
takes a long period of time to feel a secure foundation has been established on the 
landscape. This is seen today in the length of time it takes "inside" members of an 
agricultural community to accept people from the "outside." Once a community has 
established itself, it is cautious about anything that might jeopardize that. As farmers 
and herders, dependent on nature, they are aware of the daily potential for losing their 
tenuous control over their crops and herds, as they are always at the mercy of the 
elements at work on the landscape. Once the family has achieved whatever stability is 
possible in this environment, it is a natural reaction to want to show their relative 
security to the world as well as reiterating it to themselves by building a home.
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The emphasis on windows and light in Fort Hill allows the household to be 
aware of what is going on outside the windows in the natural world upon which 
agriculturally based communities are so dependent. Natural light also allowed work to 
go on within the structure at minimal cost for candles* gas, and eventually electricity. 
The occupants can remain within the four safe walls which surround the world in 
which they are the master. The classical order of the design elements reminds the 
public of the historical traditions from which the designs originated. To the viewer, 
the presence of such design forms shows a level of education, social awareness, and 
the financial standing necessary to execute them. The classical motifs act as a bridge, 
linking the past to the present and somehow providing a visual reminder of the 
reassuring fact that if the past gave rise to the present, then the present must be 
destined to give rise to the future. If the present built environment is carefully rooted 
in the past, the future appears guaranteed to rest on a solid foundation.
CHAPTER III: STYLE:
FORT HILL AND NINETEENTH CENTURY GREEK REVIVAL
ARCHITECTURE
The details of Fort hill support the idea that architecture serves as a medium 
for a culture to express its priorities and values in a visual form to the rest of the 
world. The Sloans' building of Fort Hill came at the culmination of a period of soul 
searching at the end of the eighteenth and early nineteenth century. America, as a 
country, was grappling with an interesting set of problems. By triumphing in the 
Revolution of the eighteenth century, the colonies had been cut adrift from the national 
identity they had inherited as subjects of Great Britain. The colonies separated from 
the mother land, becoming America, a nation destined to become a great democracy.
Eighteenth-century colonists/Americans were witnesses to a unique series of 
events. The new nation quickly developed its own strong feelings of nationalism as it 
struggled to find a new unified identity. Some of the colonists saw Britain as a corrupt 
nation. By breaking away, the colonists could plan to found a separate nation based 
on the British principles they still believed in without compromising themselves as 
individuals. By choosing to be American citizens, the colonists were choosing to 
adopt a nationality. This made them partners, sharing the common experience of 
developing a new nation. America, with its capacity for conquest and its multiple 
ethnicities, began striving for a culturally common language. As immigrants, each new 
"American" was physically leaving his country of origin. However, these individuals
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seemed to have no intention of losing their identities. They were merely adding their 
new American identity to their original ethnic and cultural identity.107
The new nation struggled to find a medium in which to depict its new identity. 
Art and architecture became a canvas on which America tried to depict itself. Until 
the early-nineteenth century, the traditional middle-class home in Western Virginia 
developed around a Georgian style frame house. The simplicity of the design, the 
balanced proportions, the accepted dimensions for room size and ceiling height all fit 
the ideals for good home design and construction as defined by builders and design 
book authors of the time.108 The house that developed from the Georgian style had 
been either square or rectangular, consisting of one or two, and rarely three stories 
capped with low, hipped or gable roofs. Columns were thin and delicate compared to 
their Georgian predecessors.109 With the publication of Asher Benjamin’s 1806 
builder's guide, The American Builder’s Companion and his later Practical House 
Carpenter local artisans and builders had inexpensive passports allowing them to view 
the Greek forms and stylistic details designers dictated were due to replace the 
existing Georgian buildings. As an architect, Benjamin appears to have been striving 
to discover and establish fixed principles on which to base his architectural design. 
Knowingly or not, by sharing his architectural designs and knowledge of past 
architects like Palladio with such a wide audience, he functioned as a purveyor of
107 Peter Parish of the University of London, Lecture on nationalism at the College of
William and Mary, 1992.
108 Clifford Edward Clark, Jr., The American Family Home: 1800-1960 (Chapel Hill,
North Carolina, 1986). pp. 7-9.
109 Preservation Press, What Style Is It? (United States, 1983), pp. 30-33.
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upper-class standards to the rising middle-class.110
Using the model of the Greek temple, with its columns and pilasters, builders
structures began to consider the classical vocabulary. The buildings also included
design elements such as fan windows. Benjamin's books, like those of his
contemporaries, publicized the different classical orders, Doric, Ionic, and Corinthian,
breaking down their structure and detail.111 Following the romanticized classical
vision, the new architecture was often painted white.112 Benjamin believed the simple
1 1 3and solid Tuscan forms were suitable for rural homes.
Greek Revival quickly became a style of architecture carpenters latched onto. 
Benjamin was the forefather of a new age of marketable architectural design. Asher 
Benjamin published the first American builder’s guide. His early books helped to 
disseminate Georgian designs. His later works helped popularize the new language of 
the Greek Revival. As builders became aware of the market waiting to receive 
designs, they took advantage of it, also publishing their ideas in the portable form of 
the book. The majority of authors began attaching the label "architect" after the 
citation of their name as author, hoping to infuse credibility into their reputations. The 
design handbooks allowed rural communities to keep up with the latest styles of the 
time. The manuals provided details, floorplans, and elevations that were anyone's for
110 Clark, The American Family Home: 1800-1960, pp. 6-9.
111 Asher Benjamin, The Builder's Companion (sixth edition, 1827; reprint ed., New
York, Dover Publications: 1969), pp. 38-50. and Asher Benjamin, The 
Architect or Practical House Carpenter (1856), Plates.
112 Preservation Press, What Style Is I fl  p. 36.
113 Clark, The American Family Home, pp. 6-9 and Benjamin, The American Builder's
Companion, pp. 33-35.
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the taking.114 Architects like Benjamin used this opportunity to spread their ideas to a 
wider audience who could afford the carpenter's guides, but could not afford a high 
style architect. The consumer and the builder, often local, used the manuals to design 
the home they wanted and to conceive a stylish structure they might not otherwise be 
able to afford.115 The success of this system can be demonstrated in the number of 
design books printed and sold. Asher Benjamin's American Builder's Companion went 
through several editions while the Practical House Carpenter had fourteen editions 
between 1830 and 1857.116
The original thirteen colonies multiplied into states, spreading geographically 
across their expansive new continent, taking their decorative styles and architectural 
designs with them. Strong feelings of regional pride, bordering on nationalism, 
developed across the states. The Southern region, including the Sloan's home in 
western Virginia, stemmed from a different agricultural economy based more on slave 
labor than its northern counterpart. This economic separation fostered the 
development of particularly strong regional pride; one that rivaled national ties. 
Although patriotism continued to remain strong in the South, towards the mid­
nineteenth century there was a change in the level of nationalistic feeling in the lower 
half of the new nation. The perpetual insistence on remaining free and self-dependent 
fostered a feeling of regional nationalism and heritage in the South, in a manner
114 W.L. Whitwell and Lee W. Winborne, The Architectural Heritage o f the Roanoke
Valley (Charlottesville, Virginia, 1982), pp. 65-66.
115 Rodger G. Kennedy, Greek Revival America (New York, 1989), p.9.
116 Whitwell and Winborne, The Architectural Heritage o f  the Roanoke Valley,
p. 66.
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completely separate from the northern region. Many Southerners began to believe the 
original ideas of the nation that had led to the Revolution and prompted the separation 
from England were being maligned. The agrarian South saw itself as being capable 
of retaining the America their forefathers envisioned.
Classical traditions run deep. Activists saw an opportunity to express their 
beliefs in the new Republic represented through the classical motifs and architectural 
elements designers were capturing in the buildings rising in the national and local 
capitals. Following suit, the strong political beliefs and patriotic nationalistic feelings 
spread across the South, including what was then western Virginia as well as present 
day Virginia, only serving to increase the appeal of the new Greek Revival architecture 
to landowners like the Sloans who were proud and eager to show off their beliefs and 
heritage.
Economic well-being resulting from the American industrial revolution enabled 
the northern industrial and southern suppliers such as the Sloans and many other 
middle and upper class families to build homes between 1825 and 1855. The building 
boom encouraged the development and spread of new styles and designs. The Greek 
Revival home was the first of the Romantic house forms popularized between 1820 
and 1880. The dominant architectural form built between 1830 to 1850 in the North 
and 1830 to 1860 in the South, the Greek Revival house declined in popularity around 
the time of the Civil War.117 Its popularity during this crucial time in American history
117 The Greek Revival lasted longer in the South, as it is being postulated in this
example, the agrarian population perhaps valued its structural advantages for a 
longer period of time.
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led to its identification internationally as the national American style.118 Under 
President Andrew Jackson, the Southern states in particular began to emulate the style 
of the Greeks and Romans, using the carpenter's guides which had sprung up in vast 
quantities. The design books brought access to the classics to Southerners of both the 
middle and upper classes who might not have turned to the original classical 
sources.119
Private homes, like Fort Hill, and public buildings, such as those found in the 
nation's capital, reflect the nineteenth-century Greek Revival forms design books 
authors were sharing with the public. The nineteenth-century Greek Revival house 
was usually capped by a gabled or hipped roof with a low grade pitch, the cornice line, 
emphasized by a wide band of trim, was designed to represent the three part classical 
entablature. A percentage of Greek Revival homes have front porches, some marking 
the entry and others running the full width of the building. These units may run the 
full height or only one-story of the structure, often supported by square or rounded 
Doric columns. Porticoes were also common; the porch echoing the shape of the front 
gable roof, its pillars creating a temple like facade on the structure.120 Environmental 
considerations, such as the warmer climate found in western Virginia, encouraged the 
open, airy nature of house plans frequently constructed in the South. As fashion 
introduced double parlors and broad passages, they were also found to be
118 Talbot Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture in America (United States, 1944), pp. 
44-45.
119 Kennedy, Greek Revival America, p.23.
120 A. Jakle, Robert T. Bastian, and Douglas K. Meyer, Common Houses in America's
Small Town's: Atlantic Seaboard to the Mississippi Valley (Georgia, 1989), 
pp. 94-95.
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advantageous environmentally. W anner temperatures and higher levels of humidity 
increased die importance of including multiple doors and windows which could be 
opened, cross ventilating the space and taking advantage of breezes. The porch 
became an important component, serving both as a cover for people and as a shield to 
block the windows from the fiery sun. The scattered nature of the large southern 
plantations encouraged extended visits as a means of maintaining social contact.
Large houses became almost a necessity for the Southern planter as a means to house 
his family and as a visual display of his status to the world around him.121
The open, airy nature of Fort Hill and many other southern Greek Revival 
homes often begins with the front entranceway. Many designs included narrow 
sidelights with a rectangular line of transom lights above diem surrounding the front 
door, lighting the front entryway. This window treatment could be incorporated into a 
more elaborate door surround. Once these apertures are penetrated, the interior plan 
of the structure develops around a central passage. This permits the harmony found 
on the exterior of the structure to continue in the pattern of symmetry and balance 
existing between both the inside rooms and the outside apertures.
The ideas of pattern books went further in influencing building than simply 
proposing designs and proportions for the exterior facades and interior spaces of 
Greek Revival buildings. Authors like Asher Benjamin included designs for everything 
from fences to flower pots and boxes in their pattern books.122 There were even
121 Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture in America, pp. 203-205.
122 Asher Benjamin, Architect, Practice o f  Architecture (1833) Plate 60.
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published designs for metal drain spouts.123 These patterns were all part of the 
designers' attempt to create a harmonious whole. Slowly, as architectural elements, 
such as the moldings designed to go around fireplaces, began to be mass produced in 
the late 1840’s it became even easier for builders to carry out some of the published 
ideas for interior designs. As a result, the details of many late Greek Revival houses in 
western Virginia became very similar as patterns and materials became more accessible 
to local mill workers and builders.124 It is almost ironic that the mass production of 
the Industrial Revolution helped Southerners to preserve their understanding of the 
meaning of America in their Greek Revival estates.
The majority of design books were practical in nature and scope. In Elements 
of Architecture, Benjamin published very useful information on the skeleton of 
buildings. His publications included data on the beams, woods, metals, structural 
strong points, etc. Practicality extended to the interior of the structure as well. Many 
of the design books included instructions and recommendations on how to furnish the 
house.125 Ideas included in the design books changed with the trends in nineteenth- 
century style. In the era before the Greek Revival, comments, such as those Edward 
Shaw shares in his book Rural Architecture, help illuminate the priorities of the age. 
Authors, such as Shaw, quoting writers such as Sir William Chambers discuss the 
importance of the arrangement of rooms and their interior architecture.126 Chambers
123 Whitwell and Winborne, The Architectural Heritage o f the Roanoke Valley, p.70.
124 Ibid. pp. 65-71.
125 Holly, Modern Dwellings in Town and Country Adapted to American Wants and
Climate With A Treatise on Furniture and Decoration.
126 Shaw, Rural Architecture: Consisting o f  Classic Dwellings, Doric, Ionic, and
Gothic Details Connected With Each o f  the Orders Embracing Plans,
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emphasizes the need for the "chimney-pieces to be so situated that they can be 
immediately seen by those who enter, that they may not have the persons already in the 
room who are seated about the fire, to search for."127 This recommendation is seen in 
the structure of Fort Hill, where the fireplaces in all the formal rooms are situated on 
the wall immediately opposite the door the room is entered by. Designs and elements 
such as those seen in Fort Hill were selected from the design books to meet the needs 
of the people, which varied from class to class, town to country, and home to home.
The builders of Fort Hill worked with ideas from designers, molding them to fit 
the needs of the Sloans, a wealthy, agriculturally oriented family who selected the 
fertile lands of Virginia to establish their home. The first bricks at Fort Hill were laid 
in 1853, just a few years prior to the Civil W ar.128 Fort Hill incorporates many 
features of Greek Revival buildings. The overall dwelling, although not elaborate in 
detail, casts a bold silhouette on the landscape framed against the hills, a projection 
symbolizing their sense of power over nature. A Greek-inspired house has columns 
and pilasters, such as those included in the original portico porch unit of Fort Hill. 
Through its architectural design, Fort Hill, with its original grand portico, represents 
the degree of wealth and stability achieved by its owners and builders, the Sloans.
The Sloans had the wealth and ability to build a great home. How this home 
was constructed was the Sloans' choice. People looking at Fort Hill would recognize 
many hallmarks of the Greek Revival style. Among these are bold and simple interior
Elevations, Parallel, and Perspective, Specifications, Estimates, Framing, etc. 
p. 67.
127 ib id .
128 Fort Hill Papers.
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and exterior moldings, pedimented gables, heavy cornices, unadorned friezes, and 
horizontal transoms above the entrance ways. The majority of the doorways have 
transom lights above them. The front doorways on the first and second floor are both 
framed with transom windows and sidelights. The window openings, six over six 
lights, are marked by dominant lintels.
White frame dwellings were very common during the Greek Revival period. 
Those consumers with money could opt to build in brick, trimming their structure in 
decorative wood, granite, sandstone, or marble. Any columnar attachments were 
usually made of wood, a less expensive material. The portico the Sloans originally 
built on the house at Fort Hill was an entry porch that rose up the full-height of the 
building's facade, but extended less than the fulFwidth of the house. It resembled 
those of early Greek Revival style homes found in the southern states. Approximately 
a quarter of the Greek Revival structures were built in this pattern. A pediment is 
commonly found above the porch, sometimes fronting a flat roof. The main doorway 
at Fort Hill is surrounded by a simple entablature, the most common Greek Revival 
treatment. The band of cornice trim and the rectangular lights above the door help 
distinguish later Greek Revival structures from earlier Classical Revival structures.
The window sashes at Fort Hill are made of six over six panes, following the typical 
Greek Revival pattern of the nineteenth century.
Two layouts are typically found in Southern Greek Revival houses, the T-plan 
and the L-plan. Both plans had a centrally located stair hall with two to four parlors 
or other entertaining spaces opening off it. The dining room and kitchen would be 
situated in the rear wing of the "T" or "L." The kitchen, a work space, was situated at
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the rear of the structure. For ease and practicality, the dining room was situated near 
the kitchen, also placing it at the rear of the structure. Upstairs, the bedrooms opened 
off the main hall. The L-shaped wing was devoted to more chambers and work 
spaces. Often a two-story porch ran along the inner side of the "L,", functioning as a 
second floor passage or hall.129 Fort Hill was originally laid out in a four-room, five- 
bay plan. The primary and secondary entrances to the structure are through the 
central stair hall. The addition of a rear wing, accessed by a two-story porch rather 
than a hall, created the present day L-shaped plan. The absence of doorways between 
the rooms in the main facade and the projecting wing support the fact that this is a 
later addition to the structure. This also fits with ca. 1860 realization that attached 
wings for cooking and dining were convenient.
Fort Hill incorporates several interior details from Asher Benjamin's design 
books. The Bull's Eye moldings surrounding the doors and windows resemble Plate 
LXI no. 3 in The Builder's Guide.130 Benjamin repeats some designs in several of his 
books, the bull's eye moldings appear as Plate 43 in The Practice o f Architecture as 
well. The fireplace pattern resembles Plate LI. As nineteenth- century consumers, the 
Sloans had ready access to Benjamin's published designs, choosing to use them to help 
convey a message, painting a picture for a public audience to see. The detail work at 
Fort Hill is not extensive or elaborate, but Fort Hill succeeds in conveying feelings, 
continuing the overall effect of harmony, balance, comfort, and stability the Greek 
Revival style was striving to express.
129 Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture in America, pp. 206-207.
130 Benjamin, The Builder's Guide, Plate LXI, no. 3.
CHAPTER IV:
THE NINETEENTH - AND TWENTIETH - CENTURY FAMILIES OF FORT
HILL
Patterns of family life underwent changes in the seventeenth, eighteenth, and 
nineteenth centuries. The seventeenth century proved to be a time of uncertainty, 
when basic survival was a question which had to be faced daily. The family served a 
utilitarian purpose, functioning as a cohesive entity to produce the food and clothes 
necessary for immediate use, as well as an economic and educational unit charged with 
instilling the younger family members with the skills they would need when they were 
on their own. The family united as a community, uniting individuals around a common 
purpose, that of survival.131
The material culture of the eighteenth century shows the beginning of a shift in 
the role of the family unit. Although life was becoming easier, as goods became more 
readily available, surviving in an agricultural society remained a challenge. The 
functional role the family played continued to expand. The close working conditions, 
living conditions, and mutual difficulties encouraged the development of the family 
into a close knit unit. Children were not only important because they carried on the 
family name, but because they were integral to the economic stability of the farm.
131 Clark, The American Family Home: 1800-1960, pp. 9-11.
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They provided a source of labor the family called upon in its effort to help support 
itself. The continuation of the family through the bonds of their children's marriages 
could be used to build bridges between the social classes and economic levels presently 
out of the family's realm. In the attempt to foster good family relations and harmony, 
houses became more comfortable spaces in which the family could spend time with 
each other. Meals also became more of a social affair, increasing the importance of 
the dining space within the home.
As the eighteenth turned over, bringing in the nineteenth century, the family's 
structure began to reflect the unstated assumptions of hierarchy and order that seemed 
to accompany the new Greek Revival architectural fashion. Contact with a larger 
portion of the outside world was increasing daily, as better transportation systems 
brought the urban world to the rural with greater speed. Despite these changes, the 
Sloans and their contemporaries still depended on the family unit for physical and 
emotional support. Following the ideas presented by the classical architects, ideally, 
the individuals making up the family circle were to combine to create a balanced whole 
out of a combination of mutually dependent parts. "Love balanced off duty, family 
responsibilities with public commitments, individual concerns with social welfare, 
thought with piety."132 Such a balance tied the family to each other and to the 
community. Just as there was an order to the different parts of the house, there was to 
be a sense of hierarchy within the family itself as well. Parents were to dominate their 
children; husbands were in charge of the families' finances; and wives were caught in
132 Clark, The American Family Home: 1800-1960, p .12.
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legal subordination.
As such a nineteenth-century family, the Sloans appreciated the many facets of 
Greek Revival architecture. Favored Greek Revival architecture combined all these 
individual assets, creating a harmonious whole consumers believed contained all the 
promises of centuries of wisdom and knowledge. Greek Revival homes connected the 
present world to the values of the ancients, a link to the past missing in the brand new 
American land. The Greek Revival represented the promise of a bright future. By the 
early nineteenth century, classical columns and pediments appeared on exterior 
structural facades. The arrangement of the home's internal spaces began to reflect a 
function and layout in harmony with the new cooperative ideal of family life 
represented in the exterior vocabulary of the current architecture of choice.
The seventeenth century had called for versatile, simple, functional, multi­
purpose rooms. As technology evolved through the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries, machinery and products provided mechanisms that could help with the 
separation and execution of tasks. As work became more of an individual matter, 
people became more conscious of the concept of privacy, the dining room and 
chamber began to develop as rooms. Space continued to evolve, taking on the 
recognizable Georgian form of the five-bay house, two rooms deep with a central 
passage. The growing greater importance of the front rooms reflects an increasing 
awareness of public and private space. Additions to Georgian structures were usually 
placed at the rear of the original build. As the family ran in hierarchical order from the 
father at the top of the pyramid to the children below, so did the family's living space. 
The most important spaces in the home were situated in the front of the house and the
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less desirable service areas in the rear of the structure.
In the mid-nineteenth century, the Sloans and their contemporaries became the 
audience for middle class reformers who wanted to replace the older ideals of home 
and family with a new set of standards for social behavior and a new definition of 
America. In the domestic architecture of America they saw the vehicle to accomplish 
this task. As a result of this nineteenth - century reform movement, traditional Greek 
Revival structures were attacked as examples of an absurd concept; trying to look like 
miniature "Grecian temples" dressed in "clapboards with their kitchen and cooking 
apparatus at one end and its prim fluted columns at the other! A temple of Minerva 
with its sauce-pans and pianos."133 Greek Revival homes were considered units 
separate from the natural landscape. Frequently, their color and geographical location 
set them apart against the natural backdrop. Porches and bay windows connected the 
interior domestic world and the exterior natural worlds, but did not unite them.
During the Jacksonian era, the home began to be envisioned as a separate 
sphere from the work place.134 The outlook on women and the place they filled within 
the home was adapted to fit these changing ideas. Middle class ideology exaggerated 
the gentleness, frailty, morality, purity, and piety of womenfolk.135 The American 
home had begun to assume the symbolic identity of the classical temple, transformed 
to a repository of sacred virtue. Continuing in this vein, the mother figure inhabiting 
the home became the symbol of life.
133 Edward Shaw's "Architecture on the United States" 476. Quoted in Clark. The
American Family Home: 1800-1960 , p. 17.
134 Kennedy, Greek Revival America, p. 391.
135 Ibid.
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The Sloans were well aware they were building a symbol of themselves as they 
raised the walls of Fort Hill. Owning a house was a legitimate symbol of accumulated 
wealth for most American families, becoming a primary asset. Publications such as 
design books and periodicals encouraged people to strive to achieve this goal. '
With the rise of the cult of domesticity, writers and social commentators popularized 
an ideal of the family unit that they felt should be contained within this family home.
As the nineteenth century wore on, the Sloans could watch as many members 
of the middle-class, unsure of their own position and status in society, accepted the 
direction offered by the expert architects and design book authors. The "experts" 
considered the Greek Revival peaceful and serene and dispassionate, completely out 
of tune with the spirit of the new "locomotive age" and what was "truly American."137 
Critics claimed the American people needed a domestic architecture that would give 
the American family a sense of protection and inspiration, a feeling of closeness and 
cooperation, and a greater appreciation of art and beauty. Authors of design books, 
such as Downing, were emphasizing the concept of environment shaping people, 
therefore, family homes served as more than a shelter and a workplace; they were 
moral havens.
Within the parameters of the Sloans' world, the family structure was arranged 
hierarchically like a classical building; the orders descending from the father to the
136 With design books written by authors like Asher Benjamin and Edward Shaw being
mass produced, the home continued to assume an important role.
137 The new reform authors, such as Downing and Wheeler felt the new "locomotive
age" demanded a new moral style equipped to balance the new products and 
trend of the nineteenth century.
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children and the servants. Within the family structure, each person was independent 
yet simultaneously tied to the whole. The prosperity of the Industrial Revolution 
prompted the urban home to be viewed as a place of consumption, not production.138 
Reformers stressed the need to achieve the "ideal family," an institution separate from 
the commercial and business circles of the everyday work world. This need 
encouraged the development of the strong dividing lines twentieth - century American 
society now draws between home and office. In the agrarian setting, this is simply not 
feasible; the farm is both the place of business and the home.
As the nineteenth century moved forwards, the Sloans faced new social 
expectations which changed the definitions outlining the behavior considered 
appropriate for the public and private spheres. Patterns of behavior deemed suitable 
for public spaces were strongly ingrained in children from an early age. The size of the 
home afforded the opportunity to offer children their own rooms and a greater degree 
of privacy in the latter half of the nineteenth century. The presence of four chambers 
on the second floor of Fort Hill which were not connected until the twentieth century, 
points to the strong possibility of children inhabiting the house having the opportunity 
to have their own room and therefore a place to go and be alone with their thoughts 
and ideas.139 Nineteenth-century social mores dictated the separation of male and 
female children's bed chambers. The young people of Fort Hill were usually split by 
sex between the back two second floor chambers.
The Sloans attained a certain degree of social stature from the time of their
138 Clark, The American Family Home: J800-1960, p.32.
139 Ibid. p. 35.
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arrival in the early eighteenth century. Richard Sloan made the long voyage over from 
Ireland. Upon arrival, his bond as an indentured servant was sold to Philadelphia's Mr. 
Van Horn. After his term with Mr. Van Horn was complete, Richard Sloan married 
Van Horn's daughter.140 R. Sloan was joined by his brother John and the Sloans 
migrated to the fertile lands of western Virginia where they settled. In the 1782 
Hampshire County census, John Sloan is noted as having six whites and five blacks 
living within his household.141 The household profile changed its face through time. 
The 1782-1799 Hampshire County Personal Property Tax List identifies only one of 
these men as dominant in the household. John Sloan's household contained one over 
twenty-one year old white male, zero slaves, two horses, and three head of cattle.142 
In 1784, John Sloan is recorded as having seven white occupants, but no negroes 
residing with him.143 The household consisted of nine males and six females by 
1840.144 Two of the males left the household unit by 1850.145
The eighteenth-century Sloan brothers originally built and inhabited the stone 
house, known as the Sloan-Parker House, located in Junction, a half mile east of the 
Moorefield junction in Hampshire County. (Figure 32) Robert Sloan is credited with
140 Sloan Bible , Fort Hill Papers (Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia).
141 Hampshire County Census 1782, #T-498 Roll 3, Virginia National Archives,
Washington D.C.
142 Hampshire County Census 1784, #T-498 Roll 3, Virginia National Archives,
Washington D.C.
143 Hampshire County Personal Property Tax List 1784, Keyser, West Virginia.
144 Hampshire County Census 1840, #704, Virginia National Archives,
Washington D.C.
145 Hampshire County Census Records 1850, #448, Virginia National Archives,
Washington D.C.
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building the house in 1790.146 The family rapidly grew. Sloan's son, James Sloan, 
bom January 31, 1812, was the youngest of the ten children, John, David, George, 
Thomas, Issac, Mary, Sarah Charlotte, Elisabeth, Richard, and James that formed his 
generation. Through the marriages of these children, the Sloans quickly became 
related to many of the families in the immediate area as they started their own lives, 
becoming active in the community. John Sloan, the eldest, became a member in the 
House of Burgesses.147 John Sloan also served as a surveyor in Hampshire County, 
recording his information in small leather survey books.148
The other Sloan children moved on with their lives as well. Issac had 
difficulties later in life; he had some trouble functioning after hitting his head.149 His 
sister, Mary Sloan (1801-1871), married David Arnold (1797-1855) on October 17, 
1822, uniting the Sloan and the Arnold families.150 The Presbyterian Reverend Joseph 
Arnold married Elizabeth (Betsy) Sloan (1805-1880) in 1827.151 They settled farther
j 5 9down Patterson Creek Road in a home that became known as Arnold's Place. The 
Stimnels, the Wrights and the Woodworths joined the family clan through marriage as
146 Stan Cohen, Historic Sites o f  West Virginia, A Pictorial Guide (Charleston, West
Virginia, 1979), p.90.
147 Sanders, VII: 529-530.
The survey books remain in the possession of the Hannahs and Bonars at Fort Hill, 
Burlington, West Virginia.
149 Charles Bonar, Interview, Foit Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
150 Kerns, Historical Records o f  Old Frederick and Hampshire Counties, Virginia,
Year of 1822.
151 Kerns, Old Frederick County, Virginia Historical Series: Historical Records o f
Old Frederick and Hampshire Counties, Virginia.
152 The property has come full circle in the family, one of the present owners of Fort
Hill, Charles and Pat Bonar, currently own and occupy Arnold’s Place.
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well. ' Magdalena Arnold Sloan was related to the Arnolds and Stimnels, thereby 
tying the families together through marriage.154 Following in the Sloan pattern, they 
had a number of children, Richard (1835), David (1837), Elisabeth (1838), Sarah 
(1840), Mary (1841), John (1843), Harriet (1846), James/Magdalena (1848), and 
Hannah (1851).155 (Figure 33)
The family remained intimately bound together as a unit. The Sloans first 
became involved with Patterson Creek Manor through their brother John. Appointed 
commissioners to resurvey Patterson Creek Manor on April 30, 1834, John Sloan, 
Edward Colston, Thomas Carskadan, John Vandiver, and Samuel Kercheval Jr. were 
charged with laying off the lands contained within the bounds of the Manor.156 The 
team completed a plat of the property on December 15, 1834 for the fee of $80.39.
On the northwest branch of Patterson's Creek, at the corner of the manor, they marked 
off the parcel of 2410 acres near the old school house that Lucy Ann Colston had 
owned.157 This was the property James Sloan was eventually to purchase from the 
Colston property survey, creating Fort Hill.
With John Sloan secure in his position as a surveyor and member of the House 
of Burgesses, the Sloans were in a position to invest in real estate. Brother James 
Sloan was referred to by locals as a lawyer, serving as the trustee on numerous 
settlements and estates in the Patterson Creek area.158 Sloan executed the Cockerell
153 Kerns, Historical Records o f Old Frederick County, Virginia, Years 1820-1850.
154 Mineral County Will Book 2, Keyser, West Virginia, p. 340.
155 Family tree, Sloan Bible (Fort Hill, Burlington, West Virginia).
156 Hampshire County Deedbook 30, Romney, West Virginia, April 30, 1834, p.378.
1 <7* Hampshire County Deedbook 36, Romney, West Virginia, p. 375.
158 Fort Hill Papers.
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estate and the Taylor estate among others.159
James Sloan (1812-1907) married Magdalena Arnold (1810 -1863) on January 
6, 1835.160 James Sloan's job also made him aware of property, both real and 
personal, coming up for sale.161 For example, Sloan served as trustee for the sale of 
Henry Foreman's goods to Benjamin McDonald.162 Foreman owed McDonald a debt 
of forty-six dollars.163 Foreman sold his personal property to help pay for the 
damages.164 Sloan himself purchased multiple tools, all items that could have been 
used on a farm, perhaps eventually contributing to the construction of the buildings at 
Fort Hill. Sloan also bought a potpourri of items including two tables, seven chairs, an 
iron, an oven, a skillet, a rifle gun, a bureau, and a hog.165
Under Sloan's careful cultivation, the tract of land slowly grew in size. David 
Sloan gave up claims to both Issac and Richard Sloan's lands in 1834.166 In 1837,
John Sloan bought much of Charlotte Sloan's estate, expanding the boundaries of the 
property tract once again. John Sloan also bought much of Charlotte Sloan's personal 
estate, including some of the linens and furniture, keeping them in the family.167 Sloan 
went on in 1843 to buy John H. Miller’s land after Miller could not pay his taxes,
159 Ibid.
160 Sloan Bible, Fort Hill Papers.
161 Hampshire County Deedbook 37, Romney, West Virginia, p. 491.
162 Ibid.
163 Ibid.
164 Ibid.
165 Ibid.
166 Hampshire County Deedbook 42, Romney, West Virginia, pp. 285-287.
167 Charlotte Sloan's will, Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia.
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building up the property once again.168
The Sloan brothers had acquired the rest of the land package still owned by the 
Colstons and others in the area by 1866.169 Since the majority of property was co­
owned by the brothers for the course of their lifetimes, they naturally willed the 
package to each other upon their deaths leaving a tangle of title transfers. Thomas 
Sloan left his property to his brothers, George, Richard, and James, in his will of July 
7, 1853. For example, Richard Sloan proceeded to leave what was left his estate to 
his brother in 1872.170 James Sloan continued to expand his property again in 1879, 
proceeded to paying $13, 000 via a trustee, Rob White, for James Stump's lands.171 
At this point, George Sloan added to the property, leaving his property to his 
brothers, James and Richard upon his death in 1881.172 George's personal property 
amounted to $9000 and his real estate to $16,000.173 The acreage is listed as united 
property in the tax accounts, signifying joint ownership.174
Despite the vast social network of inter-familial marriages, which rivaled the 
property transfer list, several of the brothers never married, remaining together while 
their mother cared for them, overseeing the running of the bachelor household. 
According to family tradition, as the women of their family married and moved on, the 
men gradually began to realize they needed to do something to help their mother,
168 Hampshire County Deedbook 37, Romney, West Virginia, February 9, 1843,
p .149.
169 Hampshire County Deedbook, Romney, West Virginia, 1866.
170 Mineral County Will Book I, Keyser, West Virginia, October 12, 1872, p.88.
171 Hampshire County Deedbook 37, Romney, West Virginia, p. 149.
172 George Sloan’s Will, Sloan Bible, Fort Hill, Burlington, West Virginia.
173 Mineral County Will Book 1, Keyser, West Virginia, June 25, 1872, p. 48.
174 George Sloan, Mineral County Land Records, Keyser, West Virginia, 1873.
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Magdalena, if they were to maintain their comfortable home situation. According to
family lore, the brothers drew straws to determine who would find a woman to help
1their mother and then marry her, bringing her into the family circle. James drew the 
lucky straw. Wanting to start out in a new environment, the bachelors moved out of 
the family home, selling the old stone house to the Parkers.176 With James married, 
the building of a new family house, Fort Hill, began on the newly purchased lands.177
The family invested a great deal of money in the construction of the new 
house. Fort Hill was built to stand as the home place for generations of unborn family, 
designed to shelter them as they worked the land in the years to come. Although Fort 
Hill is said to have been finished in 1853, several receipts for the payment of workers 
"Mytzner," "Bakir," and "Tobias Raker" for labor in the year 1854 indicating a flurry 
of building activity.178 Wages ranged between $1.00 and $1.50 a day, with workers 
being employed for periods of time varying between one hundred and eighty-three
i *yg
days and two hundred and thirty-five days.
Labor seems to have come from hired hands. The Sloans are not listed in any 
of the local records discussing slaves. If the Sloans needed slaves, they hired them
180from Sam Cockerel, a local resident from whom many of their neighbors hired labor. 
The Fort Hill estate consisted of an enormous amount of land demanding to be cared
175 Charles Bonar Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
176 Ibid.
177 Sloan Bible endpapers, Fort Hill Farm.
178 Perhaps “Baker.”
179 Receipt in saddle bags, Fort Hill papers, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia.
180 Sam Cockerell Bid lists, 1845, Fort Hill papers, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West
Virginia.
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for by the Sloans and their paid help. The family was very involved with all the 
aspects of the landscape and available trade possibilities in their effort to make Fort 
Hill as self-sufficient and economic a farm as possible. For instance, there are records 
of the Sloans selling animal hides from the sheep, cattle, and other animals they raised 
to provide leather goods which could be used by the residents of the Fort Hill farm 
complex.181 Due to the associated stench, the tannery was most likely located 
downhill from the main house, among the sheds and work buildings.
There were more than the animals to look after however. A variety of 
plantings adorned the grounds of Fort Hill, providing fruits the family could use and 
store for the winter months. In addition to farm crops and gardens, Foit Hill had an 
orchard. Richard Sloan purchased twenty-two apple trees, two transcadent crab apple 
trees, two pear standard trees, two plum, and two peach standard trees from Honey 
Creek Nursery in Ohio and Isaac Freeman and Co. to plant on the property.182 The 
sum total cost a total of $17.00, yet provided fruit for the Fort Hill community.
According to surviving Sloan papers located at Fort Hill, the family had 
outside connections which assisted in supplying goods to the farm and family that 
could not be raised or produced there. Residents of the Old Stone House (Figure 32) 
in Parkersburg, George Sloan's, son of Richard Sloan, branch of the Sloan family 
founded the weaving firm of G. Sloan and Co., producing an assortment of cloth and 
coverlets. Records from the company show that carpets were available to the public in
181 Sloan's Tannery Book., Fort Hill papers, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia.
182 Fort Hill Papers.
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1831.183 The order receipts of the company reflect a variety of desires on the part of 
local consumers. Three coverlets cost seven dollars and fifty cents in 1832.184 Two 
more coverlets were ordered in 1833. In 1834, forty-two yards of cloth were 
purchased.185 Three cloth counterpanes cost eight dollars and twenty-five cents in 
1835. In 1836, the company produced a variety of items including jeans, blankets, 
yarn, flannel, and diaper and capinette blankets. Two coverlets cost five dollars in 
1838. Coverlet orders continued into 1840.187
The next generation of Sloans began to expand, continuing the family lines and 
forging new lines. Like their ancestors before them, this new generation of the family 
deepened and strengthened family relations through intermarrying with families who 
extended their social and economic connections. Harriet Sloan married John R. 
Stimnel, a cousin of Emma's on February 4, 1868.188 Elisabeth Sloan married William 
B. Stump on April 29, 1858. Mary Sloan married Dr. Wright on October 30, 1859.189 
William Kuykendall married Hannah Peerce Sloan on February 13, 1878.190 These 
marriages deepened the roots the Sloans were sinking in the Burlington area.
The family took care of its own. When the time came to set up his own 
establishment, John Sloan was given the site where the home referred to as Longview
183 1831 account, Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia.
184 1832 account, Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia.
185 1834 account, Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia.
186 1835 account, Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill, Burlington, West Virginia.
187 Fort Hill Papers.
188 Sloan Bible , Fort Hill Papers.
189 Sage and Jones, "Marriages By Rev. William Welch 1816 - 1867" (Baltimore).
190 Sloan Bible , Fort Hill Papers.
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was constructed.191 Seeing the promises of the future lying ahead, John Sloan was 
concerned as the Civil War began in 1861 and naturally anxious to avoid the war draft. 
Sloan had much to look forward to in life, as John Sloan and Emma Stimnel were 
planning to be married on October 24, 1865.192 When designing a home for his family, 
it is very likely Sloan used his childhood home, Fort Hill, as inspiration in envisioning 
his own homestead.
Despite the economic devastation facing the majority of the South as they 
pulled out of the four year Civil War, the Sloans proceeded to begin construction on 
John Sloan's new home in western Virginia. Work on Longview began in 1865, the 
same year James Junior was married. Richard and James Sloan paid William Brophy 
on August 28, 1877 for "the building of a foundation constructed of stone and mortar, 
two chimneys, a flue of bricks and mortar on a house situated on Patterson's Creek 
near Burlington, called Longview."193 Payment was most likely made at the 
completion of the job, providing the builders with incentive in hard times. The 
Sloans wanted work on the house to progress at a rapid clip to ensure Longview was 
completed for the birth of Sadie May Sloan on February 12, 1878.194
The use of local craftsmen shows a choice on the part of the Sloan family to 
use regional builders, perhaps related to the ones they used a quarter century before at 
Fort Hill. The company of Henry W. Baker is associated with the building of
191 Ibid.
192 Fort Hill Papers
193 Saddlebag of receipts, Fort Hill Papers.
194 Sloan Bible, Fort Hill Papers.
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Longview.195 On June 3, 1877, only nine dollars and twenty-five cents had been 
spent.196 On the project however, a written three hundred dollar contract specifying 
work to be done towards the building of a house was left with C.G. Umstot.197 The 
agreement of October 20, 1877, stated that Richard and James Sloan were entering 
into contract with Baker, a local builder, for five hundred and twenty-five dollars in 
exchange for the building of a house.198
Local records show that Baker is responsible for numerous structures in the 
Burlington area. The Baker business was extensive. At the age of twenty-one, Henry 
W. Baker was serving as a carpenter, working in the household of Tobias Baker, a 
thirty year old white carpenter from Virginia.199 Rebecca L. Baker, a twenty-six year 
old white female, and Theodore Allen, a nine year old white male, were also residing 
in the household.200 Isaac Parker, twenty-two, and William Fayman, twenty-three, 
carriage makers were also associated with the household.201
At the close of the Civil War, Baker and Thomas McCoole, a building 
contractor and planing mill operator, joined forces. H.W. Baker and Company of 
Mineral County were situated on Piedmont Street in Keyser, a town about twenty
195 Baker Receipt, Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia.
196 Receipt, June 3, 1877, Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia.
197 Receipt, October 20, 1877., Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West
Virginia.
198 Contract, October 29, 1877, Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West
Virginia.
199 Daniel P. Oates, The 1860 Federal Census o f Hampshire County, Virginia:
Present Day Hampshire and Mineral County, West Va. (United States, 1990),
p. 160.
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miles from Fort Hill.202 The property was sold to him by T.E. McCoole and N.D. 
McCoole of Keyser.203 Baker & McCoole continued the Baker tradition, building 
many houses in the Keyser area.204 By 1885, T.E. McCoole had become identified 
with the business again. H.W. Baker and T.E. McCoole are involved in a case 
involving building under the firm name of Baker and McCoole.205 Upon his 
retirement, Baker moved into another capacity of the building industry, taking over as 
superintendent of the West Virginia Building Company where he could help in 
planning many of Keyser's dwellings.206
The Sloans kept forming alliances, marrying to perpetuate the families and fill 
the Sloan homes and lands with future generations of Sloans ready to work the land 
and carry on the family name. Head of the Fort Hill line, James Sloan, Junior married 
Mary Isabel Arnold of Knobley Farm on January 24, 1877.207 This connected the 
family to two other prominent local families in the Burlington area, the Wilsons and 
the Eberts.208 Family tradition has it that one of the first things James Sloan did 
following his marriage to his new bride was to tell his brothers to move out and start 
their own households.209 The Junior Sloans thrived on their own, having a number of
202 Henry W. Baker, Grand Old Man of Keyser, W.Va.,” Keyser Tribune, Keyser,
West Virginia, 1984.
203 Hampshire County Deedbook 6, Romney, West Virginia, February 14, 1876,
p.117.
204 Henry W. Baker, Grand Old Man of Keyser, W.Va.,” Keyser Tribune, Keyser,
West Virginia, 1984.
205 Hampshire County Deedbook 11, Romney, West Virginia, May 25, 1885, p. 77.
206 Henry W. Baker, Grand Old Man of Keyser, W.Va.,” Keyser Tribune, Keyser,
West Virginia, 1984.
207 Sloan Bible, Fort Hill Papers.
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children. Among them were Jane Peerce Sloan (1880-1935), Magdalena Arnold 
Sloan, (1882-1923), Helen Mary Sloan (1884-1931), and Thomas Sloan (1878-1879). 
Mary Isabel died in 1887, but her husband, James Jr., lived on until 1903.210 James 
Sloan Senior outlived the entire clan of them, dying in 1907 at the ripe old age of 
ninety-five.211
The situation at Fort Hill became more complicated as the family attempted to 
deal with the death of James Sloan. Sloan lived a long life, outliving a number of his 
children and heirs. James left a quarter of the property to John, a quarter to Sarah, a 
quarter to Magdalena, and a quarter to James. As James was deceased, his quarter of 
the property was to be split between his children, Jane P., Magdalena A., and Helen 
M.212 The children and John sold their interest in the property, thereby leaving the 
property to Sarah and Magdalena.213
Sarah, otherwise known as Aunt Sade, and James Sloan's twin sister, 
Magdalena, or Aunt Maggie, remained unmarried, choosing to create their own family 
by spending their lives caring for the orphaned relations with which they filled the 
house at Fort Hill. Their use of Fort Hill provided a unique situation for a large group 
of children. Eleven orphans were "reared" at Fort Hill.214 Aunt Sade and Magdalene 
raised Aunt Elisabeth, Cornelia, and the Stimnel children after their family situations 
became troubled and the children needed to someone to look out for them. The pair,
210 Ibid.
211 Ibid.
2,2 Hampshire County Will Book 29, Romney, West Virginia, p. 425.
213 Ibid.
214 Charles Bonar and Mary Alice Hannah, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West
Virginia, 1992.
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known as the "Sloan sisters," died in 1920 and 1922. As the sisters had remained 
single and their charges were not entitled to inherit the main house, Fort Hill was 
destined to go to James Sloan Junior's line of descendants in the decades to come.
James Sloan Junior's other children, Jane, Magdalena, and Helen never 
married.215 Thomas died at the age of nine months seven days, but lives on in the 
family memory.216 Placing great weight on understanding the roots they have come 
from, the present descendants of the Sloan family remember the unique characteristics 
belonging to each ancestor. The family still refers to the maiden aunts as the "Sloan
o 1 iSisters." Jane is remembered by the family for her love of sleep.” Sister Helen 
suffered from a terrible curvature of the spine.218 Despite their strong, memorable 
personalities and good deeds, with only three spinster aunts it did not appear the Sloan 
name had long to live.
The danger of the family name dying out did not affect the future of the 
property at all. Land values continued to rise on the Fort Hill holdings. The Sloans 
were in an elite land group to which few of their neighbors belonged. John T. Peerce, 
a member of this elite group, was the Sloans' closest neighbor geographically and 
closest peer economically. John Vandiver, another resident of Burlington, also falls 
into this category. Of all their peers, the Sloans invested the largest amount of money 
in the house that accompanied their land. The tax records note the Sloan brothers 
invested $3270 in their home. Neighbor Vandiver, builder of a house of equal physical
215
216
217
218
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stature, invested less, building a home that cost $2000.219
According to Mineral County, West Virginia Tax Records, the year 1877 saw 
the values of the property at Fort Hill decreasing. The value of the Sloan's home at 
Fort Hill had sunk to $3248 from its original $3270 value by 1877.22Q In 1878, taxes 
on the Sloan property went up seven hundred dollars, with taxes on the property rising 
again in 1883.221 The bam that was added to the property in 1885 increased taxes by 
$1800. The pattern continued with taxes going up to $3800 in 1909 on "John 
Sloan's children's homeplace."
Structural changes and stylistic alterations to the exterior of a building 
structure are visible statements of wealth to the outside world. Fort Hill's residents 
were blessed with the means to display their economic level on the interior of the 
structure as well as the exterior . The prosperity of the farm and its cattle crop is 
reflected in the consumer choices the Sloans and their descendants who occupied the 
house made in furnishing the estate. The Sloans joined the consumers of the Industrial 
age. Family accounts demonstrate a sewing machine was present at Fort Hill by 
1875.223 Receipts show that Richard Sloan purchased hardware and stoves of 
copper, tin, and iron from John F. Johnson for a total sum of $1 l l . 224
According to surviving Fort Hill papers, the Sloans did not just purchase 
tangible goods. The family allotted another portion of their income for investment
219 Mineral County Tax Records 1853, Keyser, West Virginia.
220 Mineral County Tax Records 1877, Keyser, West Virginia.
221 Mineral County Tax Records 1883, Keyser, West Virginia.
222 Mineral County Land Records 1909, Keyser, West Virginia.
223 Account Books, Fort Hill Papers, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
224 Receipts, Fort Hill Papers.
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purposes. Taking interest in matters concerning the local area, the Sloans owned 
stock in the Patterson Creek Turnpike Company. The Turnpike Company monitored 
the toll road that ran through Burlington. As of June 21, 1852, local residents, such as 
Richard Sloan, could pay a master toll at the Burlington gate of $1.50 which 
permitted them to pass through the toll gate free of charge when they used the 
Turnpike, as long as they were not conducting business. However, when taking their 
wheat to market or transacting some other business arrangement, they had to join the 
rest of the paying customers.
The stock and profits from business investments, like the Turnpike, as well as 
the physical property at Fort Hill came to its present owners, the Bonars, through a 
series of marriages. Magdalena Elizabeth Sloan, daughter of James Sloan Sr., married 
William B. Stump, joining the two families.225 One of their daughters, Magdalena 
Stump married Charles Harmison, joining the Harmison and the Stump families.226 
William. B. disinherited his daughter, not approving of the match, and the Stumps 
refused to have anything to do with the couple.227 After living in a home aptly referred 
to as Stoney Lonesome and bearing two children, Elisabeth and Cornelia, Magdalena 
died after bearing her third child and was buried in the family cemetery." The two 
girls, Cornelia and Elisabeth were taken in by the Sloan sisters of Fort Hill.229
Descendant of the Harmisons, Cornelia Harmison married Clyde Bonar in
225 Sloan Bible, Fort Hill Papers.
226 Ibid.
227 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991
228 Ibid.
229 Ibid.
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1926, thereby uniting the Sloans with the Bonars.230 With the new generation of 
owners, the property changed hands again. John Sloan's farm, Longview was sold in 
1940.231 The running of the Fort Hill farm was slowly turned over to the Bonars as 
the Sloan sisters began to spend part of the year in Romney.232 "Cousin " Jane Sloan 
became the last of the direct Sloan line to reside at Fort Hill.
When Clyde and Cornelia Bonar moved in, they began to modify the house to 
physically fit their needs.233 The house had been adapted in order to maximize living 
space, allowing several family groups and a large number of orphans to live at Fort 
Hill. The divisions illustrate an attempt by an extended family to maintain and utilize a 
piece of property in whatever manner necessary in order to keep it within the family. 
The families residing there shared a home, yet simultaneously created their own 
separate spaces by constructing dividing walls to retreat behind when they needed 
privacy. The Bonars added bathrooms and modern kitchen facilities, bringing the 
property up to twentieth-century standards.
The interior was not all that changed in appearance. The flat roof, and square 
two-story porch their predecessors were familiar with had been replaced with a two- 
story, pedimented, roofed portico shortly before the turn of the century.234 Ready to 
raise a family and establish a united home, the Bonars modified the treatment of Fort 
Hill's front facade as well. After the 1920's, the porch changed in appearance again,
230 Sloan Bible, Fort Hill Papers.
231Mineral County Tax Records 1940, Keyser, West Virginia.
232 Charles Bonar, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
233 Mary Alice Hannah, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
234 Fort Hill Papers.
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lowering in height to one story.235 The new one story porch had three posts on each 
side of front door. This porch stood until 1975, when it was replaced with a four post 
version of the same style and the floor relaid.236
Fort Hill farm was a vital community with more than just an active building 
program. The Bonars raised a variety of crops and maintained several herds. Cattle, a 
bull, and calves were maintained on the property, as well as sheep, horses, chickens, 
and pigs.237 The farm maintained a family garden, and raising a variety of crops, 
including potatoes, corn, alfalfa, hay, grass, clover, rye, wheat, and oats. The trees in 
the orchard plot continued to grow. On a larger scale, the residents of the farm used 
different teams during the day to complete the threshing and mowing.238 Fort Hill 
cooperated with neighboring farmers; such as the Banes, who inhabited Fairview, the
0 3 9
farm "next door," to efficiently execute many tasks involved in the harvest.'
Agriculture was a way of life in the Burlington area, providing a common bond 
between people, whether neighbors or peers. The farm was the life of the inhabitants 
of Fort Hill and they were the farm. Different generations of the family took this 
relationship with different degrees of seriousness. The Bonars took the time to record 
what was done each day to their crops and animals and who completed the task.240 
Clyde Bonar's interest in fanning and dedicated personality led Bonar to take this
236 Charles Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
237 Fort Hill Account Books 1896-1900 and 1937, Fort Hill Papers and Charles Bonar,
Interview, Fort Hill Fann, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
238 Fort Hill Account Books, Fort Hill Papers.
239 Letters and Account Books 1928-1929, Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm,
Burlington, West Virginia.
240 Fort Hill Account Books, Fort Hill Papers.
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journal very seriously. His writings paint a detailed picture of farm life at Fort Hill in 
the early twentieth century and illustrate the community spirit present in Burlington.241 
Neighbors supported and assisted one another. For instance, the adjacent farm helped 
the Bonar family fight a fann fire between July 20 and 22, 1930.242 On a more routine 
note, the Bonars helped the Banes and Woodworths with annual harvests and 
plantings, and were aided in return.243
The community spirit helped Fort Hill and the neighboring fanns survive hard 
times. The Depression of the 1930's hit the farmers of the Patterson Creek Valley 
along with all other areas of the nation. The sense of community present on the farm 
and in the neighborhood helped the Bonars and their neighbors through the hard times. 
The farm survived this era well documented. Fann records full of detail down to the 
amounts of gas and kerosene that were consumed on the farm. The breeding record 
maintained illustrates that life went on and farm activities proceeded forward.244 
Despite hard and difficult times, Clyde Bonar maintained his interest in agriculture and 
continued to develop his herds and property. The persistent research encouraged him 
to keep extensive records of the methods he was using and the choices he was making.
Just as they kept track of their animals' lives, the Sloans were inspired to keep 
track of the life events of their family members in a Bible. Some recorders went so far 
as to record the time of their family members' births, marriages, and deaths.245 In
241 Farmer's Account Book 1896-1900 and 1937, Fort Hill Papers.
242 Fort Hill Account Book 1930, Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West
Virginia.
243 Fort Hill Account Books, Fort Hill Papers.
244 Fort Hill Account Books, Fort Hill Papers.
245 Sloan Bible , Fort Hill Papers.
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1914, the Sloan Cemetery Association was founded.246 The group proceeded to 
develop the plot on the hillside opposite Fort Hill across Patterson Creek Road.247 
(Figure 34, 35, 36, and 37) Even the farm records reflect the importance placed on 
the family unit. Proud parents of newborns insured that the birth of new additions to 
the Sloan and Bonar families were written into the farm record alongside the notes 
listing what calves were delivered and how much hay and feed consumed.248
Continuing the cycle of inheritance, in her will Jane P. Sloan left her half 
interest in the house and farm at Fort Hill to Clyde and Cornelia Bonar,249 making 
them the true owners, rather than caretakers of the property. Upon his demise, Clyde 
Bonar left his property to his wife, Cornelia.250 She in turn left the 1,269 1/2 acre farm 
property, minus the house, to her two sons, James Sloan Bonar and Charles Alvin 
Bonar.251 The house at Fort Hill was never hers to leave, however. Upon her death, 
Jane P. Sloan had left the main house at Foil; Hill and half the fann to Cornelia's 
youngest daughter, Mary Alice Bonar, the current owner."'~
The change in time and lifestyles is reflected in the changes made to the living 
an'angements at Fort Hill. Fort Hill is presently owned by the three Bonar children 
Clyde, Cornelia, and Jane willed the house and land to. Today, Charles Bonar, James
"4C> Fort Hill Papers.
247 Sloan Cemetery Association, Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Fann, Burlington, West
Virginia.
248 Farmer’s Account Book 1937, Fort Hill Papers.
249 Mineral County Will Book 3, Keyser, West Virginia, p. 499.
250 Mineral County Will Book 17, Keyser, West Virginia, p.779.
251 Mineral County Will Book 221, Keyser, West Virginia, April 20, 1980, pp. 188 and
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Bonar, and Mary Alice Hannah co-own the fann lands of Fort Hill while Mary Alice 
Bonar Hannah owns the main house on the Fort Hill property. Since the death of the 
matriarch of the Bonar clan, the house at Fort Hill has not been occupied as a full time 
family residence. Mary Alice Hannah resides at Fort Hill a portion of the year, 
traveling between Fort Hill and her husband's farm.253
Charles and Mary Alice's brother, James Bonar, and his descendants, while still 
retaining an interest in the fann, have turned to the urban business world to make a 
living.254 Presently, they reside primarily in the Alexandria, Virginia area, returning to 
Fort Hill for family visits, special occasions, and holidays.-" Situated the closest 
geographically to the estate at Fort Hill, by agreement Charles Bonar and his wife Pat 
are primarily responsible for working the fann lands of Fort Hill.256
Charles and Pat Bonar try to bring the entire Bonar/Sloan family clan together 
at the farm for major events and holidays as often as possible.257 Those branches of 
the family assisting with the running of the fann on a daily basis, however, are the 
branches that have developed the closest relationships between themselves and the 
land. Family members who work on the farm assist in what ever capacity necessary.258 
The Bonars are assisted by the Pages; their daughter, son-in-law, and 
granddaughter.259 The interrelations of the twentieth-century family remain similar to
253 Mary Alice Hannah., Interview, Fort Hill Fann, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991,
254 Ibid.
255 Ibid.
‘ Charles Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Fann, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
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the patterns established by their forefathers; the extended relations of the family from 
the biggest to the smallest, all pitch together to help the farm run efficiently.
The twentieth century has brought a major shift in the Bonar family's lifestyle. 
While the many branches of the family continue to come together during the day and 
for emergencies in order to keep the fann running, they no longer reside together in 
the same domestic setting. Charles and Pat Bonar live at Arnold’s Place, another 
Sloan family residence acquired by marriage, situated down Patterson Creek road from 
Fort Hill.260 The Bonars share more than the working of the fann with the Pages and 
their several farmhands. The patriarch and matriarch frequently share their table and 
other activities with their daughter, granddaughter, and son-in-law, the Pages. The 
Pages live in a schoolhouse, known to the Bonars as the "Sloan Schoolhouse," almost 
directly across Patterson Creek Road from the lane on the at Fort Hill property.
Despite the separate living situations, the clan group is still very much intertwined in 
each others lives. Running a fann demands flexibility and availability on the part of the 
farm family. All members from the largest to the smallest pitch in as they can, chasing 
run-away cows, babysitting grand-children, or training the sheep herding dogs. The 
family unit is unequivocally bound to each other for the well-being of the property, 
crops, and herds which make up Fort Hill today.
260 Charles and Pat Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Fann, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991 
and Sloan Bible, Fort Hill Papers.
CHAPTER V:
FORT HILL:
THE PLACE OF AN AGRICULTURAL CENTER IN THE NINETEENTH AND 
TWENTIETH - CENTURY HISTORIC AND ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF
WEST VIRGINIA
When the Sloans chose to move from Philadelphia to western Virginia, they 
were choosing more than a geographical home, they were choosing a lifestyle. The 
urban Philadelphia landscape Sloan left behind him was a far cry from the vast 
agricultural lands situated in and beyond the Shennandoah Valley. The landscape 
today still gives an idea of the beautiful, yet stem countryside the Sloans were 
choosing to face. Burlington achieved National Register Historic District status as an 
entity representing the transition many small, rural West Virginia towns were going 
through as they moved from the nineteenth to the twentieth century. The persistence 
of a nineteenth-century economic system dependent on natural resources and 
agriculture has sustained a society that values the natural landscape. Such values have 
kept West Virginia the rural state it is today, one the residents even jokingly refer to as 
the "best kept secret in the United States."261 The economic structure of West 
Virginia has created an environment where the family is the key base unit of the social 
structure. The physical landscape is dotted with homes which could house sizable
261 James Morton Callahan, Semi-Centennial History o f  West Virginia (West 
Virginia., 1913).
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families. The economic ups and downs of the state of West Virginia have encouraged 
the preservation and reuse of existing structural landscape.
The present twentieth-century state of West Virginia the Bonars live in is 
situated in the steep and rugged Appalachian Mountains. The territory that has 
become the state of West Virginia separated from Virginia at the beginning of the Civil 
War. Virginia seceded from the Union and joined the Confederacy. The non-seceded 
territory based its capital in Wheeling, West Virginia, calling itself the Restored 
Government of Virginia. Following through on their actions, West Virginia became a 
state, developing its own personality. The development of the two Virginias was 
similar. The nineteenth - century West Virginia remained much like its Southern 
neighbor, Virginia, retaining a social pyramid with great landowners at the top and 
smaller farmers owning less property beneath them and non-property owner workers 
beneath them.
The state's social pyramid inhabits predominantly rural countryside, with a few 
large cities, such as Wheeling and Charleston scattered throughout the state. Located 
several hours from these major urban centers, Burlington, West Virginia is the closest 
town to Fort Hill Farm. Burlington is located within Mineral County, an area of West 
Virginia referred to as the Eastern Panhandle. Mineral County was previously a part 
of a larger region known as Hampshire County formed in 1754 from Frederick and 
Augusta counties. Named for Hampshire, England, Hampshire County is the oldest 
extant county in the state of West Virginia. It existed until Issac Van Meter proposed
90
a bill in October of 1785 that would divide the land of Hampshire County.262 The large 
county was made more manageable in 1786 when Hardy County, named after Virginia 
Congressman Sam Hardy, separated from Hampshire County. Mineral County 
followed suit in 1866.263
Like Fort Hill itself, the Burlington area was part of the original tract of land 
granted to Lord Fairfax. Commonly referred to as Patterson Creek Manor, this land 
grant was used by Lord Fairfax as his game and fish preserve.264 Burlington appears to 
have been located in lot six of Joseph Neaville's 1773 survey, situated several lots 
away from Fort Hill.265 The Sloans deliberately chose a central location on their tract 
of land on which to place Fort Hill. Burlington, linked by several thoroughfares, 
including the Northwestern Turnpike, Patterson Creek Turnpike, and the Twin 
Mountain and Potomac Railroad, served as a common meeting and trading ground for 
the surrounding country. Burlington is a West Virginia community that, while peaking 
economically in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, still thrives. It is made up 
of the families that built the homes and estates making up the Burlington community. 
Burlington and its surrounding farmlands illustrates the portion of western Virginia's 
history that is not industrial, coal, or mining related. This part of the past is uniquely 
preserved and shown to the world through towns such as Burlington.
Burlington, West Virginia is significantly different from its surroundings in the 
manner in which it has captured and preserved the peaceful timelessness that
262 McMaster, The History o f  Hardy County, 1786-1986.
263 Myers, M yers' History o f  West Virginia, II.
264 Ibid.
265 Ibid.
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characterizes close-knit, rural communities. Burlington is especially significant for the 
representative tale its architecture, commercial interactions, and transportation systems 
can provide. The majority of the town's fine collection of vernacular architecture dates 
principally between 1850 and the 1930s. The strong interest of the town in its past is 
visible to outlying properties, like Fort Hill, making preservation an unspoken 
community value by which property owners judge one another.
Because of this strong interest in preservation, Burlington's homes basically 
maintain their nineteenth - century exterior appearances and the church remains a 
thriving social center as it was in the Sloan's day. Taken one by one, the buildings are 
all historical resources, but not necessarily singular or unique specimens that could 
never be seen anywhere else. They share similar methods of construction and stylistic 
details predominantly drawn from both the Greek Revival and Queen Anne periods. 
Several of the structures were worked on by the same local builders the Sloans used, 
such as Henry Baker. This similarity seen through the repetition of decorative 
treatments such as the bull's eye moldings frequently found around both doors and 
windows in many of the town and local structures.266
It is the town as a unified entity, however, once all the domestic, religious, 
commercial, and transportation related structures have been put together, that make 
the town a valuable historical unit. The people here have maintained a way of life 
through their agricultural heritage that helped to build West Virginia, as a state and as
266 Beth Ann Spyrison, “National Register Historic District Nomination for Burlington, 
West Virginia” Senior Thesis, The College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, 
Virginia.
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part of the pre-Civil War Commonwealth of Virginia. The architectural remnants of 
this way of life are one of the few tangible manifestations of these traditions of 
domestic life, commerce, and transportation that remain visible to the twentieth - 
century eye. The buildings are the tangible remnants of the coming together of people. 
They are preserved in a form close to their original totality, capturing a clear and 
concise story of a small community.
The mountains of West Virginia do not encourage open trade and exchange. 
However, the fertile nature of the soil characterizing much of the lower Panhandle 
region made the area attractive to early settlers, like the Sloans, who wanted to farm. 
The first settlers in the area were predominantly Welsh, German, Dutch, and Scottish. 
Around the time of Fort Hill's construction and later, after the Civil War, the western 
Virginia area received a second influx of settlers. Immigrants from the British Isles, 
Italy, Poland, and Hungary streamed into the state.267 A number of iminigrants were 
of German or Pennsylvania German descent. These settlers discovered the area 
coming down the Great Wagon Road which had developed from the trails used by the 
Native Americans stretching from Pennsylvania and the North.268 Settlers from 
Pennsylvania and Maryland moved through Cumberland Gap or followed the National 
Pike from Baltimore to Wheeling, West Virginia.269 The Great Wagon Road, present 
day Route 11, crossed the Fairfax land grant line near New Creek.
267 Phil Conley and William Thomas Doherty, West Virginia History (Charleston,
1974), p.41.
268 Wilmer L. Kerns, “Rare Historical Records of the Northwest Turnpike Provides
Much Valuable Information.’’ West Virginia Advocate, April 12, 1988, p.20
269 Henry Lionel Williams and Ottalie K. Williams, A Guide To Old American Houses,
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Religion served to bind the residents of the well traveled region together. The 
Church of the Brethren was prominent in the early days of the South Branch 
Valley/Pattersons Creek area.270 The Methodist religion was also widespread in the 
region.271 According to census figures, in 1850 the geographical center of population 
of the United States was near Moorefield, Clarksburg, and Parkersburg, West 
Virginia, cities in Hardy county about forty-five miles from Fort Hill, in an area 
originally a part of the same territory as Mineral County. As populations expanded, 
however, the geographical centers continued to move westward, passing out of the 
state.272 As the majority of West Virginia residents remaining lived in rural areas, the 
"country bumpkin" stereotype often associated with the West Virginia resident began 
to take hold.273
The economics of the area, as well as the geographical makeup of the Eastern 
Panhandle of West Virginia were conducive to maintaining the rural landscape 
surrounding Fort Hill. Much of the land today is fanned or combed in the search for 
raw materials for industrial activities. The land referred to as the Eastern Panhandle is 
fertile, low and good for growing crops, receiving between thirty-five and forty inches 
of rain annually. The best farmland in the area lies along the river valleys.
In 1860, eight out of ten West Virginia residents lived on farms.274 The Sloans 
and later families inhabiting Foit Hill are a part of this rural population. Yet, as a part
270 Samuel Kercheval, A History o f the Valley o f Virginia. (Woodstock, Virginia: The
West Virginia Heritage Encyclopedia, 1850, reprint ed., 1974). XVII: 50.
271 Kercheval, A History o f the Valley o f  Virginia, p. 56.
272 Conley and Doherty, West Virginia History, p.38.
273 Ibid., p. 40.
274 Ibid., p .181.
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of the select group controlling the top of the social pyramid, they were also intimately 
involved in the town and Valley's inner workings. As fanners, dependent on nature's 
whims and the help they received from the environment, they rode the economic tides 
along with their neighbors, helping to write the rich history of the region.
Fort Hill is one of many estates in Mineral County. The county has over fifty 
percent of its total area contained in fann tracts/ * Fanning at Fort Hill and the 
neighboring properties has undergone large scale changes. Early farming in the area 
was done with hoes.276 As technological development continued, the hoe was replaced 
with wood and iron plows drawn by oxen and horses. The new technology allowed 
for the production of large quantities of goods, making them more readily available 
and affordable to larger quantities of people. With the new equipment it produced, the 
Industrial Revolution had a profound affect on fanning as well. The physical process 
of farming became more mechanized, increasing the quantity of goods that could be 
produced at one time. The good times were not to last, however. A panic occurring 
in 1873 greatly affected fanning profits, causing prices to drop. It was at this point in 
time agricultural reformers began to awaken West Virginia farmers to the extent to 
which they were depleting their fann's soil of nutrients. The years following 1880 saw 
the introduction of new fertilizers, sprays, insecticides, and a better diet for the farm 
animals as the fanning communities around Fort Hill struggled to improve then- 
fanning methods.277 Concern now centered around caring for the land in an effort to
20 Ibid., p. 349.
276 Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm.
277 Conley and Doherty, West Virginia History, p. 342.
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utilize both the natural resources in the area, preserving them for the future, while 
maximizing production in the present.
Not all agricultural products are planted, reaped, or sown. Labor intensive 
"crops," cattle, calves, sheep, lambs, and hogs were the main agricultural products 
finding their way out of West Virginia as exports. These animals, destined for the
*yno
markets, were also considered the most important product coming out of the state." 
Fort Hill has long been a role model of good herding practices.279 The stock reared in 
the South Branch Valley area has always been noted for its fatness and flavor.280 
Herding impacts planting practices as well. The cattle herds need hay.
The South Branch Valley, adjacent to Patterson's Creek, is conducive to 
supporting people, crops, and animals. The area has become noted for its fertility.
The mineral, calcium, and ninety-three percent carbonate of lime in the soil make it
» ) 0  J
especially appropriate for growing fruit and wheat." These soil traces have leeched 
into the Patterson Creek area, making Fort Hill very desirable farmland. Other crops 
produced include com and buckwheat, poultry and eggs, dairy products, wheat, and 
grass are other important products.282 Fruit trees, including peach, apple, pear, and 
plum trees such as those the Sloans planted at Fort Hill are all grown on the Eastern 
Panhandle as well. The diversity of products the area was capable of supporting 
contributed to its success. Mineral County, as a part of Hampshire County, was one
2/8 Ibid., pp. 342-345.
279 Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm.
280 Conley and Doherty, West Virginia History, p.342.
281 Ibid., p. 259.
282 Ibid., p.345.
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of the leading producers of horses, cows, corn, buckwheat, butter, and farm 
implements.283
Besides its rich resources that allowed farm crops to be raised and animal herds 
to flourish, the state of West Virginia produced a wide range of natural products. The 
Sloans and their descendants would have been aware of the surrounding industry in the 
state namely mining and mineral fuels, such as coal and gas that are found in relative 
abundance in the state.284 Other minerals such as limestone, sand, gravel, clay, salt, and 
stone for quarrying have all become products crucial to the state’s economical well- 
being/ * Iron furnaces were present in the counties surrounding Mineral County.
The native iron ores were of superior quality and readily available to the Sloans and 
their neighbors.287 The mineral resources impacted not only the physical makeup and 
contours of the landscape, but how later generations treated their environment. 
Charcoal was the preferred fuel for the furnaces, resulting in a rather bare landscape in 
those areas being mined and quarried.288
The topography of the surface, as well as the geological makeup underneath, 
influenced how the area was settled. The presence of natural waterways helped to 
open up the closed mountain region to commerce and trade. The Burlington area 
serves as one example of how this process works. The valleys in the area all contain
283 J.R. Dodge, West Virginia: Its Farms and Forests, Mines, and Oil-Wells.
(Philadelphia, 1865), Chapter I.
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creeks, such as Patterson's Creek, New Creek, Beaver Run, Cabin Run, and Mill Run 
which encouraged settlers to found homesteads in the region. Fort Hill and 
Burlington's local water body, Patterson's Creek, along with the North and South 
Branches, are all tributaries of the Potomac River. Following the nomenclature 
patterns associated with other regional water bodies, Patterson's Creek may have been 
named after an early explorer or settler. Unfortunately, this can not be proved as there 
is no record of any Patterson in the area after Lord Fairfax started keeping land 
records in 1748.289 Regardless of how it was named, the water tie to the Potomac 
encouraged the development of connections with Eastern seaboard cities such as 
Baltimore, Maryland and Washington D.C.290
The waterways encouraged trade and helped fulfill many of the Sloans' and 
their contemporaries' daily needs which were not met locally. The raising of wheat, 
corn and buckwheat necessitated gristmills to grind the grains into flour. These mills 
were located near streams which could provide the waterpower with which to turn the 
mill wheel. Their goods were shipped out in regular trading patterns up and down the 
river. Products from the mills in the Eastern Panhandle were often sent down the 
Potomac River to Georgette.291 Sawmills were also dominant features on the Eastern 
Panhandle landscape.292 The mill owners knew they had a ready market farther south, 
accessible by water, for the boards they were producing from the choice yellow pine
289Kerns, "Settlement of Old Frederick County, Virginia: Historic Naming of Rivers 
and Streams" West Virginia Advocate, December 13, 1989.
290 Conley and Doherty, West Virginia History, p .l 1.
291 Ibid., p. 183.
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prevalent in the western Virginia countryside not given over to mining.
The countryside and small towns like Burlington were broken by a few large 
cities such as Wheeling and Charleston. The marketing of industrial and farm products 
in rural areas like Burlington depended on adequate transportation systems over land 
as well as the waterways. Early pathways followed the trails laid out and utilized by 
native peoples since before the contact period. As these trails usually followed the 
best paths through the landscape, wagon trails were eventually established along many 
of these routes. Wagon travel was made easier as the trails evolved into roads 
traversing the landscape. Later railroads and modem highways continued the pattern 
of development following the natural layout of the landscape and taking advantage of 
the mountain gaps and river systems noted by the first Native American inhabitants of 
the region. These transportation routes provided the means for a continuous stream of 
ideas and influences to flow in and out of the state to inhabitants in all areas of western 
Virginia. Granted, it took different lengths of time to reach remote mountain regions 
and rural areas like Burlington than cities; but none the less, it allowed ideas to travel.
According to James Morton Callahan’s 1913 Semi-Centennial History of West 
Virginia, which chronicles the transportation history of the region, a public road 
serving the Eastern Panhandle was installed as early as 1743. In 1784, George 
Washington proposed to build a route to Ohio called the Northwestern Turnpike. 
Authorized in 1827 and begun in 1831, the road stood as a monument to its engineers, 
Charles Shaw and Colonel Claudius Crozet, one of the great Russian engineers who 
had served under Napoleon. The Northwestern Turnpike connected Winchester and 
Parkersburg, winding through Capon Bridge, Augusta, and Hampshire County via Mill
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Creek Gap. The Turnpike reached Romney, a town about twenty miles from Fort Hill 
and Burlington, by 1837, continuing on to Burlington soon there after. Present day 
Route 50 passes right through Burlington, providing access to Burlington and serving 
the needs of Fort Hill. Route 50 continued on to Ridgeville and New Creek, turning 
southwest near Jordanian and the southwest comer of Maryland. The road ran 
through much wilderness as well, crossing the Alleghenies into Parkersburg, reaching 
it by 1838.293
Callahan describes roadways as a major public commitment. The Turnpike 
cost nearly $400,000 to build.294 The road surface measured twenty-one feet across in 
some portions and contained sturdy wooden and stone bridges and easy road 
grades.295 Travelers were charged a toll at set stations along the Northwestern 
Turnpike. This toll went towards the upkeep of the road in the early nineteenth 
century, before the Turnpike. The Sloans had a variety of options to choose from 
when they needed to travel. Stagecoaches began to frequent these routes. By 1840, 
regular daily line stages and mail service stages were in operation. Five years later, in 
1845, fast tri-weekly stages from Romney to Ohio at Parkersburg were started. These 
connected Romney with Winchester.296 Property values increased and many inns, 
businesses, and towns sprang up because of the Northwestern Turnpike. Much of the 
early traffic consisted of animals being moved from one place to another.297 Like
Callahan, Semi-Centennial History o f West Virginia, pp. 106-110.
294 Conley and Doherty, West Virginia History, pp. 209-215.
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many other towns along the route, Burlington grew in size and the Sloans and other 
area residents acquired new neighbors as the century moved forward.
Receipts and records pertaining to the toll rates in effect on the Northwestern 
Turnpike demonstrate how well used the route was in 1890.298 Rules were strict, there 
was a fine of twenty dollars for merely passing through the gate without paying the toll 
or for misrepresenting the distance traveled or evading payment of the toll.299 Events 
revolving around the all important family, such as "divine worship" or funerals, were 
encouraged as travel for these purposes was exempt from the toll. Prices were fixed in 
terms of cents per mile. This varied according to whether the animals in question were 
horses. If they were another type of creature, their fee depended on whether they 
were being led or driven. Wagons and carriages were priced according to the number 
of horses involved. The charges for sleighs, sleds, scores of sheep, hogs, and cattle 
were all specifically itemized for the traveler's convenience.300
Public transportation became more prevalent in the nineteenth century. 
Although located some distance from Burlington itself, the 1838 Baltimore and Ohio 
Railroad helped increase the flow of both raw materials and products from the Ohio 
Valley and West Virginia as a whole.301 The population saw the technological 
potential out there. The railroad had a great impact on farmers like the Sloans, making 
rapid transportation of products easier, which enabled the farm products to be more
‘ Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm.
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competitive on the market. The railways proved to be a catalyst, causing great 
changes in the movement patterns of both people and products. The new technology 
prompted extensive changes in the area. With the new faster means of traveling, the 
old methods of transportation were no longer needed by the Sloans and their 
neighbors, so they could begin to fade out of existence. George B. Shank's Burlington 
Stage Line, once responsible for transporting passengers and freight by horse-drawn 
coach in the Romney-Moorefield area, had to close down for lack of business.302
There were many reasons people were seeking to connect the rural areas 
surrounding Fort Hill. Fort Hill and Burlington were situated in the naturally rich part 
of western Virginia. The lower part of this western valley of Virginia was considered 
the most desirable to reside in. The Sloans and their neighbors were proud of their 
homes and lands. J.R. Dodge wrote in his book West Virginia: Its Farms and Forests, 
Mines, and Oil-Wells that "for the variety and fertility of its soils, fine water-power, 
central position, salubrious and delightful climate, beauty and grandeur of scenery in 
plain and on mountain, it can literally, and with severity of truth, be said to be 
unsurpassed, if equaled, in the United States; or as a fanning region in which to make 
homes of comfort, opulence, and refinement."303 This attitude of West Virginia's 
population and family units is reflected in the homes and lands of estates like Fort Hill 
and the manner in which they were kept and presented to the outside world.
Burlington is surrounded by towns with names such as Elk Garden, Patterson's 
Creek, Ridgeville, Antioch , Laurel Dale, and Headsville. Burlington, however, has
302 MacMaster, The History o f  Harcly County, p. 285.
303 Dodge, West Virginia: Its Farms and Forests, Mines, and Oil-Wells, Introduction.
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been singled out by both residents and visitors as being unique among them. The 
people of Burlington and the surrounding area have developed a strong sense of 
community pride in their town. The survival of many of Burlington's "first families" 
has contributed to this bond, but it has become a feeling shared by old and new 
families alike. The origin of Burlington's name remains a mystery. Some believe the 
town was named for settlers who came from some other place with the name of 
"Burlington." Other accounts say the town was named after a Mr. Burl who operated 
a grist mill in the area.304 Regardless of its origin, Burlington Historic District survives 
as a representative to the nation of the small town that served as the setting for the 
everyday events that helped to build the rural, agriculturally centered culture 
associated with the state. A significant percentage of West Virginia's development 
occurred during the centuries when the landscape was dominated by large farms and 
agricultural empires, some of which, like Fort Hill, still exist. This period of 
development is representative of a segment of the universal pattern of small town life 
dominant in the fabric of America's development as a nation.
The architecture of Burlington helps chronicle the development of the town. 
Burlington has gone through many evolutionary steps, all of which have contributed to 
the town's identity. One event pinpointing the beginning of a new era in Burlington's 
story was the town's acquisition of the post office in 1827.305 Growing with time and
304 Lucy Ebert, Some Handed Down Tales o f  Burlington, West Virginia (Burlington,
West Virginia, 1978).
305 Leonara W. Wood, History o f  Mineral County (Mineral County, West Virginia,
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the movement of people, by 1838 the town of Burlington had several homes, the 
Homestead Hotel, a mercantile store, a house of entertainment, a house of public 
worship, and a cemetery linked by the main thoroughfare, Patterson Creek Road, to 
the outside world.306 The townspeople could express their interest and exert some 
control over the development of the town by buying shares of stock in the Turnpike. 
The stone foundation remaining from the original Turnpike toll-house was built into
^07the garage currently standing on the Presbyterian manse property in town.'
Another manifestation of the new emphasis on transportation, White Bridge, a 
covered bridge built over Patterson Creek in 1848, was probably part of the same 
Turnpike development effort.308 The first steel bridge in Burlington did not replace it 
until the 1920’s.309 The present bridge was put up in 1969 to allow for two lanes of 
traffic, larger trucks, and another transportation development to assist in the flow of 
traffic as it increased as a result of development along the other major roads in the 
area.310 The turnpike system helped move Civil War traffic through the area in the 
nineteenth century.311
Business picked up in the area for the Sloans and'their neighbors along the 
turnpike after the Civil War. The Umstot and Leps General Store opened in 1876.312
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The Umstot and Wilson General Store is a classic example of a country store, 
supplying the demands of the residents of Fort Hill and Burlington in a social as well 
as a materialistic sense. Store ledgers record purchases of goods such as cotton, rosin, 
syrup, sugar, nails, horseshoes, suspenders, fish oil, and other products.313 The store 
owners operated using both a cash and barter system, accepting credit from customers 
as well as giving credit for the goods, such as eggs, that people brought in to the store. 
The Umstots maintained their residence in the George Wilson House, located directly 
across the street from their place of business, further emphasizing the unity of the 
home and business existing in this rural community.314
The store served as a local gathering place for the Sloans and their neighbors, 
bringing people together to talk and laugh and exchange news, particularly during 
hunting season.315 The store would also have been a place where outsiders could have 
brought Burlington residents news as they brought goods to exchange. There are 
many memorable accounts retold in Burlington oral histories of the old and the very 
young sitting around the pot-belly stove, exchanging stories and news.316 The store 
eventually had to close its doors for a time for economic reasons. Competition 
materialized in the form of Oates and McKee General Merchants, who opened on 
March 20, 1913 in Burlington, West Virginia. The original general store was later 
reopened by Frank Crandell.317
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The town remained a desirable place to live throughout all the economic 
changes in the area. In a 1913 special edition of Keyser West Virginia's Mountain 
Echo, entitled the "Mineral County Illustrated," the town of Burlington was 
described as "one of the prettiest country villages in the state."318 According to the 
Mountain Echo, the addition of the Twin Mountain and Potomac Railroad, which 
connected Burlington to Keyser, made the town all the more valuable and 
accessible.319 According to the Mountain Echo, at this time, Burlington consisted of 
three stores, two blacksmith shops, a flour mill, and a "hotel where Southern cooking 
prevails."320 The town of agriculturists was popular, noted for its hospitality. The 
Burlington Union church was a gathering place; the site of worship and education for 
both the Methodist and Presbyterian communities of the area, it bound residents 
together.
In the public sector, the two-room graded school brought the area's children 
together to learn and socialize. The school shows the importance of education in 
bringing Burlington area residents together as well. After the Civil War, the Sloan 
children may have attended Burlington's first public school. It stood in Schoolhouse 
Hollow, approximately a quarter mile south of town. The schoolhouse was abandoned 
in 1879 when the first brick building was constructed down in the valley.321 A 1907 
frame addition enlarged the school to two rooms. When this burned, an eight room
318 “Mineral County Illustrated/4 Mountain Echo News Tribune, Keyser, West
Virginia. Special edition, 1913, p .l.
319 Ibid.
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frame building was constructed on the site. This in turn burned in 1936.322 Classes 
were held in the church sanctuary while the present eight room frame building was 
under construction. An addition was added to this building in 1975.323
Just as changes have occurred to the architecture of the region, the amount of 
commerce and activity in the Burlington area has varied with the economy over time. 
Farms in the region have been involved in producing a wide variety of goods ranging 
from livestock such as cattle, chickens, and sheep to the raising of crops, such as com, 
and orchard fruits. Farmers, like the Sloans, tend to be involved with several crops or 
animals in the effort to prevent economic failure if one crop or herd does not come to 
term. Similarly, the industry in the area produced a variety of products and provided 
jobs for area residents. With work becoming available, fewer people had to leave the 
area.
The Sloans and their descendants were not just surrounded by farms; 
Burlington was the home of a variety of businesses. Situated where Mill Run empties 
into Patterson Creek, Burlington was a prime location for the construction of the mills 
associated with the Industrial Revolution. For a time this was the only 
"technological" industry in town.324 The Fundenburg's were the owners, but not the 
founders, of the Burlington Mill, located in Burlington near the corner where 
Patterson Creek Road and Route 50 intersected, near the site of Joshua Oates 
Furniture Store when it was in its heyday.325 Advertisements from 1913 refer to Mr.
Ibid.
Ibid.
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S. J. Hott as the proprietor and Mr. S.R. Hott as the manager. The Burlington Mill 
made high grade roller flour, "The Pride of Montreal" brand leading its sales.326
Peerce's Mill was located close at hand at Russeldale. The grain from a roller 
operated mill was ground by rollers powered by a gasoline engine rather than the 
traditional water powered stone grinding process. The mill burned in the 1920's, a 
blaze local lore still professes was caused by arsonists.327 Other businesses replaced it, 
however. Located in the back of the Umstot and Wilson General store, a sawmill run 
by Scott Stotter helped process lumber for the area.328
In later years, the railroad gave the mills a convenient link to the outside world 
as well. The Burlington Station is the last depot from the original route of the Twin 
Mountain and Potomac Railroad still standing in the 1990's. Although short-lived, the 
TM&P was a much loved institution, commonly referred to as the "Two Mules and a 
Pony" railroad. Ballads were written about the "railroad line" and run in the local 
paper in the "Mineral Daily Column," demonstrating the key role it played in the 
development of the local transportation and shipment systems of the area. The 
railroad created jobs. Industrial factories, including a pin factory , tannery, cannery, 
mill, and store sprang up on Russelldale Road. The Sloans and their neighbors quickly 
came to rely on the railroad for transportation, Sunday outings, and shipping; as their 
new connection to the outside world.
Even after businesses shut down, the TM & P provided a center for social
326 ib id .
327 Ibid.
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events organized by the Sloans and the residents of the Burlington area. The rail gave 
reason to organize parties and excursions as well as becoming a destination itself. 
Sunday picnics along the track became a Burlington tradition. “ The railway also 
became the main method people used to access the popular annual summer revival 
which took place at the Van Myra Camp Meeting grounds on the banks of Patterson 
Creek.330 Residents of Burlington and the surrounding area gathered for fellowship 
and worship services. Families erected tents they could come back to summer after
331summer.
Although the railroad did not begin as a local project, the TM & P had a 
profound economic impact on the Burlington area. Millionaires from Fairmont 
financed the $356,000 railroad when it was built, buying all new equipment for their 
business venture.332 The narrow gauge railroad was begun in 1911, but was 
discontinued after eight years.333 The narrow gauge track on top of the tie without 
any sort of plate between it and the tie, causing a great deal of spring and bounce in 
the track when the train traverses it.334 Many derailments occurred as a result of this 
mechanical system, becoming a routine part of travel on the TM & P line.335 It was 
considered easier and cheaper to build the narrow gauge track over the tough
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terrain.336 The topography became so rough as the TM & P wound its way up the 
mountainside that a regular practice of leaving one of the rail cars and coming back for 
it was established in an effort to make the trip easier and safer.337 The foundations of 
the railroad trestles found on the sides of Twin and Knobbly Mountains attest to the 
steep gradient.338
The railroad provided a crucial link for the local farms and agricultural 
ventures. The mountains around Keyser were covered with orchards such as the 
Cameron, Knobley, Alkine Orchards run by many familiar old Burlington families, 
such as the Sloans of Fort Hill, McKees, Shanks, Russells, and the Arnold Brothers.339 
The new railroad line could run their products the thirty-one miles from Keyser to the 
Twin Mountain and neighboring orchards in two hours.340 In Keyser, the railroad 
could link into the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, making further destinations for the 
products possible.341
The local TM & P railroad allowed for faster transport and distribution of the 
local orchards' fruit, making it more competitive in the marketplace. Moving their 
product by train instead of wagon also cost the farms less, as it caused less damage to 
the fruit.342 Both of these factors gave local growers a better chance to be competitive 
in the apple and peach markets. The fruit could be transported to the East coast
336 Ibid.
337 Pat Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1990.
338 Ibid.
339 Wood, History o f Hardy County.
340 Ibid.
341 Ibid.
342 Ibid.
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within twelve hours, arriving before the competition from Washington and Oregon 
orchards could get their supplies into the marketplace.343 The first TM & P train ran 
on August 12, 1912.344 The Burlington stop had its own depot, crossing marker, and 
switch; the town was ready to welcome the train.345
Unfortunately for the people of Burlington, the "good old days" were not to 
continue. According to Pat Bonar, a local historian of the TM & P, the rapid transport 
of the produce did not remain economically feasible and the railroad never appears to 
have made money.346 Some attribute this to its birth and development in the midst of 
World War I, when a large percentage of the "reliable" labor force was away at war, 
leaving behind women and recent immigrants.347 The railroad was built by primarily 
Italian and Irish laborers, barracked near where they were working.348 The rail line 
Burlington was on had to compete with one out of Hampshire that ran its trains on the 
more reliable standard gauge track.349 The Hampshire train was able to reach its 
destination faster, as the fruit did not have to be handled twice in transit.350 Due to this 
combination of factors, the TM & P railroad line was forced to stop running in 1918 
for monetary reasons.351 It sold for the cost of its taxes; a sum of two hundred 
dollars.352 The equipment, not sold until 1922, went to other rail lines and private
343 Ibid.
344 Ibid.
345 Ibid.
346 Pat Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1990.
347 Ibid.
348 Ibid.
349 Ibid.
350 Ibid.
351 Ibid.
352 Pat Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
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collectors.353
Symbols of an age, the Burlington Station and its sign are still used in the town 
of Burlington. With its inviting wrap-around porch, the depot served as Burlington's 
Post Office from approximately 1917 until 1968 when the new postal building was 
completed.354 Some of the postmasters even managed to live in the tiny two room 
structure as well as operate affairs for the postal service out of it.355 The station was 
next used as a warehouse for the Umstot & Wilson General Store.356 Elvin and Martha 
Massey later bought the warehouse in hopes of running a real-estate office, but 
decided against it.357 Instead the Masseys sold the property to the United Methodist 
Children's Home with the stipulation that the two room building be used as a library 
for the town of Burlington.358 The depot was deeded over to the town’s Friends of the
359Mineral County Library in 1991, who are presently insuring its future. * The town 
uses it as a gathering place for children and meetings of organizations in town.
Downtown Burlington consisted of twenty-five homes, four stores, two hotels, 
a blacksmith shop, a grist mill, and a garage by 1956.360 Burlington continued to 
change face in the decades to follow. Modern businesses have sprung up along Route 
50 in the stretch immediately before the turn onto the bridge and Patterson Creek
353 Pat Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, November, 1990.
354 J.I. Barrick, Communicated Random Recollections o f  Keyser and Mineral County
In The Last 50 Years (WPA).
355 Ibid.
356 Ibid.
357 Ibid.
358 Sanders, IV.
359 Pat Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1992.
360 Ebert, Some Handed Down Tales o f  Burlington, West Virginia, Introduction.
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Road leading to the residential historic district of Burlington. The commercial strip on 
Route 50, often referred to as "Burlington Straight," includes among its buildings a 
restaurant, motel, general store, service station, cycle shop, family hair salon, Bane's 
used car lot, and the modem Fire Hall.361
As a whole, Burlington has managed to preserve parts of its life as it appeared 
during several time periods. Burlington has existed with style from its conception as 
one of the earliest farming settlements of the area to its days as a nineteenth - century 
rural community town; to its position as an early twentieth -century trade and small 
resort center. In all its charm, it represents small rural towns across West Virginia and 
many other states. The town encompasses historic buildings associated with the 
contributions to community's architectural, commercial, and transportation history. In 
its own right, the town is a testament to the skill of local builders in following and 
including fashion in their lives. The similarities in building construction and detail 
throughout the district illustrates the social contact between the townspeople and the 
attempt to keep up with each other and the farms, like Fort Hill, which surrounded 
them.
Although a small number of modern buildings intrude on today's peaceful, 
sleepy town setting, on an overall scale, Burlington is still one of the most intact and 
complete collections of nineteenth- and early twentieth- century vernacular 
architecture surviving today in Mineral County, West Virginia. The attempt to stress 
preservation and the need to retain the feeling of historic charm has become a local
361 Spyrison, "National Register Historic District Nomination for Burlington, West 
Virginia."
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priority, spreading to many of the properties surrounding Burlington and helping to 
unify the community.
The structures making up the town of Burlington illustrate the preservation 
ethic of the town, demonstrating how the old can be reused and adapted to fit the new 
needs of more current lifestyles. Like the owners of Fort Hill, Burlington’s new and 
old residents are continuously realizing the importance of the historical roots of the 
area. The 1990's will hopefully witness a continuation of this extraordinarily high level 
of interest as Burlington residents strive to preserve the uniqueness of the area for 
future generations. The town of Burlington was made a West Virginia Historic 
District and designated a National Register Historic District in December of 1992, a 
designation that will help to preserve it for the future.
Standing on the outskirts of Burlington, Fort Hill serves as both an 
architectural model and the home of an influential family. Fort Hill has been an 
integral part of Burlington's development, playing a formative role in a variety of 
aspects of local history running the gambit from education to economics and 
agricultural theory. The property was the site of the oldest school building known in 
Mineral County.362 The building was situated on Barkville Lane, opposite or parallel to 
Fort Hill's present day barn.363 Unfortunately, no records concerning the time the 
school was used or the teachers who utilized it have been found, but none the less,
Fort Hill served as the educational center of the area until the first school in town was 
built.
362 Mineral County Deed Book 30, Keyser, West Virginia, April 30, 1814, p.378.
363 Present day Russeldale Road.
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The families of Fort Hill have also influenced the fanning techniques used in 
the Burlington area, contributing to the economic prosperity of fanns in the region. 
For the first thirty years, Fort Hill operated as a general livestock and grain farm. The 
direction of Fort Hill's future changed in 1884 when John S. Arnold of Knobley Farm 
gave his daughter, Bell, later to become Mrs. James Sloan of Fort Hill Farm, an Angus 
heifer.364 Arnold was one of the first purebred Angus breeders in West Virginia, a 
distinct landmark event in West Virginia history. This heifer was the first Angus 
brought to Fort Hill Farm.365
The Angus were not appreciated locally, they were considered "black muley 
cows." None the less, James Sloan continued to work with the breed, buying two 
heifers and a bull from Pennsylvania in the 1890's.366 The first Angus bull at Fort Hill 
came from Ohio via D.A. Arnold, who was also buying for G.S. Kitzmiller of 
Grandview Farm and for his own herds on Knobley Farm.367 Not satisfied with the 
available stock, Arnold wanted better cattle.368 In true cattleman fashion, Arnold 
decided to breed his own. After working on his new breed for a time, Arnold sent a 
calf to his kinfolk in West Virginia to prove his breed was as good, if not better, than 
what they had to offer. Arnold's prize calf, the first Angus to join a West Virginia 
farm, can therefore be dated to December 25, 1882.360 The first Aberdeen Angus to
364 Charles Bonar, Interview, Foil Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
365 Account Book/Breeding Records, Fort Hill Papers, Fort Hill Farm. Burlington,
West Virginia.
366 Charles Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
367 Charles Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1992.
368 Charles Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
369 Charles Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1990.
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arrive at Fort Hill arrived in 1897.
Fort Hill continued Arnold's work. Today, Fort Hill Farm prides itself on its 
prize-winning Angus. (Figure 38) The present herd was started from five fifteen year 
old registered cows purchased from J.G. Hanlin of Maple Croft Farm, Mt. Storm, 
W est Virginia, in 1927.370 A credible herd has existed at Fort Hill through the years, 
but not until the Bonars did the herd actually have the bloodlines to become what is 
referred to as a registered herd. This particular herd became one of four in West 
Virginia recognized as purebred Aberdeen-Angus cattle herds that have qualified to 
register themselves for over fifty years with the American Angus Association.371 In 
1983, the farm's reputation reached a new level of commerce, as they began selling 
Angus cattle on the international market to breeders in the Dominican Republic.372
Although the emphasis of the farm has changed, horse and mule power 
(Figure 39) used to drive the plow has since been exchanged for tractors, farm life 
continues on in much the same manner it did for the first Sloan brothers. Com was 
seeded, harvested, husked, and shucked in the field with the golden ears being stored 
in the corn cribs to be fed to the cattle also. The income provided by the present 
Angus herd is supplemented by other Fort Hill products. The Bonars have raised 
crossbred sheep since the 1920s.373 (Figure 40) Hogs, ducks, chickens, and even 
peacocks were also produced on the property.374 Feed for the various forms of
370 Charles Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
371 Charles Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1990.
372 Charles Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
373 Charles Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1990.
374 Ibid.
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livestock has been produced on the farm from its beginning. The idea of the farm as a 
self-perpetuating unit that is capable of being self-sufficient persists.
Small grain harvesting was a community event. By sharing labor and wagons 
from neighbor to neighbor, each farm was able to get its crop in quickly and 
efficiently. Each farmer seeded his fields with small grains after the com had been 
removed in the early fall. The following summer the winter wheat and barley would be 
cut with grain cradles and shucked to dry out, awaiting the community's portable 
threshing machine and tractor.375 Once developed, the McCormick seering grain 
binders were used to cut the stalks and allow the grain to be dried.376 The more 
advanced technology was more dependable under duress.
The community fanners would send a crew of laborers to the field to line up 
the machines and feed them the golden grain shocks, separating the grain from the 
stalk. The cleaned grains were collected in gunny sacks and taken to the granary or 
barn for storage. When threshing at Fort Hill was finished, the threshing rig moved up 
the road to Fairview estate to repeat the procedure of threshing grains.
Like Burlington, Fort Hill has changed as economic, technological, and 
commercial development demanded. Moving with the times, the new reform writers' 
attempts at revolutionizing agricultural science were felt and incorporated into 
activities at Fort Hill. Mr. Clyde Bonar was one of the first farmers to use the 
extended grazing system.377 Bonar was also known for his attempts to incorporate
375 Ibid
377
376 Ibid.
Charles Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
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grassland improvement in his crop plans.378 Fort Hill was also intimately involved with 
the popularizing of the large twentieth - century Angus cattle shows designed to 
spread the breed. (Figure 41) Bonar received many awards on both the county and 
state levels for his work.379 He proudly represented over a century of agricultural 
developments at Fort Hill when he was named by Progressive Farmer magazine as one 
of their "Men of the Year" and initiated into the West Virginia Agricultural Hall of 
Fame in 1975.380
Presently, about 1600 contiguous acres comprise Fort Hill Farm. About a 
thousand acres have been sold from the original farm tract. The sheep are a mixture of 
different breeds selected in order to achieve a good hybrid animal holding the best 
genetic traits of the different breeds. In the twentieth century, Faraghee blood was 
introduced into the flocks to obtain the extreme length and high quality fibers for 
which the Faraghee's fleece was known. Fort Hill, its herds, flocks, fields, and 
families are well established.
378 Ibid.
379 ibid.
380 Charles Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1990.
CHAPTER VI:
THE IMPACT OF THE GREEK REVIVAL ON FORT HILLS ARCHITECTURE
AND FAMILY STRUCTURES
Greek Revival architecture appealed to the nineteenth-century agricultural
communities such as Burlington. The Greek Revival captured the spirit of ages past.
The nineteenth and twentieth centuries have somehow allowed progressive farms like
Fort Hill to remain standing as examples of the unity existing between home and work
in pre-industrial American households. The changes wrought by improvements in
technology affected not only the manner in which daily life was conducted, but the
values and principles behind the lifestyle itself.381
Farm communities were very family centered places; the nature and economics
of agriculture does not allow the separation of work and home to occur on the
farmstead. Farm families , like their Sloans and their contemporaries, were much more
interdependent than their contemporaries in an urban setting. The residents of Fort
• 382Hill, like agriculturally centered peoples everywhere, are more than just consumers. 
The cooperative nature of the tasks facing the farmers of rural America permeated 
their living arrangements as well as their workplace. Working side by side, day in and 
day out, produced a family that valued privacy less than other household-work
381 Sally McMurray, "Progressive Farm Families And Their Houses, 1830-1855: A
Study in Independent Design" Agricultural History, 58, number 3 (July 1984): 
346.
382 Clark. The American Family Home: 1800-1960, pp. 32-35.
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arrangements.
The years leading up to 1853 saw new developments taking place as the 
Industrial Revolution swept the nation, prompting changes in the built environment 
and philosophy of the home. In the literature of urban nineteenth-century America, the 
world of the workplace took on a male gender, separating from the domestic world of 
the female home. Women, in maintaining the home, were entrusted with the keeping 
of a world meant to be separate from the competition and stress of the work world. 
The wife and mother was entrusted with the task of counterbalancing the social effects 
of capitalism.
The agricultural world was experiencing the effects of urbanization in an 
entirely different manner. The new technological advancements helped farmers and 
their wives agriculturally and in the day to day maintenance of the household as they 
investigated new machinery, crops, and household devices. However, the communal 
nature of life and work on the farm did not induce the complete separation of domestic 
and work space in the same fashion as their city counterparts. Farms are business 
enterprises in which cooperation is necessary. Employing the businesslike principles 
emphasized by leaders of the Industrial Revolution helped the smooth operation of the 
farm. Division of the physical space, family unit, and economic nature of a farm into 
completely distinct male and female worlds was not possible. The farm wife needed to 
be more than an active participant in the household, she needed to be a partner.
Efficiency was important to the female residents of property. Women were 
responsible for the working of the household. The role of homemaker, although it 
needed to be filled to ensure the smooth running of the family's life, did not serve as a
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means of self-expression for the female members of the household. The housewife 
wanted the home to run well, but did not appear to view the structure of her home as 
the representative symbol of her being as a woman.383 The gender pattern continues 
today, as the Bonar family continues to work together, maintaining the Fort Hill manor 
house and running the farm while surrounded by a society that no longer understands 
being dependent on nature.
The mid-nineteenth century was an age of reading and knowledge for the 
middle and upper classes/ The newly, abundant pattern books and housekeeping 
manuals continued to reinforce the separate nature of male and female gender roles. 
The authors directed design books toward a male audience, expecting men would be in 
charge of the design of the home. Housekeeping manuals were aimed at women, as 
the home was the female's domain, where they could control the order of events in the 
lives surrounding them. These housekeeping manuals broke down daily tasks into 
steps, showing an organizational thought process.385 Whether it was identifying the 
fifteen steps necessary to clean a room or the seven crucial ingredients to baking a 
cake or how to plant a garden, the housekeeping or environmental manuals brought
383 Barbara G. Carson, Ellen Kirven Donald, Kym S. Rice, "Servants, Slaves, Masters,
and Mistresses: Encounters in Early Washington, D.C., Households," 
Winterthur Conference Lecture, 1992.
384 Ann Jerome Croce, “Your Home’s Velvet Robe: Gardening Manuals and the
Construction of Gender and Class in Nineteenth-Century America,’’ Winterthur 
Conference Lecture, 1992.
385 Catherine and Harriet Beecher Stowe, The American Woman's Home or
Principles o f  Domestic Science (New York: Library of Victorian Culture, 
American Life Foundation, 1979), pp. 372-373.
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ways the female could control her environment to her attention.386
Farm families needed to erect structures that would fit their needs and identify 
them as keepers of the family values crucial to fostering a solid home environment. 
Possibly using available design manuals, the builders of Fort Hill chose the Greek 
Revival style with all its classical allusions as the tool they wanted to use to represent 
themselves to those in the community and those passers by who would see the house 
rising against the mountains. Ironically, the architectural displays in the western 
Virginia area surrounding Fort Hill, seemed to become even more prominent as the 
United States approached economic collapse around the tense period of the Civil 
W ar.387
Journals of the period, such as "American Agriculturist," "American Fanner," 
and "Cultivator" indicate that progressive farmers believed in a disciplined, intensive 
approach to farming. Respecting the example set by their industrial counterparts, 
fanners applied their principles, looking for efficient ways to execute tasks. 
Throughout the industrial world, corporations were initializing the division of labor. 
Farmers wanted to join the revolution and be considered part of the scientific age. 
Based on Industrial principles, theorists believed efficient houses and farmsteads
386 Croce, “Your Home’s Velvet Robe.” The language of flowers gave meaning to a
garden. The garden’s airangement was a comment from the woman. Gift 
books of the mid-nineteenth century have information on how to grow flowers 
in and out of the household. The interest in the outdoors was tied to the 
popularity of books such as A.J. Downing’s which combined the built and 
natural environment.
387 Ibid.
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facilitated production, increasing farm profit.388
With the rise in popularity of building guides, farm owners and their families, 
such as the Sloans, were able to design their farmsteads to meet the needs raised by 
their newly identified priorities. Buildings were to be constructed in locations that 
would help reduce the amount of travel over the farm grounds. The natural 
topography obviously had great impact on the organization of the property. There 
were multiple theories put forward in the agricultural journals about the best methods 
for moving animals and crops around the property.389 Some authors concluded that 
the house would be most useful if situated at the center of the farm.390 Therefore, the 
bam, carriage house, granary, pig sty, and other farm outbuildings should form a 
hollow square at the rear of the property where they can be easily viewed from the 
main house.391
The domestic space of the farmhouse assumed a double purpose, serving as a 
base for business operations as well as family affairs. With the farmhouse situated in 
the center of his kingdom, the fanner could see what was going on in every direction. 
The physical position allowed multiple activities to be overseen from one vantage 
point, the hired hands could be supervised, and visitors could be seen approaching. ~
Women, as well as their husbands, began to look on the fann as a business 
enterprise. Women frequently managed the gardens, dairy, and orchards, bringing in a
388 Sally McMurray, “Progressive Farm Families And Their Houses, 1830-1855: A
Study in Independent Design” Agricultural History, pp. 330-346.
389 Ibid.
390 Ibid., pp. 336-337.
391 Ibid., p. 341.
392 Ibid., pp. 336-337.
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substantial contribution to the family income and overall farm production and 
profits.393 This solid economic contribution made by the female members of the farm 
community warranted attention. The Industrial Revolution impacted their 
organization of the domestic space and outbuildings necessary to their tasks as much 
as it affected the arrangement of their husband's domain.
The occupants of the nineteenth-century farmstead worked as a unit, unable to 
separate home and work, they did not feel the need to truly separate the sexes either. 
In some cases, women began to have more to say about the design of the farmhouse. 
The most economical routes between rooms could be mapped out, saving steps 
between the kitchen and dining room and other frequented rooms. The kitchen was 
absolutely crucial to the running of the farm. Farm journal editors of the nineteenth 
century went so far as to refer to the kitchen as the "business room."394 The farmhouse 
was the gathering place for activities and meals, bringing the labor force of the family 
and farm hands together for at least a portion of the day. As James Sloan was not 
married when he began the construction of Fort Hill, it is not likely a woman was 
involved in the initial planning of the house. It is likely however, that Magdalena 
Sloan was involved by the time the ell was erected. While women were not 
necessarily more functionally oriented then men, the areas in which much of their labor 
was concentrated were within the farmhouse walls, therefore they may have had a 
greater degree of interest in the smooth functioning of the house.
The house was essentially divided into two halves, one oriented towards the
393 Ibid., pp. 333-334.
394 Ibid., p. 337.
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farm community of Fort Hill and one towards the public.395 The division of space 
suggests that the most important boundary within a farm community existed between 
the people on the inside of the farm household, the laborers, and the public. The rear 
entrance to the farm house was best situated near the kitchen and dining area, the most 
utilized areas of the house. Opposite the rear door, the main entrance to the structure 
was situated near the front parlors, where visitors could be welcomed in proper style 
as they came off the major thoroughfares.396
These ideas were products of an encompassing change occurring at the time 
the Sloans were building Fort Hill. Following political and economic trends, emphasis 
was shifting from the local community to the national environ. There was a national 
trend to attempt to identify the place in which every function should occur and in 
which every possession should be situated. The attention of many turned to fanning, 
household design, and manners. Comparable in its own way to the Industrial 
Revolution, the agricultural reform movement of the nineteenth century was the social 
and economic revolution of the fanning community.397
While employing many of the new agricultural theories and ideas on the 
interior of the structure, the Sloans and the owners of Fort Hill who followed them 
chose to display a classical vocabulary to those on the perimeters of their world. 
Utilizing the Greek Revival motifs and symbol systems demonstrated an awareness on 
the part of Fort Hill's residents of the importance of social status, economic
3,5 Ibid., p. 341.
396 Ibid., p. 342.
397 Bemie Herman, Architecture and Rural Life in Central Delaware 1700-1900
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1987), p. 239.
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attainments, and agricultural progress. Greek Revival architecture, as well as the 
styles following it, were symbol systems any consumer could buy into by utilizing the 
ideas found between the covers of the marketed design and pattern books. The 
designs and vocabulary spread on a national level; stock decorative pieces began being 
manufactured in factories.
The continuation of Federal symmetry in the buildings at Fort Hill, symbolized 
the order of life and tasks necessary to the running of a well-kept farm. The growing 
importance of organization on the farm led to an increased desire on the part of the 
nineteenth-century consumer for the principles of symmetry and order which further 
developed in the Greek Revival era. The public distribution of the ideas of the old 
masters and their classic principles helped a wider range of Americans economically 
and geographically impose order on the landscape and within the home. Everyone's 
home could now serve "as a bastion from rural landscapes and the natural world," 
providing the environment necessary for the family to shelter its members from
398society.
Fort Hill was constructed in the later years of Greek Revival architecture, an 
age of transition in which new "architects" were bringing forward new designs. In 
1857, a mere four years after construction began on Fort Hill, Calvert Vaux published 
his ideas in Villas and Cottages: A Series of Designs Prepared For Execution In the 
United States.399 This was a book designed specifically for the American market.
398 Clark, The American Family Home: 1800-1960, pp. 29-30.
399 Calvert Vaux, Villas and. Cottages (New York, 1857).
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The book includes plans for a three-story house, complete with pantry.400 Chapters 
touch on designs for different residences, cottages, villas, and even gravestones. Each 
chapter includes a vignette on particular architectural details, such as fireplaces and 
gables. The Sloans chose to meet this new world of ideas halfway by building the 
visible architecture of Fort Hill in the Greek Revival vocabulary. The monumental 
harmony of the Greek Revival manor houses was spreading to all the farms and 
hillsides around them. The Sloans were keeping up with the styles of their neighbors 
around them in making the stylistic decisions they chose.
The visible vocabulary of the house is classical, emphasizing the safety and 
security aspects of the home. The house looms large on the landscape, set back, yet 
still visible from the Patterson Creek thoroughfare. The choices made by the builders 
of Fort Hill indicate a desire for permanence. The brick structure is solid, situated in a 
spot prominent on the landscape and on agriculturally rich land. The structure is 
situated near Patterson Creek, providing water for both the family, the other house 
occupants, and the farm. The surrounding land is both good grazing and fertile 
ground. An assortment of outbuildings of various shapes and sizes have been built on 
or into the terrain around the house. A large garden plot has also been maintained. It 
would take a large scale natural disaster to destroy Fort Hill. The house in its location 
is secure, as timeless as the classical structures from which it derived its architecture.
The Sloans have respected the landscape for what it has to offer. The Fort Hill 
that was built in 1853 was built deliberately as their family's addition to the visible
400 Vaux, Villas and Cottages. Plate 162, Design 6.
horizon, meant to stand well into the future. The support buildings necessary to help 
the farm function in an orderly fashion were established as well. These outbuildings 
serve as signals of development in much the same way as the main structure. The 
effort put into these support buildings varies with tine focus of interest of the farm at 
the time in question. At Fort Hill, the barns are the sturdiest, best maintained of the 
outbuildings, followed by the smokehouse, and dairy. The outer bams, various sheds, 
and chicken coops are smaller farm buildings and their structural condition goes up 
and down depending on the interest level of the current generation on that particular 
aspect off the farm.
When the Sloans needed to add a barn to the property to fit their interests, they 
chose to build a bank bam. The bank barn symbolizes the new attention to economy. 
In 1884, writer Halstead commented on the change in building style.401 Previously, 
agriculturists built small barns, adding other outbuildings and sheds to the property to 
fulfill new functions as the need arose. The new approach to agriculture brought 
different activities under one roof in a convenient and economical fashion.402 
Appearing through the eighteenth century, the bank barn has both English and 
Continental antecedents.403 Bank barns were bi-level structures of stone or frame, 
built into the side of a hill or embankment.404 The lower level of the barn, frequently 
constructed from stone, usually attached to the enclosed barnyard.
401 Herman, Architecture and Rural Life in Central Delaware 1700-1900, pp. 206-
207.
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The bank bam was designed to house multiple functions and a variety of farm 
needs within a precise amount of space.405 The multiple levels of the structure 
stimulated fresh realization of the functional potential of the bam as a space in which 
to work, store goods, and stable animals. The bank barn permitted easy movement of 
traffic. The ground floor might be partitioned into spaces resembling stalls. Regional 
details were frequently added to make the barn more appropriate to their needs. In 
Delaware, for instance, a stone ramp was frequently laid, making the threshing floor 
more accessible.406
The agricultural reform movement viewed the multipurpose bam as a definite 
advancement in farming. As appealing as the new emphasis on organization in the 
house, the emphasis by fanners was on consolidating the traditional methods in new, 
more efficient ways.407 Some farmers accepted change more readily than others. 
Naturally, there remained a conservative contingent who proceeded to build the large, 
multipurpose barn, then persisted in following their old habits and keeping all their 
activities spread out over the property.408
The Sloans and their descendants were not members of tins conservative 
faction. The barn at Fort Hill symbolizes the Sloan descendants' willingness to 
incorporate new, progressive ideas into the operation of their fann. The bam is 
situated parallel to the main house on a linear orientation commonly seen on farms
4U" Ibid., pp. 206-207.
406 Ibid., pp. 207-209.
407 Ibid., p. 227.
408 Ibid., pp. 216-217.
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throughout the Mid-Atlantic.409 The bank barn the Sloans added to Fort Hill in 1885 
was built into the hillside to the Southwest of the main house to maximize the use of 
light, sun, and heat. The carriage house, now a garage, is situated on the other side of 
the main house, also parallel to Fort Hill. Both the bank barn and the carriage house 
are a result of the new agricultural reform movement, serving as practical buildings 
with an assigned, specific function.410
As progressive farmers, the Sloans were intrigued by the new ideas of the 
agricultural reformers. The Sloans' treatment of their outbuildings and bams shows 
their willingness to incorporate many of the new organizational ideas inspired by the 
Industrial Revolution. The massive effort on the part of agricultural reformers to 
reach out to the public made society realize the importance of the house, bam, and 
farm as "external signs of social organization," their physical construction symbolizing 
the "intricate internal ways a people materially ordered their lives."411
While the exterior design of Fort Hill utilizes the classical principles of the 
design books, the interior space of the structure is organized practically. Paralleling 
the agricultural world's need to control the land, the nineteenth-century household saw 
extensive changes in the use of household space. Prior to the second quarter of the 
nineteenth century, the emphasis of the household was on the daily activities which 
accompanied living. Space was well organized, property included outbuildings 
designed to allow the separation of living and working spaces. In the second quarter
409 Henry Glassie, "Eighteenth Century Cultural Process in the Delaware Valley Folk
Building" Common Places (Athens, Georgia), p. 415.
410 Herman, Architecture and Rural Life in Central Delaware 1700-1900, p. 199.
411 Ibid., 238.
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of the nineteenth century, however, the emphasis was shifting. Space in the latter half 
of the nineteenth century was organized around the families' spheres of interaction and 
the progression of domestic functions.412
The mid-nineteenth-century family was an extended unit. Large numbers of 
children and the common practice of extending the immediate household family by 
taking in aging parents or visiting relatives filled the interior physical footprint of the 
house. The large numbers of people demanded multiple entrances and exits and the 
construction of front and back staircases to facilitate the family's and servants' comings 
and goings with the least amount of disruption possible. Large service areas were 
necessary to support the household's inhabitants.
The Sloans were no exception to these nineteenth-century patterns. The 
numerous alterations to the treatment of space at Fort Hill through the years points to 
the continuing search for balance and harmony. Shortly after the original 1853 build, 
the family seems to have found it necessary to add to the house, providing additional 
service areas and rooms. Although the addition is not visible in the attic or basement 
regions of the structure, the back wall shows visible signs of adaptation. The exterior 
windows are set extremely close together where the ell butts the main structure, 
jarring the harmonic balance achieved in the original build. The back porch and back 
stairs area show clear signs of alteration. The blocked in doorway along the back 
stairway probably once led to a short set of steps, currently leading to the exterior 
farm yard.
4,2 Ibid., pp. 194-195.
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This same idea of serviceability extends to the interior spaces. Within the 
interior space of the rooms themselves, the moldings in the new wing of the "L-plan" 
differ from the main parlors, their plain lines appropriate to the service rooms in which 
they are found. Different door treatments reflect the family's alterations to the house 
as time has necessitated them. Some of the original doorways have been topped with 
chamfered head trim or plain trim. Five cross panel doorways dating between 1891 
and 1940 can be found replacing original doorframes in the areas of the house.413 
Some of the other doorways have been replaced by vertical two panel doorways dating 
between 1908-1931.414
The varying decorative treatments reflected the fact that every activity had its 
own space within the household. Previously separated, labor, living, and storage 
spaces were brought under one roof into a single building. These spaces were 
designed to allow for activities including entertainment, storage, sleeping, food 
preparation and consumption, and household chores. The parlor and sitting/dining 
parlor were often buffered by the stair hall. Service areas were located away from the 
front, public rooms of the residence, often in the wings of the house, becoming both 
public rooms the family and laborers used while working and the least accessible 
rooms in the house to guests.415 Meals were becoming formal occasions that 
emphasized the family and their interactions. This new importance is shown in the 
increased size of dining rooms included in houses like Fort Hill.
413 Jennings and Gottfried, American Vernacular Interior Architecture, 1870-1940, p.
38.
414 Ibid., p. 37.
415 Herman, Architecture and Rural Life in Central Delaware 1700-1900, p. 187.
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The nineteenth-century agricultural and architectural reform movement served 
as a catalyst, prompting building and development in property owned by the rural 
class.416 The large farm became more and more like an estate, employing the industrial 
principles honed by the factories of the Industrial Revolution. The new principles of 
organization fostered new social and economic relationships in both the domestic and 
agricultural spaces of the farm. Everything had its place in the new order of the 
estate. Separate outbuildings assigned to each function that was part of life on the 
farm, such as a smokehouse, woodshed, dairy, carriage house, stable, and privy, stood 
testament to the many activities occurring on the property.
Within the main structure, the house began to close itself off; private space 
became segregated from public areas. Each room began to have a function identifiable 
from its name. The public areas of the house allowed space for sitting, conducting 
business, and dining. The private areas included space for sleeping and cooking. 
Primary entrances opened into stair passages with the important rooms leading right 
off the main halls in a hierarchical fashion. The new architectural movement attempted 
to equalize the front public rooms through both aesthetic mediums and harmonizing 
decorative schemes.417
Publications like Thomas' 1857 Illustrated Annual Register of Rural Affairs, an 
agricultural affairs journal, wrote on the art of planning farm houses.418 Such 
publications might have been used by the Sloans to upgrade their property stylistically
416 Ibid., pp. 230-231.
417 Ibid.
4,8 Ibid., pp. 188-191.
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as they made alterations following the original 1853 build. The multiple upgradings 
and replacements of the porch demonstrate the Sloans' continued attention to style 
changes and fashion on the exterior of the structure The addition of the "L-wing" 
points to an attempt at controlling the spatial arrangement of the structure to meet the 
household's needs, adding bedrooms and service areas as the family expanded.
Several structural details added to Fort Hill during these renovations reflect the 
changing theories of household design and management, going beyond the Greek 
Revival principle of harmony by attempting to control the environment in the manner 
suggested by the late nineteenth-century reformers. For example, the staircase in Fort 
Hill is the hollow open newel stair type. It consists of two landings with a short flight 
between them, with newel posts located at the beginning and intermediary landings. 
The well hole in the plan has a rectangular shape. The newel post served a practical 
purpose as a part of the support system for the balustrade, but also served as part of 
the ornamental system. The present Fort Hill newel post resembles one of the early 
Sears Roebuck productions.419 What varied from earlier staircases was the "anti-dust" 
newel post, the key design element helped trap much of the dust and dirt believed to 
pass through passageways and stair halls enabling the housewife or her assistant to 
clean them with greater ease, increasing her efficiency by saving herself time.420 The 
new interest in the practical as well as the aesthetic rose simultaneously with the 
increased concentration on health awareness occurring at the beginning of the
419 A.J. Bicknell and William T. Comstock, Victorian Architecture: Two Pattern
Books, (Watkins Glen, New York, 1975), stair section.
420 Ibid.
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twentieth century. The neatness of interior designs such as the stairway's newel 
post and the exterior facades illustrate the increasing need to exert control over the 
environment. A human reaction, this need to control the environment seems to have 
grown in times of change at Fort Hill. Adaptations came in decades when the family 
and household were in a state of flux. By changing the physical environment 
surrounding them, the family could express the changes occurring within themselves. 
The round doorframes appearing in the new wing are one such example, with their 
round edges, the door frames were designed to be sanitary, with no dust catching 
ridges. The new modern easing emphasizes the flat plane of the walls rather than the 
projecting elements, giving a smooth sterile look in keeping with the rising level of 
interest in sanitation and health.
The nineteenth-century world view was changing radically. The household's 
bedrooms had moved upstairs, off the first floor, by this century.421 The new world 
no longer divided space according to the meaning and value of its contents. Function 
became more important as spaces were isolated and assigned a specific purpose. The 
new system of movement placed the public spaces on the first floor and the majority of 
private spaces on the second floor. In some cases, however, the master and mistress' 
chambers adjoined the public reception rooms, asserting their authority through their 
spatial location.422 In general, social status could be assumed to decrease with floor 
level, which frequently placed the servants at the top of the structure where they
421 Used in this case to refer to all sleeping spaces within the nineteenth-century
household.
422 Elizabeth Collins Cromley, “A History of American Beds and Bedrooms,”
Perspectives in Vernacular Architecture, IV  (VAF), pp. 179-181.
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would receive at least their own bed if not their own room.423
As the nineteenth century wore on and downstairs spaces continued to become 
more public, the upstairs sleeping spaces became used as a forum in which individual 
members of the family could express his own decorative taste and fantasies. 
Emphasizing the rising "cult of domesticity," the furnishings of the "master" 
bedchamber had a decidedly feminine bent; consisting of the dressing tables and full 
length mirrors belonging to the female of the household. Nineteenth-century 
descriptions often refer to the main bedchamber as "mother's."424
In the late third and fourth quarters of the nineteenth century, the children of 
the family were generally grouped together until they were old enough to understand 
they had their own individual identity as they approached adolescence.425 Once this 
milestone was passed, children would receive their own single beds if not their own 
bedrooms.426 It depended on the family and their idea of birth order as to which 
children received their own bedroom. The four bedrooms on the second floor of Fort 
Hill would have demanded some divisions on the part of their occupants in order to 
accommodate the number of people living in them.
The nineteenth-century writers with their emphasis on privacy, noted the 
potential impact a room of one's own could have on a child's development. The 
bedroom was quickly given the power to express the "self." "Every opportunity 
should be given for the development of individuality in a room" which is the primary
423
424
425
426
Ibid.
Ibid., p. 182. 
Ibid., p. 181. 
Ibid.
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comer of the home in which the occupant is in control, "where the taste of no one, 
either guest or relative, need be considered."427 "The other rooms must reflect the life 
of the whole family and everyone's various occupations, but the bedroom "is the place 
for one's personal belongings, those numberless little tilings which are such sure 
indications of individual character and fancy....the one room where purely personal 
preference may be freely exercised.”428
This privacy of the bedroom needed to be appreciated in the years it was 
available. After marriage, spouses often lose their own personal room. If judged by 
eighteenth-century concepts of space, the transition into marriage would not have been 
awkward if examined in terms of living space; family members were used to being 
constantly surrounded. Once areas of the residence became private, separated from 
the public spheres, those very same private areas could be assigned individual 
ownership. This new concept of proprietorship further illuminated the cooperative 
nature of marriage and the family. To some degree, individuality became identified 
with childhood, perhaps contributing to the idea a loss of innocence was the price tag 
accompanying adulthood.
The bedrooms at Fort Hill are all presently situated on the second floor of the 
main house, and appear to have been located on the upper floor since the house was 
built in 1853. Looking at spatial patterns of nineteenth-century chambers points to the 
conclusion that the Sloans were progressive in their thinking, perhaps raising Fort Hill 
in two stages, which allowed for all the bedrooms to be removed from the first to the
Ibid., p. 182.
428 T
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second floor.
The vertical movement of the chamber from the first to the second story 
corresponded with social theory of nineteenth-century time. As privacy became more 
important in the late nineteenth century, the bedroom became more of a personal 
retreat. As the bedroom became further removed from the household, the need for the 
privacy of enclosed bedsteads vanished. People had their own spaces to remove 
themselves to, they no longer had to retreat behind closed curtains within a common 
room to gain the privacy they needed for sleep, intimacy, or escape into their dreams 
and imagination. Theorists believed that "the chief object of home is to give each 
individual a chance for unfettered development. Every soul is a genius at times and 
feels the necessity of isolation. Especially do we need to be alone in sleep, and to this 
end every person in a house is entitled to a separate apartment."429
The bedroom was recognized as a tool that could be used in helping to shape 
and define the gender roles of a room's occupants. Home decorating books began to 
include advice for parents about the decorations suitable for surrounding their boys 
and girls. Some suggested making furniture from railroad ties for a boy's rooms, 
emphasizing industry and masculinity.430 Girls' femininity was to be encouraged by 
placing junior dressing tables in their rooms stressing their femininity.431
429 E.C. Gardner, The House that Jill Built after Jack's Had Proved a Failure (New
York: Fords, 1882) Quoted in Cromley, p. 182. This was very different than 
the Gothic ideals being popularized by authors such as A J . Downing and 
Gervase Wheeler who often connected the bedrooms to the public spaces in 
their published floorplans.
430 Cromley, “A History of American Beds and Bedrooms,” Perspectives in
Vernacular Architecture, IV  (VAF), p. 182.
431 Ibid.
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Fort Hill's long walls have resounded with the sounds of laughter. The Sloan 
sisters, Sarah and Magdalene, who inherited the property from James Sloan Senior in 
1907, used the house to raise the family's orphans, Elizabeth, Cornelia, and the Stimnel 
children. With so many youngsters to house, at this point the sleeping spaces to the 
second floor of Fort Hill would have to have been crowded. The turn of the century 
saw an increase in the attention devoted to health and sleeping habits. Members of the 
household were brought together on the common open sleeping porch. The Sloans 
would have reorganized the upstairs space to accommodate all the children needing to 
"take air" on the sleeping porch at some point towards the end of the nineteenth 
century.
In the 1850's, the rear wings that had previously been principally identified as 
service areas attained a greater degree of importance as they became spaces where the 
family lived. As the desire for privacy, particularly in the bedchamber, increased, the 
family pushed back further into the recesses of the house. The intermediary rooms the 
family expanded into pushed the kitchen, service areas, and servants' chambers 
towards the back of building. These work areas were still situated at distant points in 
the house, as far from the main living areas as possible.
Like the service areas, the servants' quarters were situated at the rear of the 
building. In many of the homes, the second floor servants' chambers could not be 
reached from the upstairs bedrooms. At Fort Hill, the rear chamber was only 
accessible from the back stairs via the kitchen.432 The private space of the family was
432 Herman, Architecture and Rural Life in Central Delaware 1700-1900, p. 231.
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hence divided from that of the servants with the back chamber at Fort Hill serving to 
separate the public and work spaces. The wall between the middle and back chamber 
is thicker than others in the house, indicating a division of space, possibly of a different 
build. Walls in the upper and lower rear rooms are thirteen and three quarter inches 
deep, thick enough to be outside walls, compared to the ten and three quarter inch 
walls found in the front rooms in the house. In the continuing process of adapting the 
nineteenth-century space to meet the changing needs which accompanied the twentieth 
century, a walk-in closet has been cut through the wall, connecting the two rooms and 
making movement between them easier.
The Sloans' actions in and out of the farmhouse indicate they recognized the 
separate functions of space defined by progressive agriculturists as the prevalent 
theoretical model at the end of the nineteenth century. The single structure of the 
house was divided into rooms with specific functions. The Sloans chose to construct 
tine bank bam and other multiple function structures being marketed by theorists and 
reformers. When the time came to rebuild and make adaptations, many more farms 
built barns in the new fashion, but, ever practical fanners still tended to use the 
previous outbuildings which had been custom built to fulfill specific, identifiable 
functions.433 It would be a long, slow series of adaptations to move all centers of 
activity into the same barn. The Sloans', however, built and proceeded to use their 
new bank barn.
There were a number of "modern" options advocated by nineteenth-century
433 Ibid., p. 232.
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social and agricultural reformers that the Sloans chose not to include in the planning, 
building, and redesigning of Fort Hill. The interior spaces were created as a result of 
the Greek Revival plan of Fort Hill, rather than designed with attention towards the 
most efficient use of space. Stereotypically, the home is considered the female's 
domain to manage and organize. Hence, the women of Fort Hill appear to have taken 
the harmonious spaces handed to them and adapted them to meet their needs and live 
up to the new progressive ideas on how to use space as efficiendy as possible, adding 
cupboards, shelves, and other details where desired.
Despite the Sloans' progressive bent, the absence of gendered space in Fort Hill 
helps to identify it as a farm house where roles are shared in the effort to run the farm 
smoothly. Just as the Sloans did not select the newer architectural style for the 
exterior build, there were no rooms assigned an identifiable male gender. The library 
was a space growing in popularity in the latter half of the nineteenth century in middle 
and upper class houses. In an indirect way, the library symbolizes the cult of 
domesticity, pointing to the need for a male domain, a den where the man could retreat 
in solitude away from the family. Likewise, he was free to open the doors to his wife, 
children, or chosen company as he desired. The library became a haven in the 
household where the man had complete control.434
Fort Hill has never had a designated library. The Sloans and many of their 
contemporaries, while landowners and gentleman, were primarily farmers. The nature
434 Lisa A. Fischman, “Out of the Parlor and Into the Library: Male Place in the 
Domestic Sphere of Late Nineteenth-Century America,” Winterthur 
Conference Lecture, 1992.
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of running the farm did not allow time for the head of the family to come home from 
the "office" or out of the field and take a few moments for himself. Fanning was a 
"live in" vocation, forcing the whole family to interact with each other, demanding 
they be able to join forces at any hour of the day or night. The right of one member to 
retreat to a personalized space within the household would alter the balance of equality 
of the family, shattering the sense of unity and harmony the family had originally 
sought to invoke by employing the vocabulary of the classical language, emphasizing 
symmetry, symbol, and proportion. Instead, the Sloans added a built-in bookcase in 
the front Northeast parlor to house their books. The twentieth-century family still 
keeps the family Bible there.
Like city properties, farm and rural properties like Fort Hill have continued to 
be affected by the changes in living arrangements and patterns that have come about 
with the advent of the twentieth century. The adjustments of the twentieth- century 
have to occur on a different level on the farm than in a town or city as the physical 
needs and social structure of the home on a farm are very different than those in an 
urban environment. The twentieth-century economy is not encouraging for those 
interested in purchasing a farm in any part of the country. People choosing homes can 
not often afford the large land holdings that are necessary for large scale fanning, so 
the eighteenth-century and nineteenth-century estates have been broken down.
Despite being the owners of large land holdings, the majority of families 
managing productive agricultural settings do not have a wide range of options when 
choosing and establishing their homesteads. The economics of existing farm life are 
not conducive to permitting each generation of the family to choose or build the house
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of their dreams. Rather, a large portion of the twentieth-century farmers in the 
Burlington area often inherit the homes their forefathers built. Instead of building new 
homes, the families are faced with the problem of adapting structures constructed to 
meet the needs of the previous generations that built them.
The families of the Burlington area have found multiple ways to deal with the 
situation. Every family and farm has its own unique set of circumstances to consider 
while devising its new living arrangements. Some of the area's farmhouses contain 
multiple generations within their four walls. Fort Hill and the Bonars have found their 
own way of dealing with their living situation. The house at Fort Hill was left to Mary 
Alice Bonar. Mary Alice proceeded to m any and set up house with her husband, Joel 
Hannah.435 At this time, the Bonar's mother, Cornelia, was alive and still occupying 
die house. The remainder of the Bonar children left the nest one at a time, founding 
their own lives. Fanri families take care of their members, however. The children 
ensured, that with assistance, the elder Mrs. Bonar could spend her later years in 
comfort, remaining in her home at Fort Hill.
Charles, the first son, and his wife Pat lived at Fort Hill for a time, until they 
found their own home at "Arnold's Place," a log home located farther down Patterson 
Creek Road from Fort Hill.436 Charles and Pat Bonar raised their daughter, Vera at 
Arnold's Place.437 When Vera married Howard Page, she moved out to establish her 
own home in a little red schoolhouse situated on the Fort Hill property. The present
435 Mary Alice Hannah, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1992.
436 Charles and Pat Bonar, Interview, Fort Hill Farm, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
437 Ibid.
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Bonars represent the new familial interrelations appearing in the rural settings of the 
twentieth century. These new familial relations signify a new era of family interaction. 
On a farm, the family still needs to be situated in close physical proximity to enable 
them to get together to execute the daily work on the farm with ease and respond 
quickly to any emergency situations that arise.
The closeness is in direct conflict with the high value placed on privacy in the 
twentieth century causing the twentieth-century family's tend to separate its living 
spaces. While the changes in family structure have not affected the running of the 
farm operation, they have affected the living arrangements of the family unit and staff. 
The branches of the family that choose to move away are making a conscious choice 
not to be directly involved in the running of the farm. Those factions shouldering the 
responsibility of the farm make their job easier if they choose to live in the close 
vicinity of the main operating fields. In consideration of tradition and economics, a 
branch of the family usually chooses to live in the main house. As the structure on 
large estates is often quite spacious, designed to hold large numbers of people, this 
house can be divided in multiple ways or even shared by several families.
In keeping with twentieth-century values, some families do not choose to share 
their home life in a divided house, as they do not wish to give up any of their privacy. 
The decision to move out is a difficult one, as their choices are limited. The family 
branches need to stay within the immediate area of the farm, a requirement that often 
forces them either to live in a structure that does not meet their needs or to choose a 
site and build their home. Technological improvements in transportation have widened 
the choices available to twentieth-century farm families. The Bonars have found an
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answer that meets their needs; the crucial family hands on the farm all live in their own 
homes within a few miles of Fort Hill.
Despite physical relocations, the family unit is still the key unit in maintaining 
the daily activities of the farm. The closeness of the family has been important in the 
preservation of the main houses on eighteenth-century and nineteenth-century farms. 
The houses have often served as the family seat for generations, therefore they have 
been owned and affected by a fewer number of families than their urban 
contemporaries. Today, the group of Greek Revival farmhouses surrounding Fort Hill 
are in a unique position. A few families have inhabited the main houses for many 
years. The generations have only turned over a few times, as the elder members of the 
family remain, presiding over their homes for as long as their lives allow. Modern 
conveniences have been added to the structures, but frequently at a late date, as 
generations inherit the homes and update them to meet their needs. The new 
generation is older by the time the home becomes truly their own. It appears this 
makes them more likely to keep the house as the place they knew in their past.
The range of residences inhabited by the family branches stemming off the 
Sloan/Bonar line represent the various stages in life the present generations have 
achieved. Charles, James, and Mary Alice all live in their own comfortable houses. 
Mary Alice lives a fair distance away from the farm. Her involvement with the farm 
centers around the house at Fort Hill; her agricultural interests have switched to her 
husband's family's farm where she resides. James Bonar's residence is two and a half 
hours away in Virginia, a location which does not allow him to be actively involved in 
the daily running of the farm. Charles and Pat reside in Arnold's Place, the restored
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home of Elizabeth Sloan Arnold, situated down Patterson Creek Road from Fort Hill. 
The Pages on the other hand, live across the road from Foil; Hill in a restored 
schoolhouse. The schoolhouse is cozy, just the right size for a young, beginning 
family, and close enough to Fort Hill to allow them to be actively involved in the 
running of the farm.
Family involvement has insured that the Greek Revival buildings in the 
Burlington area are in good condition, having undergone few alterations. The 
priorities of a new generation of farmers and owners are evident in the alterations 
made to Greek Revival structures like Fort Hill. Fort Hill has had restrooms added to 
the first and second floors, a laundry to the first floor, a back staircase to allow for 
easier traffic flow, and other amenities. These are modern conveniences, additions like 
the kitchen appliances, meant to make life easier and more comfortable. Despite these 
additions and changes within the interior spaces, the original pattern of the main rooms 
has not been altered.
Fort Hill is just one example. The change in living arrangements of extended 
families in the agrarian south has had a great deal to do with the preservation of the 
Greek Revival houses existing in the wider Burlington area. The Greek Revival 
buildings in the Burlington area have several design elements in common. Many of the 
farm houses in the area, such as Walnut Lane Farm, have an "L-shaped" wing. Most 
Greek Revival homes contain bulls-eyes moldings over some apertures, possibly a 
motif popular at the time, derived from design books circulating through the
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Burlington area.438 Although much later in date, many Greek Revival homes reflect 
some of Asher Benjamin's classical design elements.
Similar architecture bound Burlington area residences even more firmly 
together. Fort Hill itself probably influenced the building of multiple Greek Revival 
houses in the neighboring area of Fort Hill. Next door to Fort Hill, is Fairview a 
Greek Revival brick manor house constructed around the time of Fort Hill. 
Appearance and the number of decorative details indicate that Fairview (Figure 42) 
was designed by John T. Peerce to be a grander house than Fort Hill. Fairview's 
fireplace surrounds are more elaborate in carved detail than those at Fort Hill. Peerce 
invested in details such as handpainted grained doors, interior floor-length sash 
windows with interior shutters, and other such niceties.439
In Burlington itself, John T. Peerce is also responsible for building the tin 
roofed Greek Revival structure in town that was constructed to be used as the 
Presbyterian Manse.440 (Figure 43) Construction on the stone foundation of the 
wooden manse began about 1870.441 Although Peerce designed the structure, Henry 
Baker, the builder, is said to have worked on the property as well.442 The manse was 
topped with a tin roof. An addition was added to the rear of the structure and the 
portico removed from the house in the early twentieth century.443 Like Fairview and
438 Benjamin, The American Builder’s Companion.
439 Beth Ann Spyrison, Fairview, National Register Nomination, Burlington, West
Virginia, 1992.
440 Ebert, A History o f The Burlington Union Church Compiled From the Writings o f
Mrs. Ann Vandiver Stout and Dr. R.B. Woodworth.
441 Ibid.
442 Ibid.
443 John Lowell Hoffman, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, 1989-1990.
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Fort Hill, Peerce's Manse has multiple outbuildings associated with it, including an ice 
house and a carriage house.
In characteristic Peerce and Greek Revival style, the front doorways at both 
Fairview and the Manse are flanked by a transom and lights. The interiors are laid out 
in the hall-parlor plan with the woodwork demonstrating the decreasing formality of 
the home from the front to the rear of the structure as public spaces become private.444
The Wilson house, also built in the Greek Revival style, stands in town as well. 
Construction on the Wilson house (Figure 44) began about the same time as Fort Hill, 
between 1853 and 1858.445 The Wilson house was brick common bond with a tin 
roof. The windows and doorways in the main house are surrounded by plain box 
moldings. The mantelpieces are supported by unfluted pilasters on the first floor. The 
fireplaces on the second floor are more elaborate. Medallions adorn the center of each 
first floor fireplace. An addition was added to the rear of the property, identifiable by 
the change in interior moldings. The moldings on the apertures in the rear first floor 
room are in the shape of bull’s eyes, the rear second story rooms contain the egg and 
dot pattern.446
On the other side of the town of Burlington, the Vandivers used slave labor to 
build Walnut Lane Farm in 1863.447 The structure continues the area's Greek Revival 
building tradition, the original brick structure consisted of two downstairs and two
444 Spyrison, Fairview, National Register Nomination.
445 Ebert, A History o f  The Burlington Union Church Compiled From the Writings o f
Mrs. Ann Vandiver Stout and Dr. R.B. Woodworth.
446 Ibid.
Lucy Baker Ebert, Walnut Lane Farm: The Land, The Farm, and The Home. 
(Burlington, West Virginia, 1986).
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upstairs rooms, two porches, a flower room, and a cellar. Outbuildings were added to 
this property at a later date, including a well, a silo, a hill barn, a chicken house, slave 
houses, and a small tenant house.448 The original structure was added to as family 
needs dictated.
The Greek Revival style evident at Fort Hill and in the Burlington area was a 
regional interpretation and expression of a much broader architectural phenomenon. 
Numerous brick examples of Greek Revival architecture were constructed across 
western Virginia in the second and third quarters of the nineteenth century.449 The 
Manor, in Grant County, West of Petersburg, was erected in 1830.450 Several 
outbuildings and slave quarters were constructed on the property as well. The James 
Withrow House in Lewisburg, Greenbrier County, was built in 1818.451 The second 
story door treatment opening out onto the portico resembles that at Fort Hill. 
Sycamore Dale, a property north of Romney, a town situated approximately twenty 
miles from Burlington in Hampshire County, was built between 1836 and 1839.452 The 
symmetry and two-story portico gracing the front of the house also shares many 
details in common with Fort Hill. The Tompkins Home, built in Cedar Grove, 
Kanawha County in 1844 was designed with an upstairs and a downstairs doorway.453
Fort Pleasant, (Figure 45) lying north of Moorefield in Hardy County, was
448 Ebert, Walnut Lane Farm: The Land, The Farm, and The Home.
449 The area that would become the state of West Virginia.
450 Cohen and Pauley, Historic Sites o f West Virginia, p. 80.
451 Ibid., p. 84.
452 Ibid., p. 89.
453 Ibid., p .121.
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built in 1832 by Isaac Van Meter on the site of a 1744 log fort.454 Willow Wall built in 
1811-1812, is situated in Old Fields, Hardy County, very near Fort Pleasant.455 
Although earlier, brick Willow Wall with its original two-story portico, projects the 
same feeling of permanence and grandeur found at Fort Hill. Situated in one of the 
oldest and agriculturally rich counties in the state, the Sloans possibly traveled to 
neighboring Hardy County for events and trade. On their journey, they would have 
seen Willow Wall and Fort Pleasant dominating the landscape as they traversed the 
roadway now referred to as US 220, appreciating the effect of well-done Greek 
Revival architecture.456 Seeing how effectively the design off these structures 
continued to meet their neighbors' needs most likely encouraged the peipetuation of 
the style in the south despite the new design funneling out off the north.
A larger percentage of the Greek Revival homes have been better preserved in 
the Burlington area because of its rural nature. The continuing emphasis on the family 
and the land in this agricultural community has helped preserve the family homesteads. 
The elder members of Burlington's families have presided over the homeplace for as 
long as life and health enabled them. Even when it was time to pass the farm on to 
their children, some of the grandparents, particularly those who had lost their spouses, 
remained in the family home, residing with their children as they gave up the running 
of the farm. Following tradition, the younger generation eventually inherited the 
house upon the death of this previous generation, assuming full control.
454 Ibid., p. 91.
455 Ibid., p. 94.
456 Ibid., pp. 231 and 235.
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Maintaining the family home serves both symbolic and practical functions. In 
addition to being a symbol of the continuing family line, the adaptable, familiar 
grounds provides an inexpensive alternative to building a new home. Often it is the 
women who were responsible for preserving the home from generation to generation. 
Cornelia Bonar maintained the Sloan's home, remaining at Fort Hill until her death. 
Likewise, Lucy Ebert, the matriarch at Walnut Lane Farm remains in residence at 
Walnut Lane Farm.
The family seat does not always stay in the family, however. The Wilson house 
passed out of the family after the death of the Wilson sisters.457 The home has been 
through multiple discontinuous owners over the course of this century.458 The 
Huffman House, also known as Peerce's original Presbyterian Manse, has also passed 
out of the Peerce family's hands.459 Although several families have owned the 
property since John T. Peerce, it has been in the hands of the present owners, the 
Huffman family for several generations.460 Mrs. Huffman resided there, and her son 
inherited it upon her death.461
Fairview passed out of the Peerce family into the Bane family's hands, 
remaining there until the end of this century.462 The elderly Banes had resided there, 
passing the property among extended members of the family until the younger
457 George Wilson, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, 1991.
458 Mineral County Deed Books 1865-1980, Keyser, West Virginia.
459 John Huffman, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, 1989-1990.
460 Mineral County Deed Books 1865-1991, Keyser, West Virginia.
461 John Huffman, Interview, Burlington, West Virginia, 1990.
462 Mineral County Deed Books 1865-1980, Keyser, West Virginia.
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generation could no longer manage the property.463 Like descendants at Fort Hill, 
segments of the Bane family went through a period of cohabitation, splitting the house 
down the middle to create two dwellings, allowing for the inhabiting families to have a 
separate space to call their own. Although the new owners are descendants of the 
original builders, they are either descendants of late owners passing the property on or 
twentieth-century investors who have chosen to take on the home and its problems 
appreciating what it represents despite the care involved. The timeless message of the 
"home" to its agricultural inhabitants has ensured Fort Hill, Fairview, many of their 
neighboring Greek Revival homes, and the values they symbolize, have survived into 
the late twentieth century, standing tall for all passing through western Virginia to
464witness.
463 Mineral County Will Books, Keyser, West Virginia.
464 Now the state of West Virginia.
CHAPTER VII: CONCLUSIONS
Fort Hill is an example, one of many Greek Revival dwellings found in the 
Burlington of western Virginia. These structures stand as monuments, capturing the 
feeling of an age. The classical vocabulary they employ puts the mind at ease, 
reminding the builders, the present-day inhabitants, and the generations in between of 
the principles of harmony and balance stressed by ancient architects and philosophers. 
The past is conjured up in different forms for each successive generation. Whether 
derived from Etruscan, Greek, or Roman heritage, the symbol system of the classicists 
connected a young, struggling America to a brilliant heritage. With such a successful 
past as their foundation, the nation felt more secure about the potential of a bright 
future.
The Sloans and their peers who were responsible for the erection of Fort Hill 
and its neighboring Greek Revival homes intended them to mark the southern 
landscape, conveying their timeless message proudly despite the fact they were not 
representatives of the most up to date stylistic trends. Dominant, powerful buildings, 
they were designed to exude a sense of control and mastery as they rose against the 
vast, natural lands surrounding them. The buildings were intended to reflect the 
harmonious and hierarchical structure of the farm and the family unit. The nineteenth- 
century values emphasizing the importance of the cohesive, extended family group 
have been preserved into the twentieth century. This does not signify a backwardness
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on the part of these families; the Sloans and their neighbors are very much a part of the 
twentieth century. Yet these farm families have chosen to maintain a strong, healthy 
family environment in the twentieth- century world, recognizing it as crucial to 
ensuring the smooth running of a farm where everyone has to join together to maintain 
the business. This was a choice the Sloans and their peers made in the mid-nineteenth 
century when they selected the classical vocabulary of the Greek Revival to illustrate 
their definition of "American." Built as an architectural symbol in a dividing nation, 
the homes continue to represent the power to make a lifestyle choice. The Sloans and 
their peers were not rejecting the designs coming out of the north based on their 
stylistic merits, but rather on the fact that they did not meet the needs of their ordered 
daily agrarian life.
The perpetuation of this choice of nineteenth-century social values within the 
family has in turn contributed to the upkeep and preservation of Fort Hill and other 
contemporary Greek Revival rural homes in western Virginia. Their occupants are still 
comfortable in these expansive structures due to the nature of their occupation. 
Although the homes are now physically owned by one small portion of the nuclear 
family, the extended family still uses the main house as the family seat for sizable and 
important gatherings. This emphasis on unity has helped the manors and farmhouses 
remain standing through time to be seen today, in the late twentieth century.
Fort Hill and the many other monumental homes in Burlington and western 
Virginia stand as tributes to this revival of classical architecture in the early/mid 
nineteenth century. When carefully examined, the physical alterations previous 
generations made to Fort Hill shed light on the evolution of this agricultural family's
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social structure. These structures and the farm complexes they are a part of are living 
testimony to the possibility of successfully adapting historic structures stylistically and 
structurally to meet the changing needs of agricultural families, carrying heritage 
through the home into the twentieth century and beyond.
The families of Fort Hill have succeeded in coming to terms with their 
nineteenth-century and twentieth-century identities and sets of values. Today, the 
Bonars and their descendants still function as an extended family, united as a force 
who join to work the lands as they have for generations in the agrarian south. Yet, 
when the needs of the farm are taken care of and the job is done, the family tree 
branches into many individual microcosms where members of smaller, nuclear families 
can come together and fulfill their own personal needs. This cycle shows every sign of 
continuing. The youngest generation of Fort Hill descendants are already actively 
involved with learning how the house and farm function as a whole, preparing to carry 
Fort Hill and its traditions forward into the twenty-first century.
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^Figures are in the possession of the author unless otherwise noted
FIG URE 1
Survey o f Patterson Creek. Hardy County
Deed Book I, p. 136, Hardy County
Courthouse, Moorefield, WVA
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FIGURE 2
Survey o f John Bane land. Deedbook 30;
p.378. Mineral County Courthouse, Keyser,
WVA.
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FIGURE 3
Division o f Sloan lands. Deedbook 361, 
p.375. Romney Courthouse
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FIGURE 4
Aerial photo o f  Fort Hill Farm, 1980's.'
Hannah/Bonar photo collection
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FIGURE 5
North facade Fort Hill Farm. Hannah/
Bonar photo collection, Burlington, WVA
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FIGURE 6
N orth facade Fort Hill Farm, close-
Hannah/Bonar photo collection.
Burlington, WVA.
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FIGURE 7
N orth porch Fort Hill Farm, Hannah/Bonar
photo collection. Burlington, WVA.
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FIGURE S
North and northwest facades, Fort Hill Farm 
Hannah/Bonar photo collection, Burlington, 
WVA
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FIGURE 9
Fort Hill Farm, Hannah/Bonar photo
collection, Burlington, WVA
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FIGURE 10
North facade Fort Hill Farm, Hannah/ 
Bonar photo collection, Burlington, WVA
u/ s
F IGURE 11
North facade Fort Hill Farm, Hannah/
Bonar photo collection, Burlington, WVA
FIGURE 12
North facade, Fort Hill Farm, 1991 
McPherson photo collection, Meriden, CT
FIGURE 13
Northeast facade, Fort Hill Farm, 1991,
McPherson photo collection, Meriden, CT
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FIGURE 14
Northwest facade, Fort Hill Farm, 1991
McPherson photo collection, Meriden, CT
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FIGURE 15
Northwest facade Fort Hill Farm, 1991,,
McPherson photo collection, Meriden, CT
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FIGURE 16
Northwest facade Fort Hill Farm, 1991,
McPherson photo collection, Meriden, CT
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FIGURE 17
South facade, Fort Hill Farm, 1991,
McPherson photo collection, Meriden, CT
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FIGURE 18
Cistern, Fort Hill Farm, Hannah/Bonar.
photo collection, Burlington, WVA
FIGURE 19
North facade, Fort Hill Farm, 1991,
McPherson photo collection, Meriden, CT
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FIGURE 20
Main staircase, Fort Hill Farm, 1991,
McPherson photo collection, Meriden, CT
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FIGURE 21
Northwest parlor, Fort Hill Farm, .
M cPherson photo collection, Meriden, CT
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FIGURE 22
Second story French doors, 
Fort Hill Farm, McPherson
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FIGURE 23
Fort Hill Farm, Hannah/Bonar paper
collection, Burlington, W VA
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FIGURE 24
Cold storage, dairy, icehouse Fort Hill
Farm, Hannah/Bonar photo collection,
Burlington, W VA
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FIGURE 25
Smokehouse/meathouse, Fort Hill Farm,
Hannah/Bonar photo collection,
Burlington, W VA
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FIGURE 26
Main bam  plans, Fort Hill Farm,
Hannah/Bonar paper collection,
Burlington, W VA
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FIGURE 27
Main bam plans, Fort Hill Farm,
Hannah/Bonar paper collection,
Burlington, W VA
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FIGURE 28
Main bam  plans, Fort Hill Farm,
Hannah/Bonar paper collection,
Burlington, W VA
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FIGURE 29
Main bam, Fort Hill Farm, McPherson
photo collection, Meriden, CT
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FIGURE 30
Main barn, Fort H U  Farm, McPherson
photo collection, M eriden, CT
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FIGURE 31
Outbuildings, Fort Hill Farm,
McPherson photo collection,
Meriden, CT
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FIGURE 32
Sloan-Parker House, Junction, WVA 
Stan Cohen's "Historic Sites o f West 
Virginia, A Pictorial G uide." Charleston, 
WVA, 1979.
sc
S L O A N -P A R K E R  H O U S E  (TH E S T O N E  H O U S E ):  On U S  50, '/■> mile east of the Moorefield
J u n c t io n .  H am p sh ire  County. Built  in 1790 b y  R obert S loan . It was a stagecoach  stop on the N o r th ­
w estern  T urnpike for m any years and has been  in the Parker family since 1854. Used by both A rm ies  
during  the Civil War. Private .*  (8)
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FIGURE 33
Fort Hill Family Tree,
McPherson paper collection,
Meriden, CT
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FIGURE 34
Sloan Cemetery, Fort Hill Farm,
M cPherson photo collection,
Meriden, CT
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FIGURK 35 
oloan Cciiicltirv 
Fori I Till Farm 
Spyrisou Photo Collection 
Burlington. WVA. 1991
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FIGURE 36
Sloan Cemetery, Fort Hill Farm,
M cPherson photo collection,
Meriden, CT
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FIGURE 37
Sloan Cemetery, Fort Hill Farm,
M cPherson paper collection,
Meriden, CT
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G. T h o m a s  W r i g h t
J a m e s  G. W r i g h t
S a r a h  W r i g h t
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W i l l i e  Frank  
K u y k e n d a l l
H a n n a h  P. K u k e n d a l l
W i l l i a m  K u y k e n d a l l
M a g d a l e n e  S l o n a
S a r a h  Sloan
WTi l l i a m  W o o d v o r t h  & 
M a g d a l e n a  W r i g h t  
W o o d w o r th
Dr . M . F . Wr ight
J a n e  P i e r c e  Sl oan 
H e l e n  M a r y  Sl oan 
T o m m i e  S l oan
M a y b e l l  Sloan 
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sioan C e m e t a r y  
Fort Hill Farm 
Burli ngton, WVA 199
Clyde Eonar & 
Cornelia Bonar
Mary W. Sti m n e l  
Richard S t i m n e l
Sarah Estimer
G e o r g e  Wr i g h t
David Sloan
Richard Sloan
M a g d a l e n e  Sloan 
( d . 1 8 6 3  )
James Sloan 
( 1 8 1 2 - 1 9 0 7 )
H arriet Stim n e l
F O R T  HILL C E M E T A R Y
FIGURE 3S
Angus Association at Fort Hill Farm, 
Hannah/Bonar photo collection, 
Burlington, W VA
FIGURE 39
Family o f  Fort Hill Farm,
Hannah/Bonar photo collection,
Burlington, W VA

FIGURE 40
Sheep, Fort Hill Farm,
Hannah/Bonar photo collection,
Burlington, W VA
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FIGURE 41
Angus Cattle Show, Fort Hill Farm
Hannah/Bonar photo collection,
Burlington, W V A
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FIGURE 42
Fairview, M cPherson photo collection
Burlington, W VA
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FIGURE 43
Huffman House, M cPherson photo
collection, Burlington, W VA
FIGURE 44
Wilson House, M cPherson photo
collection, Burlington, W YA
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FIGURE 45
Fort Pleasant, Moorefield, WVA 
"Historic Sites o f West Virginia: A 
Pictorial Guide"
P1JUT J’l.K AS A N T : On US 220, 5 m iles north  of Moorefield, H ardy  C ounty. Built in 1832 by  
iaaai Van Meier, grandson of the first s e t t le r  in the area. The h ouse  w as  constructed  on the site of a 
1 ' U  fort. Private.* (8)
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.DDRESS
e r s o n  C r e e k  R o a d
COMMON/HISTORIC N A M E  
Fort Hill
NO. IN SURVEY NO. OF BAYS
FRONT SIDE
L C O M M U N I T Y  
j t o n , W. VA.
COUNTY
M ineral C o u n t y
NEGATIVE NO.
N O T  VISIBLE 
F R O M  R O A D
3t /b u i l d e r
i, p e r h a p s  H e n r y
d a t e  o f  c o n s t r u c t i o n
1853
EXTERIOR BUILDING FABRIC 
B r i c k
DATE
ISTER LISTED 
GISTER LISTED
ROOFING MATERIAL 
Tin
STYLE (STAFF USE ONLY)
Y USE O R  FUNCTION 
m t i a l / F a r m
ORGANIZATION A N D  DATE
m  S p y r i s o n ,
■sh S t r e e t
f i e l d .  Conn. 0 6 1 0
TYPE OF FOUNDATION
Brick
QUADRANGLE N A M E  
Zone 17
PART OF W H A T  SURVEY 
S p y r i s o n  S u r v e y
P HOTOGRAPH 
(2" X  3” CONTACT)
C/3
rn
2
r  OWNERS
A l i c e  B o n a r  H a n n a h  
r s o n  C r e e k  R o a d  
ncihc-n.,. WVS , 2 6 7-1JX
O W N E R  ADDRESS
Fort Hill
Patterson Creek
Burlington, WVA
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JL CONDITION OF PROPERTY
l e n t .  As the p r o p e r t y  has r e m a i n e d  in the family, the house as c h a n g e d  
e, r e t a i n i n g  m a n y  of its o r i g i n a l  f e a t u r e s .
>NS
noNs
X
YES N O
X
IF YES, DESCRIBE
The rear w i n g  o f  th e  m a i n  h o u s e  has been added. T h e  is 
e v i d e n c e d  by t h e  a w k w a r d  c l o s e n e s s  of the w i n d o w s  as 
seen in the s i d e  p r o f i l e .  T h i s  in turn was ad ded to on
' ;llCL:i- l it
IF
YES N O
The i n t e r i o r  h a s  :had m o l d i n g s  added, a bac k s t a i r w a y ,  
l a u n d r y  f a c i l i t i e s ,  b a t h r r o m s ,  etc. The a l t e r a t i o n s  h a v
-to— *• Lliii iSTE'u'eeifg g
N A T U R E  OF OUTBUILDINGS ' y
a r e  m i n i m u m , n i n e  o u t b u i l d i n g s  at F o r t  H i l l .  T h e r e  are other s m a l l e r  sh eds 
.der b u i l d i n g s ,  bu t  the m a j o r  s e r v i c e  b u i l d i n g s  c o n s i s t ,  of a s m o k e h o u s e ,  
. y / i c e h o u s e  D u i l d i n g , voocj|10U 3 ^ . ^ ^ c |<;en sh ed, tool shed, and f.hrpp rn <?
T IO N  O F  PROPERTY (ORGINAL AND PRES ENT)
F o r t  Hil l  is t h e  f a m i l y  f a r m h o u s e  f o r  a w o r k i n g  c a t t l e  and sheep farm, 
u t b u i l d i n g s  s u r r o u n d  a G r e e k  R e v i v a l  s t r u c t u r e .  T h e  red brick s t r u c t u r e  F 
IS a d o r n e d  w i t h  d a r k  g r e e n  s h u t t e r s  an d  a one s t o r y  porch topped b y  a 
r a d e -   ^ The p r e s e n t  frontal t r e a t m e n t  r e p l a c e d  a t w o - s t o r y  G r e e k  p o r t i c o  
n k e e p i n g  w i t h  t h e  o r i g i n a l  s t > l e  of t h e  h o u s e  and the second s tory F r e n c h  
T h e  s t r u c t u r e  is s y m m e t r i c a l ,  t w o  r o o m s  f l a n k i n g  the main hall to b o t h  
g h t  a n d  l e f t  of the front hall. A n  "L — s h a p e d "  w i n g  contains the k i t c h e n
r  I O O t  3  ^ ~ r =i a  A . =sr.-: jfe-fa: . p o r L . I i  CLi Oi l  L O 't  )t U L 1 ei !4 " ■ ■ ■' ■"  — ........ .-
CAL/CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
Forto r t  H i l l  is s i g n i f i c a n t  for bot h  a r chi t e c t u r a l  and e c o n o m i c  r e a s o n s  
t h e  f a m i l y  h o m e  p l a c e  of the S l o a n s  an d  s o m e  of th e Bonars; two old W e s t  
a f a m i l i e s .  E c o n o m i c a l l y ,  it ha s  b e e n  s i g n i f i c a n t  in the p o p u l a r i z i n g  the 
a t t l e  in the S t a t e  of West V i r g i n i a .  C l y d e  B o n a r  w a s  also i n s t r u m e n t a l  in 
n e w  f a r m i n g  p r a c t i c e s  to m a x i m i z e  l a n d  u s e  and p r o d u c t i v i t y .  The f a r m  at 
o n e  of a s e r i e s  in the n e i g h b o r h o o d  t h a t  w e r e  b u i l t  around the time of the 
ar. As a f a m i l y  s e a t  c l o s e l y  c o n n e c t e d  to the e c o n o m i c  and social s t r u c t u r  
g-a . W-ViA-i— a 'JJ=Fj t o-r i n D i /it r i.f? *- , . the p g a a w t y  -is alau a Jru irdBK-ac.
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The American home has become intimately tied to the concept of family life. The family is 
not a constant unit and neither are architectural structures. Rather, both reflect changes through 
time, as interpersonal relationships develop within the family, children grow and move on, and 
economic roles shift. By deconstructing the home through time, it can be used as an illustration of 
the changing values of the society building it, maintaining, and altering it to fit new needs. The 
farmhouse serves as an interesting representative of this phenomenon. The agrarian family unit 
projects many of the older functional behavior patterns they have maintained on the footprint and 
use of space in the structures they inhabit.
Fort Hill Farm is one such example. Fort Hill is a farm complex containing a main house and 
barn surrounded by numerous support buildings. The present main barn, smokehouse, dairy, 
(formerly the icehouse), and farm office ( formerly the wash house) are all situated close to the rear 
of the main house. The garage is situated to the right of the main house. Below the barn are several 
outbuildings, including an assortment of tool sheds, machine sheds, and chicken coops. Two 
subsidiary barns are situated in the field behind the main property.
The complex is spacious, in keeping with the feel of the expansive landscape. The design 
is Greek Revival. Symmetry plays a key role in the organization of the architectural elements in the 
house. The two-story main house is brick,with a brick and clapboard addition. The brick is laid in 
American bond, five rows of stretchers separating each row of headers. The upright-wing house is 
capped by a tin gable roof, presently painted green, contrasting nicely with the red brickwork and 
the dark green shutters. 'The gable roof is broken by two end-wall chimney stacks located at the 
ends of the front re dangle of the L-shaped main house. Two brick interior chimney stacks are also 
found in the rear wing projecting behind the main body of the house. Tne brickwork is adorned 
with a continuous band of guttae at the roof level and a continuous course at water level.
Tne front facade of the house is dominated by a white wooden three-bay front porch 
supported by four one foot square Tuscan columns on the front of the porch and two half-engaged
[ x  J See continuation sheet
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columns which rest against the front facade of the house, on the outside edges or tne porcn. 1 hfi top 
of the pcrrchis capped by a Neoclassical balustrade.
The house is divided into five bays.. W hen facing the front facade, two sidelights flank the 
central door opening on both the first and second floors. The window apertures are delineated in 
two manners. A white wooden lintel caps and emphasizes each sash window and painted black 
slatted shutters flank the left and right sides of the opening. Green paint visible under some of the 
flaking black paint points to a change in the color scheme of the house. The doorways are also 
demarcated with white wooden lintels.
The side of the main house, excluding the wing of the L* is divided into two bays by the two 
sash windows. The long side of the rear wing is divided into six bays. The short facade of the rear 
wing has a single window. The windows situated on the first floor of the interior of the L-shape are 
not emphasized with lintels or shutters. The upper windows have shutters but not lintels.
A small weatherboard wooden shed projects off the rear, providing access to the stairs 
leading down to the basement under the rear kitchen wing of the house. The basement walls are 
brick, rising out of a dirt floor. The lower half of the brick wall has been covered with a layer of 
cement There is no basement only a crawl space, under the front of the house.
A stone patio has been laid out in the rectangular area formed by the L-shaped joining of 
the two wings of the house. Cement block steps lead up to the glass back door.
Inside Fort Hill, the first floor is laid out with the hall and parlor opening off into the front hall 
where the staircase is located. The floorboards in the front hall alternate between five and a half 
and six inches in width. The stair ascends up to the second story, continuing two more short flights to 
the third story, or attic level. Although the stairs run all the way to the attic, the attic is the size of a 
crawl space, rather than full room size. The beams used were cut, not sawn The visible nails are 
cut, notrosehead.
The honey-colored front door of the house is natural wood. The surrounding doors have
*
been grained, a decorative treatment that creates the feeling of a highly grained wood such as oak. 
Directly opposite the front entrance, next to the stairway, is an identical door that presently leads 
onto a glassed in back porch space. All the windows and connecting doorways in the interior of the 
original part of the house have chamfered heads, appearing to be framed with pediments and
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pilasters to represent framed temple entrances. The doorways to the two parlor rooms off the front 
hall are honey colored, oak-grained to match the front door.
Continuing through the first floor, the five cross panel door off the left front parlor leads to 
the bath and laundry addition located behind it This addition would have been a relatively recent 
addition, added to fulfill modern needs. The bathroom has two window with a solitary pane placed 
near the shower stalL The commode faces the door to the laundry room, rather than a window. This 
does not allow any kind of view. A plain, flat hollow prefab door divides the bath and laundry 
spaces. The laundry’s three one over one sash windows are built in the wall opposite the bade 
stairs, facing out onto the stone patio area. The floorboards in the bath and laundry consist of 2 1/2" 
wooden boards
The four panel door that leads from the laundry to the porch is opposite the bride face of 
the house wing. The wall the laundry door is part of consists of wood panels located below a band 
of glass one over one sash windows. The back door is made of moveable Venetian glass slats. The 
other three walls that enclose the porch are all brick faces of the house. Each wall can be passed 
through via four vertically paneled doors resembling those in the main entrance hall The white 
lines painted on the mortar between the brick rows emphasizes their linearity and the brickwork 
pattern. This decorative treatment is usually located on the exterior of a structure, thus indicating 
here that this set of walls were originally located on the exterior of the house. Signatures, both of 
craftsmen and visitors can still be deciphered in the cracks. However, rather than brick pediments 
demarcating the doorways, there are brick fans, the bricks laid vertically rather than horizontally for 
contrast. The two six over six sash windows on the porch have received similar treatment
Located on the back porch next to the laundry, a wooden staircase leads to the second floor 
balcony overlooking the stone patio. Complete with porch railings, the second-story balcony is '  
frequently associated with warmer dimates. The staircase has been boarded up about halfway up its 
length. This appears to be a later addition to the house, as it runs past and blocks a filled in window, 
situated rather high up on the walL The brick fan capping the blocked in opening is situated seven 
bricks higher than the doorway leading from the porch to the front hall, perhaps enough extra 
height to have allowed for a step. This filled in window backs onto the built in bookcase situated in 
the left hand parlor. Several other repairs are visible in the brick wall along the stair passage.
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Located at the end of the porch, the pantry door lies directly opposite the “back“ door to the 
front hall, echoing it both in position and visual appearance. However, both the round frame 
treatment of the door and of the pantry's solitary sash window is different than the others on the 
porch. A lintel with a slightly wider comer block at either end caps the two posts framing both sides 
of the door opening. Inside the pantry, a second doorway, bearing a door divided into horizontal 
panels opens into the kitchen space. The pass through doorway was a twentieth century addition 
designed to access the pantry.
The main door to the kitchen consists of a glass panel atop a vertical wooden panel, over 
two horizontal wooden panels. The kitchen windows and doors are treated in the same manner as 
the pantry windows and doors, topped with a lintel and comer blocks, executed in the plain trim 
manner rather than topped with a pediment The sash windows are made of six over sixpanes. The 
door to the left of the fireplace has been blocked off and divided into a closet space. The large size 
of the fireplace dominates the kitchen, but, like the parlor fireplaces, continues stylistically being 
relatively flat, plain, and architectural in its appearance. The kitchen floor is covered in linoleum.
A second door, situated opposite the one leading onto the glass porch, accesses the kitchen, 
exiting right onto a wooden porch supported by thin rail like columns spaced six feet apart. The 
whole porch resembles a lean to shed in its construction. The upper two panels in this door are glass • 
and the lower two are wood, a style commonly put into position between the years 1870 and 1940. A 
four pane glass transom window breaks the wall above the doorway.1
The four panel, grained doorway from the kitchen to the diningroom is the only swinging 
door in the house, probably to allow the servant who was serving or the hostess to pass to and from 
with ease. The other doors in the room are painted white. The door openings within the dining­
room are marked by lintels, but lack comer blocks. A two door, two drawer china closet has been 
built into the wall next to the fireplace. A chair rail runs the circumference of the room 2’ 8" from the 
floor. The walls are papered above and below the chair rail. The floorboards are one to two and a 
half inches wide, with tongue n' groove joints. Leading from the diningroom, the door to the
xJan and Herbert Gottfried Jennings. American Vernacular Interior Architecture 187Q-194Q* New York: Van 
Nostrand Reinhold Company. 1989.
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glassed in porch has a transom window aboveit The two six over six sash windows and door in the 
room have ridged lintels above them.
The doorways and windows in the right front parlor return to utilizing the pediment above 
the door and window apertures. The entrances to the room are both entered through honey- 
colored, combed grain, porcelain handled doors. The fireplace is decorated with a wooden 
frontpiece painted to resemble black marble, identical to the one in the parlor across the hall A 
modem brick face has been put on the fireplace. A chair rail encircles the waist of the room. The 
walls are plaster below the railing, but have been papered above. The floorboards in the right front 
parlor are the original 5 1/2" wide. Those in the left front parlor have been replaced, measuring 
two and a half inches wide. The new floor is laid over the original
The fireplaces and mantels in the house all project out into the room due to the presence of 
what are known as waiHype-chimney breasts. The fireplaces in the front parlors incorporate 
classical architectural elements such as the pilasters which flank the fire opening, supporting a lintel 
or the mantelpiece. They are colored to look like rosewood, then swirled to look like black marble. 
Bricks have been laid in the shape of a rectangle in front of the fireplace. The rest of the flooring in 
the room is wood. The wooden floorboards are primarily of consistent width throughout the house.
Fort HiU has had moveable and built in furniture constructed for it A chest on chest, now 
resting in the diningroom, was constructed for the front hall Several storage units have been built 
into the house as well The left front parlor^ contains a large built in bookcase, constructed under 
the influences of the Gothic style. The double doors of the bookcase are separated with a narrow 
wooden muntin The bookcase doors are opened by brass handles with white porcelain knobs.
Each of the cabinet doors contains eight glass panes, two panes wide and four long. The dinings 
room has a built in china cupboard. The kitchen has built in storage cupboards as weH
The round newel post, capped by a round ball, located at the foot of the staircase is quite 
heavy in feeling. It marks the beginning of the ascent of an open well staircase. A smaller version 
of the newel post marks each landing. The twelve step flight of the staircase leading to the second
2When facing Fort Hill.
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floor breaks at a landing where the climber is faced with a choice. Four steps directly in front of him 
lead to a grained door opening into a bathroom.
Entering the bathroom, on the other side of the small room, opposite this entrance, is a 
second doorway, leading to a glassed in porch that runs parallel to the bedrooms, located directly 
above its first floor counterpart. The upper panel of this two paneled door is glass, with a row of 
dentils located below the main pane of glass. The porch wall opposite the brick exterior wall of the 
house fabric is wood paneled beneath a band of five sash windows. Thin white lines have again 
been painted on the mortar in between the bricks on the wall, hinting that this was once an exterior 
facade. At the end of the porch space, above the downstairs pantry area is a storage room. The two 
paneled door accessing the space has a decorative row of bricks forming a lintel above the 
doorjamb. The two other doors opening off the porch into two of the bedrooms are also made of 
vertical panels, but are capped with transom lights and brick fans above the door jambs.
Perpendicular to this enclosed porch space is a covered open wooden porch supported by 
thin rail columns. The edges are marked by a balustrade. The space is entered via a screen door 
off the glass porch. An enclosed back staircase leading to the downstairs glass porch runs along the 
brick back wall of the front section of the house. Nine steps, boasting eight inch risers, up the rear 
staircase, the scar of a bricked in window interrupts the wall. The scar of the three foot eight inch 
high doorway measures a foot and ten inches higher than the doorway presently used as a bade 
d o or fr om the p or ch to the fr out halL
Turning to the left, the main staircase continues working its way upwards. To the right, a 
five step flight, consisting of eight inch risers, ascends to the bath, facing the rear of the house.
To the left, a six step flight, consisting of eight inch risers, continues up to the portion of the second 
floor at the front of the house, and then upward to the third (attic) floor. The floor in the upper hall is 
a mixture of four, five and a half, and six inch boards. The main second floor landing opens out onto 
the top of the present day second floor porch. The elaborate interior "French" doorway treatment 
consists of multiple parts. The actual doors measure ten inches wide. They are flanked by two 
transom windows, the whole affair capped by lintels and corner blanks, creating a Palladian window 
effect. The elaborate doorway is a bit out of place, pr esently leading out on to a rooftop. The 
design is most likely original, compatible with the original two story portico porch appearing in past
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photographs as the design front for the original Fort Hill facade. Centrally situated in the upstairs 
central hall, two transom lights flank two twelve paned French double doors.
The left front bedroom^ is entered through a doorframe capped with a wooden lintel with 
the same plain comer block at each end seen on the first floor porch in the pantry. The door is 
made up of four wooden panels. The sash windows are made up of six over six panes. A doset 
space, accessed through a four paneled door projects out into the room. Two small double doors 
above the doset hide a storage space. The presence of a window on the inside of this space 
demonstrates that it is a later addition, whose construction blocked the aperture. The fireplace 
boasts the same faux black marble treatment seen elsewhere in the house. The floorboards in the 
upstairs bedrooms are the original wide width boards, alternating between five and seven and ahalf 
inches.
The right front bedroom is also entered through a door made of four woo den vertical 
panels, topped by a lintels flanked by comer blocks. This room has the most colorful fireplace 
treatment seen in the house. Grey, white, and orange combine to create a marbled effect The 
mantle and the flanking plain pilasters are painted black The sash windows are six over six panes, 
enclosed by the wooden lintels with white corner blocks at each end and two supporting white 
pilasters.
The doorway leading to the bedroom over the dining room is more of a cherry color than 
others seen in the house. The sash windows are again six over sixpanes. The two dosets are 
accessed through two vertically paneled doors. The built in doset on the rear wall is relatively 
shallow, the hanging items projecting out towards the'room in the same manner as they would on 
pegs. The closet to the left of the fireplace is also a doorway to the third bedroom on this side of.the 
house. Pegs are found facing each other to the left and right of the door, so the clothes project <5ut 
towards each other and the passage space, flanking the passer through. On the wall in between the 
dosets, the grained fireplace treatment is very worn.
The door opening from the other side of the pass through doset space leading into the back 
bedroom, situated over the kitchen, is made of five vertical panels. The treatment of the black
3 When facing the front door of the house from the exterior
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fireplace mantle is similar to the others, flat and plain. There are two built in shallow dosets. The 
floorboards in the back bedroom are all of the sane width, measuring
The staircase continues up to the attic, splitting into eight step and seven step flight units. 
The wood of the staircase is finished up to the third floor landing, where it returns to its natural state. 
The second seven stair flight continues up to a half-size door or crawl space entrance. Up until this 
point the hardware on the majority of the doors has been  original to the house or appears to have 
been attached in the Victorian period.
OUTBUILDINGS
There are numerous outbuildings, serving different functions, scattered around the Fort Hill 
property. According to a platt of the property done in 1933/ the property boasted a washhouse and 
cellar, a dairy and ice house, a meat house, a wood house, a garage, poultry houses, a bam, and a 
well The wood house was taken down in 1950.
A multipurpose outbuilding known as the ice house, stylistically contemporary with the 
house, topped by an open based gable roof, ending in a pediment and crowned by a square cupola 
which held a bell. The structure is built of brick, laid in an American bond pattern. Six rows of 
stretchers separate each row of headers. The structure was constructed in two levels, one level 
resting parallel to the ground surface. A basementlevel is constructed into the hillside this upper 
plane runs parallel to. Old photographs present the outbuilding with steps leading up to the front of 
the structure.
The upper level of the outbuilding appears to have served several functions. Underneath 
the first floor was an icehouse, kept full of sawdust The ice house was kept stocked, at least until 
1940, with the ice truck coming from Keyser.5 The floor was lowered approximately three feet in 
1950 to make room for a freezer and storage space as the icehouse was no longer needed. The joist 
holes are still visible in the wall The top of the six-pane transom window with its wooden lintel 
crowns the two-paneled door, representing what was the original top edge of the doorframe. The
^Property of the Bonar family, presently located at Fort Hill. 1933.
5Charics Bonar. Interview 1992.
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second-story of the structure has two four over four sash windows. A second room behind the 
frontal storage space was well finished with paneling. Since the floor was lowered, the steps now 
lead up into the room rather than down into it Fruit was stored here at one time. Presently, vast 
quantities of "Life- magazine are stored here.
The lower level, set into the hill, is entered through a doorway that is presently filled with a 
wooden door and a screen door adorned with white, curly Victorian gingerbread trim. Washed 
buckets and other milking accessories were kept right outside the door, the downstairs area serving 
as a dairy. Brick channels directed the melt off from the ice-house level across the brick floors. 
The ceiling consists of plaster and small lathes. The interior space was whitewashed in 1948, when 
the floor was lowered and the water system was putin, and every year after until 1970.
To the left of dairy is a wood building that served as the smokehouse and the meathouse. 
The two-story tog structure is covered in layered weatherboards and rests on a brick foundation. A 
wooden door accesses the building. On the interior, a wooden platform was built to put the meat on. 
The eight inch square logs supporting the structure are visible. The chinking is painted white. The 
square hooks the meat dangled from while the hickory smoke permeated it are still visible.
A third wooden building found to the right of the dairy house is known as the washhouse. 
Dating around the turn of the twentieth century, it is located on the site of Solomon Hedges field 
office. Hedges office, which had been built by George Washington's 1748 visit, still stood in 1748. It 
is uncertain whether the washhouse was built on the site or prove to be a relocated shanty brought 
in from the woods. This building also has woo den boards, but they run straight up and down 
opposed to being shingled. The roof is made of tin. The door consists of four panels. The sash 
windows are six over six pane s. The cellar, accessed via two outfolding ground level doors, has a 
brick floor and walls. Canned goods and barreled vinegar were stored here. Two built in 
cupboards with diamond shaped hinges facilitate easy storage. There is a wooden outhouse with 
two different size seats remaining on the property. Lids covered the three adult height seats and 
one shorter, child height seat.
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_____________ Several barns ate situated around the property in order to try to fulfill the needs of the
working farm. The main bam, a huge wooden structure, and a model of it, were built in 1873.6 
Known as a "bank bam,” the structure is built into the bank, open to the south, to help economize on 
sun and heat. It is painted red on the upper levels. The barn is capped by a tin gable roof, topped 
with two endosed cupolas with layered slats for ventilation on the North/South axis and three on the 
East/West axis. Tho edges of the roof form pediments at the ends of the building. The roof is 
supported by an elaborate system of steel bars as well as the roof joists. The four over four sash 
windows are interspersed with slatted windows for air circulation as well A giant pair of doors 
accesses the main floor of the barn. Sheds are attached to the rear of it.
The first floor of the multi tiered interior of the bam contains grain chutes and hay chutes to 
the basement level. A four grapple hay fork was used to move loose hay. Currently, however, 
mostly baled hay is used on the farm The barn also served as a milking parlor for a time before the 
family moved the dairying operations to the brick dairy house. The sheep were next located in this 
space. Until 1960 the bam was used for hay storage, after that time the machine/repair shop moved 
from its own shop into the bam as well The downstairs of the bam is supported with sills and posts 
with pegs. The bam is supported like a ship splice. The work and riding horse stables were on this 
lower leveL Latticework pens housed the animals. The milking area was located here for a time as 
well In 1960 an additional area was added to the end.
There are two other bams within visible range. The bank bam with the sHo was 
constructed in 1930 for the storage of hay and silage for the beef herds. The second bam, a drive 
through structure allowing for the storage of grain on both sides, was built in 19-45. The weathered 
wooden structure near the main bam at Fort Hill is topped by a saltbox or catstide roof. The 
weathered wooden barn farther away in the field is capped with a gambrel roof.
The hen, rooster, and brooder houses, originally in the clothes yard, near the washhouse, 
are shanties that were brought in from the woods. They are now located down the hill from both the 
house and the main barn. Also in the area are the scale house, where livestock were*weighed, find 
the com crib, both built in the first quarter of the twentieth century. The shop, concrete carbide gas 
house, board and batten blacksmith shop, and bull shed are located down the hill from the barn as 
well. Cisterns were located near the barn and the house.
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The wood-sided garage, originaHy a two stall carnage house, is located on the other side of 
the drive to the left of the main house. The turn of the twentieth century building is accessed by a 
sliding door located on the front of the structure. A lean-to storage shed is attached to the side of the 
garage.
STRUCTURAI/rECHNlCAL CHANGES
Fort Hill's architecture has a story to teE about the changes the building has seen through 
the years. There were several predecessors to the presentporch arrangement Early photographs 
show a white, Greek-Revival, two-story portico dominating the front of Fort HiH The wooden 
columns ran the two-story height of the building. The portico would been a logical arrangement 
encapsulating the front door on the first floor and the double French doors on the second story.
This porch unit was replaced with a Gothic/Victorian, Ttahanate porch. Accordingto the 
photographic evidence, thin columnar posts supported a widow’s walk.
The Neoclassical balustrade presently seen around the porch rim could have - -from a 
stylistic viewpoint--been added anytime between 1895 and 19507 The 1893 Chicago World's 
Columbian expositionreintroduced the classical style to the United States. Classic architectural 
elements became popular once again, but their "pure" form was lost The Georgian, Adam, Early 
Classical Revival, and Greek Revival traditions spanning a century and a half of architectural history 
became fused in the Neoclassic style. Homes that were trying to keep up with the face of fashion 
compromised, reconcilingthe old with the new by adding on such details as the balustrade seen here 
at Fort HilL
Structural changes have been made to the fr ame of Fort Hill as welL It appears that very 
shortly after the original build, a brick and clapboard L-shaped wing was added to the original 
symmetrical structure, expanding the service areas of the structure. Where the L-shaped wing joins 
the front facade, the windows are not symmetrically spaced; unusual in a Greek-Revival style house 
emphasizing classical order and symmetry. The evidence continues; originally there was no door
^Virginia and Lee McAlcstcr. A  Field Guide to A merican H ouses. New  York: Albert A . Knopf, 1984. 
p.p.343-348..
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between the front facade and the "L-wing." Back stairs were added to access the service areas of 
Ere house with the upper stories. The weatherboard sided porch, laundry, bathroom area was 
added in the twentieth century, filling in a portion of the L-shape of the two wings. The walls are 
constructed of wood, not of brick.
The back stairs running from the first floor porch to the second floor porch also point 
towards the back wing being added at a later time. The stairs accessed the porch, which was the sole 
access to the second storyrooms until doorways were cut between them in the twentieth century. 
They stairs block a window that would have connected the left front parlor to the exterior world, 
either directly or via the first floor porch depending on the year. The doorframe was bricked in 
and several other patched places are visually apparent above the doorframe. Steps must have 
fronted it, as the decorative fan that topped the doorframe sits seven bricks higher on the wall face 
than the one capping the doorframe leading from the front hall to the porch. The built in Gothic 
bookcase in the left front parlor would not have been built until the window was filled in, as it backs 
onto it.
As time has gone on, closet space has become more of a necessity to residents of a house. 
The closet on the right side of the rear wall of the kitchen has been divided up into cubbyholes to 
serve as doset space. The doset in the bedroom on the left hand side of the second floor stair hall 
is a later addition, put in right over a window.
Technical modern additions to Fqrt Hill have included the radiators and the pipe system 
connecting them, visible evidence of the heating system, found in almost every room in the house. 
Tubular piping runs vertically in the corners of the rooms next to the radiator units. Old 
photographs show that a large cistern well was located outside the house to help collect water. - 
Plumbing has since been installed to access the single bathroom found on each floor and the first 
floor kitchen. Hot water heaters and other such accoutrements can be found in the basement 
Ele ctririty pr ovid e s light in the hous e.
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AESTHETIC
The symmetrical layout and proportions of the front section of Fort Hill and the linear layout 
of the wing refer to the classical principles of symmetry and order associated with the hierarchical 
form of the temple. On the exterior, the front facade of the building is subdivided into five bays, two 
windows flanking each side of a central element, a door, on both the first and second stories. On the 
interior, the two parlors flankingthe hall mirror each other onbothfloors as well. The parlors are 
larger than the hall. The important rooms in the wing are situated in the front and the kitchen, more 
the servant's domain, is located at the rear of the house. The dining room is the largest room on the 
left side of the house.
The interior spaces are very clearly ordered in importance. There are wooden pediments 
framing the door and window openings in the rooms doser to the front elevation of the house, but 
not the more service-oriented back spaces. The fireplace treatments in the front rooms are more 
elaborate than those in the rear. The kitchen fireplace maybe bigger, to allow for cooking butits 
practical scale does not make it aesthetically more important T ie  prominent size and dominant use 
of space is necessaryfor practical purposes, not prestige.
The builders of Fort Hill seemed familiar with the spatial concepts of the Greek Revival 
style, but were not as successful in their execution of them. The French doors in the 19 stairs hall are 
designed as mirror images of each other to be placed symmetrically in a wall to create the 
appearance of law and order. The pair at Fort Hill have two and a half more feet on the left side 
than the right. The concept of presenting an appearance of symmetry is important in this structure, 
but great precision in terms of the actual execution is not, a compromise is perfectly acceptable. * 
There is little consistency to the depth chosen for window and door openings, even within a single 
room. Again, this reiterates the fact that it is the appearance presented that is important, not the actual 
measured quantity. It is a possible indicator of changes and additions to the structure as well
This attempt at capturing a feeling of symmetrical ordered squareness is continued in the 
heights of the ceilings. The rooms are very spacious and expansive in feeling in the front section of 
the house. The laundry and bath are built with lower ceilings on a more human, modem scale. The
0M8 A p p ro * * Mo. 1034-0019  
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rooms are very linear, allbased on the square or the rectangular form. There are no bay windows 
or other such forms interrupting the flow of the walls.
The rooms are well-connected, creating an easy flow of traffic to fit twentieth century 
needs, however there are no spaces with the potential for much privacy. The rooms on the first 
floor are all accessed by more than one entrance way. The bedroom on the left side of the second 
floor is a very private space, only accessible off the main stair hall. The rest of the second floor 
rooms were designed to be accessed off the porch. In 1940 doorways were cut and now they can 
be accessed off the porch or through each other. The space is both communal and private at the 
same time. A great deal of information can be gleaned based on how heavily the occupants 
emphasize one in relation to the other and treat or respect the dividing lines.
The house plan is not designed to be intimidating to the house's residents or guests. Space 
is organized very functionally, the formal rooms in the front of the building and the service areas in 
the rear, or even outside in the outbuildings. At the same time, however, no spaces appear 
impenetrable or forbidden. The front rooms are more formal and cause a bit more hesitation and 
donning of formality before entering than perhaps the kitchen does, but the pause is momentary.
The house is very open, conveying a feeling welcoming to anyone entering the door. The 
connected nature of the rooms encourages interaction between the inhabitants.
The plan has remained very contained over time. The builders seemed to anticipate the 
need for a relatively large number of good-sized Tooms, which has helped preserve the integrity of 
the building. The original plan was lacking in what has become the all-essential storage question.
This has been solved by building dosets, cupboards, and bookshelves. Added in the 1950’s, one 
closet, located in the upstairs left bedchamber, has been built projecting out into space. For the most 
part, dosets, bookshelves, and other storage spaces are built recessed into the walls.
Light is very important in Fort Hill’s design, continuing the feeling of open spariousness*- 
The structure is constructed of brick, which has been left its natural color and not painted a lighter 
color like white. Thus, a little extra effort had to be made to make the structure appear airy. The 
relatively light wood and paint tones seen in the floors and woodwork throughout the house help 
maximize the light qualities of the house. The majority of rooms have four large sized six over six 
light windows, allowing for a great quantity of light to flood the house. The transom and side lights
221
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above the doors continues this motif. A vast number of the doors have at least a few glass panels 
built into their frame.
The design of Fort Hill helps create an enveloping environment of stability and security. 
The house is of brick, a building material thought of as a good, solid, sturdy, lastingmedium. The 
outbuildings function to keep Fort Hill Farm operating as an independent community. Functioning 
as an independent entity is the most advantageous economically and allows a great measure of 
control that is adjustable based on the economic situation. Ordered, hierarchical secondary 
buildings helped reinforce the feeling of being in control of the world that surrounded them. 
Control of the world they lived in would have made them feel more in control of the direction their 
lives took.
. The outbuildings serving to keep the house and farm running are all visible from the 
service areas of the house, butnotfrom the more formal rooms. The domestic outbuildings provide 
storage and cleaning space to ensure Fort Hill could run on its own. They are all located dose to the 
main house for easy access. The two-story brick building that housed the dairy, cold storage, and 
other activities important to the continued well being of the farms inhabitants was built in a similar 
style to the main house, complete with a pedimented roof and a small cupola. The barns and other 
farm outbuildings related to the less controllable natural world are located at a further distance away 
from the main house.
The symmetrical order to the layout of the house reminds the people within they are 
masters of all that lays within its walls. In a farm community, it takes a long period of time to feel a 
secure foundation has been laid on the landscape. This is seen today in the length of time it takes 
"inside1* members of an agricultural community to accept people from the "outside." Once a 
community has established itself, it is cautious about anything that might jeopardize that As farmefs 
and herders, dependent on nature, they feel potentially out of control and at the mercy of the 
elements at work on the landscape. Once they have achieved whatever stability is possible in this 
environment, it is natural to want to show their security to the world and reiterate it to themselves. 
Therefore, they build a home that looks like a solid bastion, where they are separate from the 
outside elements. The interior space becomes a safe harbor, a kingdom to come home to where 
they are master.
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The emphasis on windows and light allows the household to be aware of what is going on 
outside the windows in the natural world agricultural based communities are so dependent upon. 
Yet, simultaneously, the occupants can remain within the four safe walls of the world they are master 
of. the classical order to the design reminds the viewer of the past traditions the designs came from 
In the public mind, knowledge of such design forms shows a level of education, social awareness, 
and the financial standing necessary to execute them The dassical motifs act as abridge, linking die 
past to the present and somehow providing a visual reminder of the re assuring fact that if the past 
gave rise to the present, then the present must be destined to give rise to the future. If their present 
niche is carefully rooted in the past, their future has a solid foundation, a "guarantee" of sorts.
□  nationally I I statew ide [x ] locally 
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F o r t  Hil l  r e p r e s e n t s  a g r o u p  of G r e e k  R e v i v a l  s t y l e  r&nor 
t r u c t e d  in the B u r l i n g t o n  a r e a  a r o u n d  the tim e or the Civil War. F 
b e l i n a s  to a g r o u p  of f a r m  h o u s e s  b u i l t  as m o n u m e n t a l ,  yet p r a c t i c a l  
l i n g s ?  A r c h i t e c t u r a l l y  and s y m b o l i c a l l y ,  Fort ^ 1 1  e x e m p l i f i e s  the 
rt  to i n c o r p o r a t e  the o r d e r  and d e t a i l s  of the c l a s s i c  a r c h i t e c t s  »i 
“  t a n d  l a y o u t  of the F e d e r a l  e r a .  T h e  f a r m  h o u s e s  met b o t h  the 
i c a l  n e e d s  of s h e l t e r  and the m e n t a l  n e e d  for s o m e t h i n g  to b e l i e v e  m
t h F o r t m H i l l S has. a l s o  p l a y e d  a k e y  r o l e  in the a g r ^ c “ “ U g ^ a r s ^ a v e  ° f 
V i r g i n i a .  S i n c e  its c o n s t r u c t i o n ,  t h e  Sl o a n s  and the Bon
i i r a ? r U F o r t a H i i ?  h a ^ a l s ^ p a r t i c i p a t e d 1 in ^ a r m ^ m o v e m e n t  ,
i z i n g  n e w  s y s t e m s  for c r o p  r o t a t i o n ,  f e r t i l i z a t i o n ,  
r e f f i c i e n t  p r o c e s s e s  for r u n n i n g  t h e  farm.
T h e  a r e a  ha s  a Iona, i n v o l v e d  h i s t o r y .  Fort H i l l  Far m  is part of the
g i n a l  F a i r f a x  l a n d  grant. C h a r l e s  t h e  II, the -'Merry-Monarch" of E n g -  ■ •
1, l o s t  all the land in A m e r i c a  t h a t  lay b e t w e e n  the Poto mac ana the 
D a h a n n o c k  R i v e r s  to the C u l p e p p e r  b r o t h e r s .  The C u l p e p p e r  b r o t h e r s  
ter m a r r i e d  int o  the F a i r f a x  f a m i l y  an d  the b r o t h e r s  in turn gave h e r  
A m e r i c a n  lan d  g r a n t  as a gift. L o r d  F a i r f a x  i n h e r i t e d  the land f r on^ 
m o t t h e r ,  L a d y  C a t h e r i n e ,  the l a s t  s u r v i v i n g  chi Id of Lord C u l p e p p e r .
T h e  f i r s t  f a m i l i e s  b e g a n  to m o v e  i n t o  the area of the South B r a n c h  
ar, or I n d i a n  W a p p a t o m a k a ,  a b o u t  1 7 3 4 .  T h e s e  f i r s t  settlers did not 
s e c u r e  t i t l e s  f r o m  the g o v e r n o r  a n d  c o u n c i l  of V i r g i n i a  for t e an s 
r w e r e  o c c u p y i n g .  F a i r f a x  b e c a m e  e m b r o i l e d  in a s u i t  with the C o m m o n -  
Lth of V i r g i n i a  o v e r  the e x t e n t  of t h e  N o r t h e r n  N e c k  P r o p r i e t a r y  at thi s
U p o n  his i n h e r i t a n c e  of the p r o p e r t y ,  T h o m a s  the 6th L o r d ' F a i r f a x ,  s e n t  
?s G e nn, a s s i s t e d  by P e t e r  Cas e y ,  W i l l i a m  Rhodes, and A n d r e w ^ N o w l m ,
_n me n, and m a r k e r s  to s u r v e y  P a t t e r s o n  C r e e k  M a n o r  in 1 7 4 / .  ^ G e n n  
lght a l o n g  one of the s i x t e e n  y e a r  o l d  F a i r f a x  n e p h e w s ,  who in turn
lght a l o n g  his friend, G e o r g e  W a s h i n g t o n .  The lan d  tracts i d e n t i f i e d
'prime" in the s urvey, w e r e  d i v i d e d  int o  M a n o r s  f o r  F a i r f a x  to d i s p o s e  
l s  h e  like d. P a t t e r s o n  C r e e k  M a n o r  at t h r e e  m i l e s  w i d e  and ten m i l e s  
f, w a s  one of the s m a l l e s t .  T h e  M a n o r  ran f r o m  a p o i n t  near
□  See continuation sheet
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Headsville, West Virginia eight miles along a straight line through the hills in a Southerly direction 
paralleling Patterson Creek. The Southern border lies south of what was the Bane Brothers 
residence. The line on the eastern side of the creek starts back towards Headsville again. The 
Manor was then divided into lots.
The opening of Lord Fairfax's land granting office forced the settlers to think about 
property ownership. The first of Fairfax's warrants w ere issued afteT the survey, some as early as 
1747 and 1749. Fairfax's manager was issuing titles to property already occupied.4 Many of the 
settlers already in the area were affected by the new manor lines and chose to leave the area. To 
those remaining Lord Fairfax issues ninety-nine year leases at twenty shillings (approximately five 
dollars) every hundred years.5 Those that began to pay the yearly rent were dissatisfied they could 
not buy their lands outright6 As Lord Proprietor, Lord Fairfax also had control of where town sites 
were situated.7
Joseph Neaville began a survey of the land on April 27, 1761 and completed it on 
November 20, 1772. The survey was "recorded in the Superior Court held in the District composed 
of the counties of Hardy, Hampshire, and Pendleton in the County of Hardy the seventh day of 
September, 1773."® The thirty-one lots were claimed as follows:
Lot 1-162 acres claimed by Thomas 
Lot 2-292 acres claimed by George Corn^
Lot 3-625 acres claimed by Solomon Hedges
Lot 4-529 acres claimed by Benjamin Rutherford
Lot 5-561 acres reserved for his Lordship, Thomas Fairfax
Lot 6-421 acres claimed by Edward Com and Phillip Langly
Lot 7-333 acres claimed by Timothy Corn
Lot 8-280 acres claimed by Windle Miller
Lot 9-278 acres claimed by John Ramsey
Lot 10-295 acres claimed by Joseph Barker
4C a ih c rin e  S n id er L ong. p.6.
sIb id . p .5 .
6Ib id . p.6.
7Ib id . p .7.
8H ardv  C oun ty  D eed  B ook, ff.136.
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Lot 11-330 acres claimed by Robert Bell 
Etc.
As part of their lease, the recipients had to agree to pay twenty shillings of sterling money and erect 
a dwelling, complete with a stone or brick chimney, of at least twenty by sixteen feet. In addition, the 
leasees were to plant a hundred apple trees, and not to "waste, destroy, or dispose of any timber 
other than for his own use."
Solomon Hedges, Esquire, became one of the first settlers in the Burlington area Before 
1747, Hedges had settled lot number 3, the area of land that is now Fort Hill, the 
Sloan/Bonar/Hannah farm. Bom in England in 1710, Solomon Hedges came with his father, Joseph 
Hedges, to the Patterson Creek area with John Van Meter, an Indian trader, and Jorst Hite from the 
New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania a rea  Hedges married Rebecca Van Meter, bom in 
1711, daughter of John Van Meter of Old Fields. The Hedges had six children, three boys and 
three girls. 9
Hedges seems to have done some land speculating. Hedges sold the four hundred acres 
on the South Branch he had acquired in 1744 to a William Millar in 1745 for thirty-five "pistoles".10 
Squire Solomon Hedges is said to have moved on to Patterson Creek.11 Hedges and other first 
settlers" were finding they could make a tidy profit on the land they had made improvements on. 
Accor ding to Fairfax’s rentalrolls, Solomon Hedges was renting at 200 acres in 1750.12
In and out of the line of official duty, Hedges would have witnessed a great many political 
changes. Indians inhabited the area. Murders on Patterson’s Creek made farmers very nervous. 
Captain Thomas Cocke and his men passed Hedges on their rounds.13 The area Hedges lived in 
would have belonged to three different ViTgima land districts in the time he occupied it Patterson 
Creek Manor passed from Orange to Frederick County as a result of a political subdivision made on 
December 21, 1738. Appointed as one of six by Governor Gooch, Hedges acted as one of his
9J .C . S au n d ers . T h e  S an d ers  P apers. v.I. K ey se r, W e st V irg in ia : M ineral C oun ty  L ibrary .
10M acM aste r. p .21 . A  p isto le  w as a  foreign go ld  co in  c irc u la tin g  as a little less th an  a  B ritish gold pound.
n Ib id ., p.22.
12Frcdcrick. C oun ty  P ro p rie to r 's  Office. Fairfax R e n ta l R o lls  1750-1764. W in ch e ste r , V irginia.
13R ichard  K. M acM aste r. T hh H istory of H ardv C o u n tv . 1786-J.236. USA: W alsw o rth  P ress, Inc. 1986. p.37.
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Majesty's Justice of Peace for the County erf Frederick, Virginia in 1744.14 Hedges was responsible 
for maintaining Lord Fairfax's field office on his Patterson Creek properly. In 1754, Hampshire 
County, named for Hampshire, England, was formed from Frederick and Hardy Counties, making it 
the oldest county in the state of West Virginia today. Hedges land was located within the new county 
lines.15
George Washington ,upon one of his trips up the Patterson Creek Valley surveying with 
George Fairfax, a justice of His Majesty, wrote in his diary on Saturday, March 26, 1748, "We 
Crossed at the mouth of Patterson Creek and stayed all night at Abram Johnson's, Reeses Mill Area, 
and the second night we stayed at the home of Solomon Hedges and they had neither knife nor 
fork with which to e at."
Peter Hedges and a Joshua Hedges, perhaps one of his sons, were in the area according to 
the 1759 census. Solomon Hedges left the Patterson Creek area sometime after the French and 
Indian War and before the 1782 census was taken. The Hedges next moved to land they owned on 
Buffalo Creek, Ohio County, Virginia. Hedges sold the lands he owned in the New Creek area in 
1760 to Peter Steenbergento rentfor one year.16 T here is record of his oldest son, Silas Hedges, 
who would have been 25 at the time, conveying three hundred acres on Patterson's Creek to a 
Jacob Douthitin 1761.17 The family continues to remain involved in the area, a Hedges is still 
entering land grants with Lord Fairfax in September of 1762.18
The Virginia Legislature enacted laws against estates like Fairfax's around the time of the 
Revolution. While this could not break up the estate, it stopped the rent on lands already “sold." At 
the close of the Revolution, Virginia opened the Fairfax lands to settlement in the same manner 
accorded any other Virginia property.19
14T .K . C artm cil. S h en an d o a h  Valiev Pioneers and T h e ir  D e s c e n d an ts : A  H istory  of F red erick  .County. Virgin ia .
Berryvillc: C h e sa p e a k e  Book Com pany. 1963.
15M ycrs. M y ers’ H isto ry  of W est V irginia.
16M ineral C oun ty  D c e d b o o k  1, p. 56. Rom ncy, W est V irg in ia .
17C Iara  M cCorm ack. S a g e  and L aura Sage Jones. E arly  R c c o rd s -H am psh irc  C ountv , V irem ia. N d'y W est 
V irginia. B a ltim ore : G enealogical P ub lish ing  C o m p a n y . 1969.
18M incral C oun ty  D cedbook. 7, p.376. Rom ncy, W est V irg in ia .
19C athcrinc  S n id er L o n g . p.p.Z-8.
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In December 1781, Lord Fairfax died, leaving the right to the disputed Patterson Creek 
Manor to his nephew, Reverend Denny Martin Fairfax. The majority of tenants had not received 
deeds for the farms they were occupying, so were driven from their homes. People were very 
concerned about their futures and wanted a land office to help in the attemptto straighten things out 
Serving as lavyer for the Fairfax interests, John Marshall knew he wanted to buy into the property. 
Unable to come up with the financial means to make this happen, Marshall joined forces with James 
Markham Marshall and his brother-in-law, Colonel Raleigh Colston. The triumvirate purchased the 
South Branch Manor in 1786. The three partners held 160, 000 acres and 60, 000 as individuals.
When the land was divided up, Chief Justice John Marshall claimed 100, 000 acres, James 
Markham Marshall had 80, 000, and Rawleigh Colston -40,000. Chief Justice Marshall raised horses 
with the Van Meters on part of his land. The majority of the three's property was leased. Leases 
were not terribly secure, lasting for either twenty-one years or three owners lifetimes, whichever 
came first. The triumvirate itself however did not finish payments on the property until 1806.
Denny Martin died without heir, willing the whole manor to two old maid aunts. The aunts in 
turn, sold the property to John Marshall, of Supreme Court fame, Richard Henry Lee, of 
Revolutionary War fame, and Henry Colston.20 Colston served in public service positions as well 
Colston was appointed as overseer of the poor between 1793-1796. Colston eventually bought out 
Lee and Marshall, giving him an estate that stretched both above and below Burlington. A 250 acre 
piece of property on the Northwest side of Patterson’s Creek Manor purchased from Jacob Read 
and his wife Catherine on February 14, 1806 was added to these holdings.
For the sum of one dollar, Raleigh Colston conveyed to his daughter Lucy Ann,"in 
consideration of mutual love and affection," Lots 2 and 3 of Patterson Creek Manor, the Read tract 
included, on April 1, 1820. The plot is described as lying 1600 acres above Burlington, being attfie 
corner of the old manor and the old schoolhouse, lying south of land purchased by James R.
Heiskell of Sara Vandiver. Lucy Ann retained lots 2 and 3, which included the school, in the 2410 
acres she was allotted above Burlington. The remainingproperty above and below Burlington was 
divided among the three other parties, Mary F. Thomas, William Leigh, and Mary Susan Seldon
20J.C . S au n d ers  pap e rs . M ineral C ounty: R om ncy, W e st V irg in ia . J .C . S aunders refers to  th e  C olston party as 
H enry. A cco rd in g  to  o th e r docum enta tion , th e  p a r ty  in ques tion  w as natm cd R aleigh.
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Leigh so that the four received equal quantities of land. As both William and Mary Susan were 
under 21, their father, Benjamin Watkin Leigh acted as trustee for them.
The property was kept intact until the heirs sued for division of the property in 1830.21 The 
Sloans first became involved with Patterson Creek Manor through their brother John Appointed 
commissioners to resurvey on April 30, 1834, Edward Colston, Thomas Carskadan, John Vandiver, 
Samuel Kercheval Jr, and John Sloan were charged with surveying, laying off, and dividing die 
lands lying within the bounds of the patterson Creek Manor.22 The team completed a plat of the 
property on December 15, 1834 for the fee of $80.39. On the northwest branch of Patterson s 
Creek, at the comer of the manor, they marked off the parcel of 2410 acres near the old school
house that Lucy Ann Colston had owned.23
Lucy Ann Colston kept lots 2 and 3 of the parcel. Upon Lucy Ann's death, her designated 
heirs and heiress,’ Elizabeth Colston, Edward and Sarah Jane Colston, Thomas and Elizabeth 
Colston, Conway Robinson and Mary Susan Sheldon, Mary Thomas, and Raleigh Colston, sold the 
property for the sum of $16, 265 to the Sloans. John, George, Thomas, Richard, and James Sloan 
purchased the property not as joint tenants, but as tenants in common. The property has been 
owned by descendents of the Sloan family to this day.
The property known as Fort Hill began to come together. David Sloan gave up claims to 
both Issac and Richard Sloan's lands in 1834.24 In 1837, John Sloan bought much of Charlotte Sloan s 
estate, expanding the property once again. John Sloan also bought much of Charlotte Sloan s 
personal estate, including some of the linens and furniture. 25 Sloan went on in 1843 to buy John H.
Miller's land after Miller could not pay his taxes.26
James Sloan's job made him aware of property, both real and personal, coming up for sale.
*
Sloan served as trustee for the sale of Henry Foreman's goods to Benjamin McDonald. Foreman 
owed McDonald a debt of forty-six dollars. Foreman sold his personal property to help pay for the
21Ib id , p .174.
22H am psh ire  C oun ty  D cedbook. 30, R om ncy, W V A , p 3 7 8 .  A pril 30 , 1834.
23H am psh irc  C oun ty  D cedbook. 36, R om ncy, W V A , p .375 .
24H am p sh irc  C ounty  D ced b o o k  42, R om ncy, W V A , p.p.2 8 5 -2 8 7 .
25S lo an  P apers.
26H am psh ire  C ounty  D ced b o o k  37, R om ncy, W V A , p .149. F eb ru ary  9, 1843.
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damages. Sloan purchased multiple tools, including a broad axe hatchet, turning lathe, bench planes, 
desk plane, brass and bitz, a set of bellows and irons, set table planes, two sets of longe and grooving 
planes, a moving plow plan, fourteen chisels and gouges, two hand saws, thirteen saws, one compass 
saw, a thousand feet of scawling, three hundred 1/ 2" pine boards, and three hundred feet of one 
inch walnut boards. These are all items that could have been used on a farm, perhaps eventually 
contributing to the construction of Fort Hill. Sloan also purchased a potpourri of items including two 
tables, seven chairs, an iron, an oven, a skillet, a rifle gun, a bureau, and a hog.27
James Sloan was loosely referred to as a lawyer, serving as the trustee on numerous 
settlements and estates in the Patterson Creek area. James Sloan (1812-1907) married Magdalena 
Arnold (1810- 1863) on January 6, 1835.28 Magdalene Sloan was related to the Stimnels, thereby 
tying the families together through marriage.29 Following in the Sloan pattern, they had a number of 
children, Richard (1835), David (1837), Elizabeth (1838), Sarah (1840), Mary (1841), John (1843), 
Harriet (1846), James/Magdalena (1848), and Hannah (1851).30 Magdalena and James’ son John 
married into the Stimnel family, joining the two families.
The other Sloan children intermarried with local families such as the Stimnels, Wrights, and 
Woodworths as well Like many small rural communities, many of the local families became 
intertwined. Mary Sloan, daughter of the original Sloan, married into the Wright family, becoming 
the matriarch of the Wright clan. The Woodworths joined the family group as well. Their union 
was formed through a marriage with the Wrights. '
Several of the brothers never married, remaining together while their mother cared for the 
running of the bachelor household. When the women of their family married and moved on, the 
men realized they needed to do something to help their mother, Magdalena, maintain their horns' 
situation. According to family lore, the brothers drew straws to determine who would find a woman 
to help their mother and marry her, bringing her into the family circle. James drew the lucky straw.
27H am p sh irc  C oun ty  Dcedbook. 37 , R om ncy, W V A , p .4 9 1.
28SIoan  B ible.
25M in c ra l C ounty  W ill book. 2. K cyscr, W V A , p .340 .
3QSloan Bible. Fort Hill, Burlington, WVA.
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Wanting to start out in a new environment, the bachelors moved out of the family home, selling the 
old stone house to the Parkers. The building of a new house. Fort Hill began.31
James Sloan is said to have finished construction of Fort Hill in 1853. The family points to a 
plaque on the chimney carrying this date. Fort Hill's name was derived from the presence of the 
Indian fort situated on one of the hills on the farm. A receipt from George Sloan and brothers to 
Philip Breebeck and Westfall Garrett dated October 22, 1853 ordered the building of "173, 000 
bricks on Patterson’s Creek at $1.25 per thousand" totaling "$215.25." It is likely a kiln was setup on 
the hill for the manufacture of bricks.32
The family invested a great deal of money in the construction of the new house. Fort Hill 
was going to be the home place for generations of family, as they worked the land in the years to 
come. Several receipts for the payment of workers “Mytenzer," "Baldr,"33 and 'Tobias R/B aker 
for labor in the year 1854 remain in the families possession. Wages ranged between $1.00 and $1.50 
a day. The workers were employed for periods of 183 to 235 days.34
James Sloan Junior's line of descendants inherited the house, inhabiting the house in the 
years for the decades to follow. Sarah, otherwise known as Aunt Sade, and Magdalena, fondly 
called Aunt Maggie, James Sloan's twin sister, remained unmarried, choosing to found their own 
family by spending their lives caring for family orphans.
The Sloans are not listed in any of the records concerning slaves. If they had slaves, they 
hired them from Sam Cockerell, a local resident many of their neighbors turned to.35 However, the 
family was very involved with other aspects of the landscape, striving to make Fort Hill as self- 
sufficient and economical as possible. There are records of the Sloans selling animal hides from the 
sheep, cattle, and other animals they raised to provide leather goods which could be used by the 
residents of the Fort Hffifarm complex.36
31Sloan B ible. Fort H ill, B urlington, W V A .
32B o n ar P apers. B u rling ton , Fort Hill.
33Perhap3 "B ak e r”?
34Sloan papers. R e ce ip t sadd le  bags.
33Sam  C ockerell B id lis ts . 1845.
36SIoan 's T annery  B ook .
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A variety of plantings adorned the landscape, providing fruit the family could use. Richard 
Sloan purchased twenty-two apple trees, two transcadent crab apple trees, two pear standard trees, 
two plum, and two peach standard trees from Honey Creek Nursery in Ohio and Isaac Freeman and 
Co. which he planted on the property. The sum total cost a total of $17.00.
The branch of the Sloan family descended from George Sloan's brother Richard Sloan and 
associated with the Old Stone House in Parkersburg, founded the weaving firm of G. Sloan and Co., 
producing an assortment of cloth and coverlets. Records from the company show that carpets were 
available in 1831. The files of the company show a variety of desires on the part of local consumers 
as reflected in the orders placed. Three coverlets cost $7.50 in 1832. Two more coverlets were 
ordered in 1833. In 1834, forty-two yards of doth were purchased. Three doth counterpanes cost 
$8.25 in 1835. In 1836, they produced a variety of items including jeans, blankets, yarn, and flannel 
Diaper and capinette blankets were also produced. Two coverlets cost $5 in 1838. Three more 
coverlets were ordered in 1840.37
The next generation of Sloans began to expand, continuing the family lines. Like the 
generation before them, this new generation of the family deepened and strengthened family 
relations through intermarriages which extended the family connections. Harriet Sloan married 
John R. Stimmel, a cousin of Emma's on February 4, 1868.38 Elizabeth Sloan married William B.
Stump on April 29, 1858. Mary Sloan married Dr. Wright on October 30, 185939 William Kuykendall 
did marry Hannah Peerce Sloan on February 13, 1&78.40
John Sloan and Emma Stimmel married on October 24, 1865. John Sloan was given the site 
where the home referred to as Longview was to be constructed.41 With such a promising future and 
the weighty Civil War looming over head, John Sloan was anxious to avoid the draft
The third "Sloan" house, Longview began to be built the same year James Junior was 
married. Richard and James Sloan paid William Brophy on August 28, 1877 for the building of a 
foundation constructed of stone and mortar, two chimneys, a flue of bricks and mortar on a house
37S loan  p ap e rs . Fam ily. B urlington, W VA.
38S Ioan B ib le . Fort H ill, B urling ton , W VA.
39M a n ia g c 3  B v R everend  W illiam  W elch’s 1816-1867.
40S loan  B ib le . F ort Hill, B urling ton , W VA.
41S loan  B ible.
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situated on Patterson's creek near Burlington, called Longview.1,2 Payment was most likely made at 
the completion of the job, as work on the house would have had to progress at a rapid clip to ensure 
Longview would have been completed for the birth of Sadie May Sloan on February 12, 1878.
The company of Henry W. Baker is associated with the building of Longview. On June 3, 
1877, only $9.25 had been spent However ,a written contract specifying the work to be done 
towards the building of a house in return for $300 was left with C.G. Umstot On October 20, 1877, 
Richard and James Sloan contracted with Baker, a local builder, for $525 in return for the building of 
a house.
Baker is responsible for numerous structures in the Burlington area. At the age of 21, 
Henry W. Baker was serving as a carpenter, working in the household of Tobias Baker, a thirty 
year old white carpenter from Virginia. Rebecca L. Baker, a twenty-six year old white female, and 
Theodore Allen, a nine year old white male, were also residing in the household. Isaac Parker, a 
twenty-two year old carriage maker, and William Fayman, a twenty-three year old carriage maker, 
were also residing in the household.43
At the close of the Civil War, Baker associated himself with Thomas McCoote, abuilding 
contractor and planing mill operator. H.W. Baker and Company of Mineral County were situated on 
Piedmont Street in Keyser. The property was sold to himbyT.E. McCoole and N.D. McCoole of 
Keyser.44 Baker & McCoole built many houses in the Keyser area. But by 1885, T.E. McCoole 
had become involved with the business again, as records list both H.W. Baker and T.E. McCoole 
being part of a legal case involving building under the firm name of Baker and McCoole.45 Upon 
his retirement, Baker took over as superintendent of the West Virginia Building Company, helping
to build many of Keyser's dwellings.46
By 1866, the Sloan brothers had acquired the land package from the Colstons and others. 
Since the majority of property was co-owned by the brothers for the course of their lifetimes, they
42S loan  papers. S ad d leb ag  of receip ts .
43D aniel P. O ates. T h e  1860 Federal C ensus of H am p sh ire  C o unty . V irg inia; P rcscM  PflV H am pshire and  
M ineral C ountv . W est V a. USA: G rcgath  P u b lish in g  C om pany . 1990 .P .160 .
44H am p sh irc  C ounty  D ced b o o k  6, Rom ney, W V A , p .l  17. F e b ru a ry  14, 1876.
43H am p sh ire  C ounty  D ced b o o k  11, Rom ncy, W V A , p .77 . M ay  25, 1885.
46"H cn ry  W. B aker, G rand  Ofd M an of K eyser, W . V a .” K cy5CT T ribune . 1984.
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left it to each other upon their deaths. Thomas Sloan left his property to his brothers, George, 
Richard, and James, in his will of July 7, 1853. Richard Sloan left his estate to his brother in 1872.47 
James Sloan was expanding his property again in 1879. Sloan paid 13, 000 via a trustee, Rob White, 
for James Stump's lands. George Sloan added to this, leaving his property to his brothers, James 
and Richard upon his death in 1881.48 George'spersonalproperty amounted to $9000 and his real 
estate to $ 16,000.49 The acreage is listed as united property in the tax accounts.50
Land values continued to rise on the property. The Sloans were in an elite land group to 
which few of their neighbors belonged. John T. Peerce, a member of this group was both the 
Sloans' closest neighbor and ciosestpeer economically. John Vandiver, another resident of 
Burlington, also falls into this category. Of all their peers, the Sloans invested the most money in the 
house that accompanied their land. The tax re cords note the Sloan brothers invested $3270 in their 
home. Vandiver only invested $2000.
The year 1877 saw the values of the property'deer easing. Sloan's house value sunk to 
$3248 in 1877. In 1878, taxes on the Sloan property went up seven hundred dollars. Taxes on the 
property rose again in 1883. The bam added to the property in 1885 increased taxes by $1800. 
Taxes went up $3800 in 1909 on "John Sloan's children's homeplace."51
The economic levels attained by Fort Hill were displayed on the interior as well as the 
exterior. The prosperity of the farm and its cattle crop is reflected in the consumer choices the 
occupants made and furnished the estate with. Richard Sloan purchased hardware and stoves of 
copper, tin, and iron from John F. Johnson for a total sum of $ 111. A sewing machine was present at 
Fort Hill by 1875.
The family allotted another segment of their income for investing. Taking interest in matters
  f
concemingthe local area, the Sloans owned stock in the Patterson CreekTumpike Company. The 
Turnpike Company monitored the toll road that ran through Burlington. As of June 21, 1852, local 
residents, such as Richard Sloan, could pay a master toll at the Burlington gate of $1.50 which
47M incraJ C oun ty  W ill B ook  1, p .88. O ctober 12, 1872.
48S loan B ible.
49M incraI C oun ty  W ill B ook  I , p .48. June  25, 1872.
30M incrai C oun ty  L an d  R eco rd s. 1873.
5M in e ra l  C oun ty  L an d  R eco rds.
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permitted them to pass through the toll gate free of charge when they used the Turnpike, as long as 
it was not for business purposes. However, when taking their wheat to market or transacting some 
other business arrangement, they joined the rest of the paying customers.
Head of the Fort HiH line, James Sloan, Junior married Mary Isabel Arnold of Knobley Farm 
on January 24, 1877. The marriages of their children connected the family to two other prominent 
local families in the Burlington area, the Wilsons and the Eberts. One of the first things James Sloan 
is reputed to have done following his marriage to his new bride, was to tell his brothers to move 
ou t52 The Junior Sloans had a number of children. Jane Peerce Sloan (1880-1935), Magdalena 
Arnold Sloan, (1882-1923), Helen Mary Sloan (1884-1931), and Thomas Sloan (1878-1879). 
Unfortunately, Mary Isabel died in 1887. Her husband, James Jr., lived on until 1903. James Sloan 
Senior outlived them all, dying in 1907 at the ripe age of 95.53
The situation at Fort Hill became more complicated as the family tried to deal with the death 
of James Sloan Senior. James left a quarter of the property to John, a quarter to Sarah, a quarter to 
Magdalene, and a quarter to James. As James was deceased, the property was to go to his children, 
Jane P., Magdalene A., and Helen M. The children and John sold their interest in the property,54 
thereby leaving the property to Sarah and Magdalene.
Fort Hill provided a unique atmosphere for a large group of children. Eleven orphans 
were "reared" here. Aunt Sade and Magdalene, after inheriting the property, raised Aunt Elizabeth 
and Cornelia and the Stimmel children after their family troubles. The pair became known as the 
"Sloan sisters." H ie Sloan sisters died in 1920 and 1922.
James Sloan Junior's children, Jane, Magdalena, and Helen, the same who had sold their 
interest in the property, never married. Thomas died at the age of nine months seven days. Jarre is 
remembered for her love of sleep. Magdalena suffered a terrible curvature of the sp"ine. With 
three spinster sisters, the Sloan name did not have long to live.
The property came to its present owners, the Bonars, through a series of marriages. 
Magdalena Elizabeth Sloan, daughter of James Sloan, married William B. Stump, joining Ore two
235
52S loan  B ib le. Fort Hill, B urling ton , W V A .
33S loan  B ible. Fort Hill, B urling ton , W V A
54H am psh irc  C ounty  W ill Bo&k. 29, p. 425.
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families. The Stumps disinherited their daughter, not approving the match, and refused to have 
anything to do with the couple. After living in a home called Stoney Lonesome, Magdalena died 
after birthing the third child and was buried in the family cemetery. Two daughters survived her, 
Elizabeth and Cornelia. Cornelia Stump married Charles Harmison, there by connecting those two 
families.
Cornelia Harmison married Clyde Bonar in 1926, thereby joining the Sloans with the 
Bonars. It was during this time that the Sloan sisters and Richard Stimnel had a falling out and 
divided a segment of the Fort Hill property. Longview farm belonged to John Sloan until it was sold 
in the 1940*s. Around 1928, the Sloan sisters began to spend part of the year in Romhey and part in 
Burlington at the farm. "Cousin" Jane Sloan became the last of the direct Sloan line to reside at Fort 
Hill
When future generations of the Bonars moved in, they found a multi-room house designed 
to maximize the space, allowing multiple generations and countless children to live at Fort Hill. The 
divisions illustrate an attempt by an extended family to maintain and utilize a piece of property they 
wanted to keep in the family. The occupants residing there shared space, yet had their own 
separate spaces and dividing walls to retreat behind when they needed privacy.
The occupants adapted Fort Hill to meet both their needs and fashion trends. The flat roof, 
and square two-story porch their predecessors were familiar with was replaced with a two-story, 
pedimented roof was replaced in the early 1920s. After the 1920s it changed again, lowering to one 
story. The new one story porch had three posts on each side. This stood until 1975, when it was 
replaced with a four post version. The floorboards were also replaced at this time.55
Jane P. Sloan deeded half the interest in the house and the farm to Clyde and Cornelia •
r
Bonar, 56 making them the true owners, not just the family caretakers. Upon his demise, Clyde 
Bonar left his property to his wife,57 Cornelia. Cornelia, in her time left the 1,269 1/2 acre property, 
minus the house, to her three children, James Sloan Bonar, Mary Alice, and Charles Alvin Bonar.58 
The structure of Fort Hill and half the farm was left to Mary Alice by Jane P. Sloan.
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55C harlca  B onar. B urling ton , W V A , 1991.
56M incrai C ounty  W ill B ook 3 . p .499.
57K cy sc r W ill Book. 17, p .779.
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Cattle, a bull, and calves have been maintained on the property, as well as sheep, horses, 
chickens, and pigs. The farm maintained raised a variety of crops, inchidingpotatoes, com, alfalfa, 
hay, grass, clover, rye, wheat, and oats and maintained a small orchard plot for its own use. The farm 
operated using different teams during the day to complete the threshing and mowing. Fort Hill 
cooperated with their neighbors the Banes, who inhabited Fairview, the farm "next door.” 59
The farm was the life of the inhabitants of Fort HiU and they were h e  farm. Different eras of 
the family took this with different degrees of seriousness. The Bonars recorded what was done 
each day with their crops and animals and who did it With his interest in farming and dedicated 
personality, Clyde Bonar took this journal very seriously and paints a detailed view of farm life.60 
There was enormous community spiritin Burlington, neighbors helping one another. The family 
fought a fire together between July 20 and 22, 1930. The Bonars helped the Banes, Woodworths, 
and the Sloans and were aided in return.
The Depression of the 1930‘s hit the farmers of the Patterson Creek Valley along with other 
areas of the nation The sense of community present on the farm and in the neighborhood probably 
helped them all through hard times. The farm survived this era well documented, leaving records 
including the amounts of gas and kerosene consumption. A breeding record was maintained as farm 
life proceeded forwards. Clyde Bonar maintained his interest in research and developing his heTds 
and property. This encouraged him to keep extensive records of the methods he was using and the 
choices he was making. - /-
Family is important to the Sloans. The Sloans kept track of the life events of their family 
members in a family Rihle Some recorders went so far as to record the time of their family members 
births, marriages, and deaths61. In 1914, the Sloan Cemetery Association was founded.62 Even the 
farm records reflect the importance placed on the family. Like proud parents of ane&born, the birth 
of new additions to the family were written into the farm record .63
58K cy sc r W ill B ook 221 , p.p. 188 and 202. A pril 20, 1980.
59F ort Hill P apers. B urling ton . W VA, 1928-1929 .
^ F a r m e r 's  A ccoun t B ook , Fort Hill, 1937.
6ISIoan B ible.
62F ort Hill R eco rd s. B urling ton , W V A .
63F arm cr’s  A ccoun t B ook, Fort Hill, B urling ton , W V A , 1937.
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The change in times and lifestyles is reflected in the changes to the living situation at Fort 
HilL Of the original property of approximately 5000 acres, stretching as far as the Mill Creek area, 
and present day Route 220, about 1600 acres are still owned by the family of the Sloan heirs. 
Cornelia, Clyde Bonar's wife and mother of the present owners, was the great-granddaughter of 
James Sloan. Fort Hill is presently owned by the three Bonar children. Charles, James Bonar, and 
Mary Alice Hannah co-own the farmlands of Fort Hill while Mary Alice (Bonar) Hannah owns the 
main house on the Fort Hill property. However, since the death of the matriarch of the Bonar clan, 
the house at Fort HiH has not been occupied by one nuclear family on a full time basis. Mary Alice 
Hannah is back and forth between two working farms.
James Bonar and his descendants, while still retaining an interest in the farm, have turned to 
the business world, returning to Fort Hill for visits. Charles Bonar and his wife Pat are presently 
responsible for working the farmlands of Fort HilL
While the many brandies of the family continue to come together to earn their livelihood 
and keep the farm running, they no longer come together in the same domestic setting. The Bonars 
live at Arnold’s Place, situated down Patterson Creek road from Fort HilL The Pages live almost 
directly across from the lane at Fort Hill, in a small schoolhouse on the property the family refers to 
as the Sloan schoolhouse.
The interrelations of the family remain similar to the patterns established by their
forefathers. Like any family, the entire family dan gets together for major events and holidays as
much as possible. The extended relations of the family all pitch together to help the farm run
efficiently. The twentieth century has brought a major change in lifestyle however, these are not
the same people that see to the daily operation of the farm. One branch of the family predominantly
*
runs the farm, with its branches developing a close working relationship as individual family 
members pitch in where ever necessary.
At Fort Hill, Charles and Pat Bonar share more than the working of the farm with the Pages, 
their daughter, son-in-law, and granddaughter, and several farmhands. The Bonars frequently 
share their table and other activities with the Pages. The group is very intertwined in each others 
lives. Running a farm demands flexibility and availability on the part of the farm family. All members 
from the largest to the smallest pitch in as they can, chasing run-away cows, babysitting the grand-
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daughter, training the sheep herding dogs, and feeding the cattle. The family unit is bound to each 
other for the well-being of the property and crops at Fort HilL
Burlington, West Virginia, the dosesttown to Fort Hill, continues the community feeling. 
Burlington is located within Mineral County, an area of West Virginia referred to as the Eastern 
Panhandle. Mineral County was previously apart of a larger land mass known as Hampshire 
County. Named for Hampshire, England, Hampshire County is the oldest county in the state of West 
Virginia. Hampshire County was formed in 1754 from Frederick and Augusta Counties. It existed 
en masse until Issac Van Meter proposed a bill in October of 1785 that would divide the land of 
Hampshire County. The large county was made more manageable in 1786 when Hardy County', 
named after Virginia Congressman Sam Hardy, separated from Hampshire County. Mineral County
followed suit in 1866.64
Mineral County has over fifty percent of its lands in farms.65 Early fanning was done with a 
hoe. As development continued, the hoe was replaced with wood and iron plows dr awn by oxen 
and horses. With the new equipment it produced, the industrial revolution had aprofound affect on 
farming. The Panic of 1873 greatly affected farming, causing prices to drop. Itwas atthispointin 
time West Virginia farmers began to realize how neglectful of the soil they had been. The years 
following 1880 saw the introduction of fertilizers, new sprays, insecticides, and better dietfor the 
farm animals66 as the farming community struggled to improve their farming mediods. The owners 
of Fort Hill, the Sloans and the Bonars practiced the methodologies popularized the movement 
Cattle, calves, horses, sheep, lambs, and hogs were the main agricultural products finding 
their way out of West Virginia as export products. These meat animals are also considered the most 
important pro duct coming out of the state. The stock reared in the South Branch Valley area is 
noted for its fatness and flavor. Hay is grown to help feed the livestock. Animals and'theii feed are 
not all that is grown, however.
64M ycr. Mvcr*s H isto ry  of V irginia. Tw o vo lum es. N ew  M artinsville, W est V irgin ia. 1915.
65C o n icy  and  D o h erty , p-349.
66C o n lcy  and D oherty . p 3 4 2 .
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The adjacent South Branch Valley has become noted for its fertility. The mineral, calcium, 
and ninety-three percent carbonate of lime in the soil make it especially appropriate for growing 
fruit and wheat, soil traits that carried over into the Patterson Creek area. Other crops include com 
and buckwheat Poultry and eggs, dairy products, wheat, and grass are other important products.67 
Fruit trees, such as peach, apple, pear ,and plum trees are all grown on the Eastern Panhandle as 
well. Overall, Mineral County, as apart of Hampshire County, was one of the leading producers of 
horses, cows, com, buckwheat, butter, and farm implements.68
Serving as both an architectural model and the house of an influential, active family, Fort Hill 
is a mixture of the old and new. Fort Hill has been an integral part of Burlington s development, 
playing a formative role indie community aspects running the gambit from education to economics. 
The property was the site of the oldest school building known in Mineral County. The building was 
situated on Barkville Lane^ opposite or parallel to die present day bam. No records concerning 
the time it was used or the teachers who utilized it have been found.
The families of Fort Hid have served as great influences in the farming techniques used in 
the area, contributing to the economic prosperity of the farms in the region. For the first thirty years, 
the property operated as a general livestock and grain farm. In 1884 John S. Arnold of Knobley 
Farm gave his daughter, Bed (later Mrs. James Sloan of Fort Hid Farm) an Angus heifer. Arnold was 
one of the first purebred Angus breeders in West Virginia, a position that was to turn out to be quite 
powerful. This was the first Angus brought to Forf Hid Farm.
The Angus were not greatly appreciated locady, they were considered black muley cows. 
None die less, James Sloan continued to work with the breed, buying two heifers and a bud from 
Pennsylvania in the 1890's. The first Angus bud, however, came from Ohio via D A  Arnold, who 
was also buying for G.S. Kitzmider of Grandview Farm and two for his own herds on Knobley Farm. 
Arnold wanted better cattle, so he decided, in true cattleman fashion, to breed his own. Arnold sent
67Ccmlcy and D oherty , p .345.
68J.R . D odge. W est V irgin ia; Its Farm s and Fo res ts . M in es, an d  O tl-W d b . Philadelphia: J.B . L ippincott & Co. 
1865.
69P resen t day R u sse id a lc  R oad.
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a calf to his kinfolk in West Virginia to prove his breed was as good as theirs. The first Angus on a 
West Virginia farm can therefore be dated to December 25, 1882.
Today, Fort HiU Farm prides itself on its prize-winning Angus. The present herd was 
started from five fifteen year old registered cows purchased from J.G. Hantin of Maple Croft Farm, 
Mt Storm, West Virginia, in 1927. A credible herd has existed at Fort HiU through the years, but not 
until the Bonars did it actually become a registered herd. This particular herd became one of four in 
West Virginia recognized as registered Aberdeen-Angus cattle herds that have been registered for 
over fifty years by the American Angus Association. In 1983, the farm even sold Angus cattle on the 
international level to breeders in the Dominican Republic.
The income provided by the Angus is supplemented by other products. The Bonars have 
raised crossbred sheep since the 1920s. Feed for the various forms of live stock has been produced 
on the farm from its beginning. Horse and mule power driving the plow has since been exchanged 
for tractors, but farm life continues on much in the manner it did for the first Sloan brothers.
Fort Hill was affected by the new revolution in agricultural science as welL Mr. Gyde 
Bonar was one of the first fanners to use the extended grazing system. Bonar was also known for 
emphasizing grassland improvement. Bonar received many awards on both the county and state 
level for his work, even being named by “progressive Farmer" magazine as one of their "Men of 
the Year." In 1975 he was elected into the West Virginia Agricultural Hall of Fame.
The house itself speaks to the Classical tradition, marked by the symmetry, columns, and 
large two-story Doric portico found on the exterior. The portico was replaced by a one story porch, 
topped with a balustrade, later in time, reflecting the families changing ideas of style through time.
The interior of the house was laid out symmetrically as well. The family has continued to 
reside in the original structure through the ages, but alterations and additions have been made to the 
original build. Different door treatments reflect the changes to the house as the family in residence 
has necessitated them. Some of the original doorways have been topped with chamfered head trim 
or plain trim. Five cross panel doorways dating between 1891 and 1940 can be found replacing 
original doorframes in the areas of the house. Some of the other door ways have been replaced by 
verticalTwo Panel doorways dating between 1870-1940.
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The staircase in Fort HUl is the hollow open newel stair type. It consists of two landings with 
a short flight between them, with newel posts located at the angles. The well hole in the plan has a 
rectangular shape. The newelpost served a practical purpose as apart of the support system for the 
balustrade, but also served as part of the ornamental system. The present Fort Hill newel post 
resembles one of the Sears Roebuck productions. Referred to as the "anti-dust" newelpost die 
key  design element helped trap much of the dust and dirt believed to pass through passageways 
and stair halls enabling them to be cleaned with greater ease.70 The new interest in the practical as 
well as the aesthetic rose simultaneously with the increased concentration on health awareness 
occurring at the beginning of the twentieth century.
The increased neatness of designs such as these represented the new need to exert control 
over the environment This need increases in times of change. Adaptations such as h e  Round- 
edge door frame fit h e  new trends. With its round edges, h e  door frame was designed to be 
sanitary, with no dust catching ridges. The new modem casing emphasizes the flat plane of the walls 
rather than the projections, a smooth sterile look. .
Fort Hill is a representative of a group of houses buflt in the Burlington area around the time 
of h e  Civil War. Among these are "he house next door," Fairview; Longview, h e  other Sloan 
house; h e  Huffman house in Burlington; h e  Wilson sisters home in Burlington; and Walnut Lane 
Farm on h e  other side of Burlington village. These homes are all large costly homes built in the 
Greek Revival style, with "L-shaped" rear wings.' Fort HiU was one of h e  first constructed, 
influencing h e  design of the remainder. Henry Baker's name appears in conjunction with a number 
of builds in h e  area, which further contributed to similarities in h e  structures' design and 
construction.
The Sloan/Bonar home at Fort HUl has played a significant role in b o h  h e  agricultural and 
architectural history of h e  Burlington area. Fort HiU is representative of h e  targe estates hat 
managed h e  lands inrural West Virginia. The classical detailing and plan make it a good example of 
Greek Revival farmhouse architecture. The 1853 date of construction makes Fort Hill a particularly
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influential structure on tie Burlington area. The agricultural practices employed at Fort Hill helped 
alter the fanning techniques, crops and animals produced in die farm communities of the entire state 
of West Virginia. Continuous family occupation have ensured die survival of Fort HiU, as both a 
home and a farm.
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